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A.1 Introduction

Firms often have to make a decision whether to invest in a new product or technology. This

investment could be in the adoption of a new product to sell, or in research and develop-

ment. Firm typically have some uncertainty about the future outcome of such investment,

and would prefer investments that yield higher profits with greater certainty. These deci-

sions are not made in a vacuum—in many cases there are similar firms in the market that

have already made similar decisions. Therefore, past investment decisions made by some

firms could provide information to other firms. The information spillovers could affect their

future decisions. A change in learning behavior would then affect the diffusion patterns of

investment or adoption of the new product or technology. Adoption and diffusion of new

technology have been extensively documented and studied back to at least Griliches (1957);

the same is true of the effects of social learning on the actions taken by individuals or firms

(Foster and Rosenzweig, 1995; Conley and Udry, 2010; Kellogg, 2011). While extensively

studied in theoretical literature (e.g. by Board and Meyer-ter Vehn (2018); Sadler (2019)),

there is limited empirical research on how social learning affects adoption and the its impact

on market outcomes.

The extent to which agents learn depends on two factors: the availability of information,

and the agents’ interpretation of the available information. Learning occurs when firms

believe that their potential profits are correlated with the profits of other firms. Therefore,

when firms have informative observations of other firms’ profits, they update their beliefs

about own potential profits. The updating process is based on the firm’s perceptions about

this correlation in profits. This need not reflect the true correlation of profits. Modeling

the possibility of misspecified beliefs is key to understanding firms’ learning behavior, which

subsequently affects their observed decisions.

This paper develops a model in which agents (firms) in a competitive market socially

learn about the profitability of a new product and decide whether to adopt the product. An

agent that adopts both competes with and informs others. To distinguish between the two
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effects I use the fact that realized profits are only affected by competition and not by learning.

When deciding whether to adopt, agents are risk averse and fully Bayesian, and believe that

their profits are spatially correlated with the profits of neighboring agents. The model allows

the agents’ priors to be misspecified—their beliefs about profits’ spatial covariance could be

different from the true spatial covariance. I use this property to distinguish between agents’

perceptions and the truth, which is in turn used to quantify learning and its effects on

decisions. Agents in the model, that have not yet adopted, observe the profits of agents that

have already done so and dynamically form posteriors on their own potential profits. Given

these beliefs and local competition, agents then decide whether to adopt. To the best of my

knowledge, this is a first attempt to estimate the perceptions that explain the behavior of

Bayesian firms using real-world market data.

I estimate this model with data from the slot machine industry in the state of Illinois.

According to the available data, establishments slowly adopt slot machines over a few years.

There are several properties that make this setting ideal for such an analysis. First, the set of

potential adopters is defined by state law: only liquor license holders can install slot machines

in their establishments. Secondly, the adoption decision is clearly defined, as adoption of

slot machines requires an application to be approved by the Illinois Gaming Board (IGB).

Finally, state regulation requires that adoption decisions and monthly gambling profits be

publicly disclosed. Therefore, all market participants starting from the inception of this

market are observed. Most importantly, the public information allows the agents in the

model to observe others’ profits, since the data can be accessed freely on the IGB’s website.

This is a rare environment where data about small retail businesses is available, shedding

light on the decisions owners make and how they affect profits of other market participants.

However, this type of learning is not limited to either small firms or profit observation; firms

of any size could potentially learn from any outcome that is correlated with profits.1

1Outcomes could include: sales, revenues, customers traffic, etc. For example, auto manufacturers that
try to decide if the invest in electric engines, observing sales of competitors of different similarity.
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I model agents’ beliefs about profits as determine by information from and competition

with others. To separate the effects estimation is carried broken into steps. In the first step,

I estimate the competition levels, that is, what an establishment should expect in the way of

business stealing when neighbors of different distances and types decide to adopt. I exploit

the variation in the number of neighbors of an establishments that adopt and their distances

to estimate how profits change with increased competition. This part of the estimation relies

on the feature of the environment that establishment owners do not directly engage in price-

setting behavior. I find that business stealing exists in the market and significantly affects

establishments’ profits. Moreover, the business stealing between establishments of the same

type (e.g., two bars) is three times as large as between establishments of different types (e.g.,

a bar and a restaurant).

A selection problem arises when estimating the rest of the model. I observe only the prof-

its of agents that decided to adopt, and the adoption decision depends on their beliefs when

they choose to adopt. The beliefs are unobserved to the econometrician. In the second step

of the estimation, I use variation in establishments’ characteristics, and a mild assumption

on the individuals’ initial (time-zero) beliefs, to identify profit-relevant parameters. To pin

down these parameters, I develop a new method that corrects for the selection problem us-

ing a fixed-point algorithm. This algorithm imposes consistency of agents’ beliefs with their

adoption behavior. The final step is done using maximum likelihood estimation, maximizing

the probability of observing the adoption patterns observed in the data. Steps 2 and 3 are

intertwined: the fixed point in step 2 pins down the profit parameters given agents’ prior

beliefs, while step 3 pins down the parameters that define the agents’ priors.

Using the results of the model, I analyze two counterfactual environments. In the first

exercise, agents cannot learn from one another, simulating a baseline case of no information.

In many markets firms are not obligated to reveal their profit data, which makes learning

from others a harder task. This exercise demonstrates the learning effects on adoption and

profits we can expect from policies that require firms to report profits or other outcome data.
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In the second counterfactual exercise, I examine how adoption and total profits would change

if agents knew the true correlations between their profits and those of other firms. Compared

to an environment without learning, this is the change that would expected if agents in a

market are more sophisticated, or if the product is similar to existing products sold in the

market and agents have better information about the correlations. In an environment in

which agents are not sophisticated, this counterfactual measures the potential benefits from

an intervention that informs the agents (such as newsletters or workshops that make profits

in the area and their meaning more salient).

I find that the maximum distance at which firms compete with one another (the com-

petition radius) is much smaller than their learning radius. Although firms compete only

with firms in a radius of about 0.7 miles, they learn from neighbors much further away, in

a radius of up to about 2 miles away. At the same time, the actual spatial correlation of

firms’ profits completely decays after about 13 miles. This means that agents ignore a lot of

the available information and that learning could be improved. I also check how well agents’

expected profits (in the period in which they choose to adopt) predict their realized profits.

I find that, on average, agents are not far from being correct: for every extra dollar agents

expect to earn, their realized profits are on average higher by about 85 cents.

Given the point estimates, I simulated two counterfactual environments. When agents

do not observe their neighbors, and therefore cannot learn, the total adoption over the

period of analysis drops by about 4.6%, while total market profits are expected to drop

by 3.4%. The yearly net revenue of the slot machine market in Illinois is greater than $1

billion, which means that tens of millions of dollars of yearly revenue could be attributed

to the government’s decision to make the data publicly available. In the second simulation

exercise, I checked how diffusion and profit patterns would change if agents’ priors were

correctly specified. If agents perfectly interpreted the information they observe about their

neighbors’ profits, total adoption would increase by about 3.1% compared to their baseline

behavior, and total profits would increase by 3.6%.
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Prior to estimating the model, I use features of the data to examine the adoption patterns.

I showed that establishments that observe more adoption in their surrounding area or higher

neighbors’ profits are more likely to adopt themselves. Although these correlative findings are

consistent with learning, they are also consistent with other stories. For example, adoption

pattern is due to installation cost shock that leads to higher adoption in the area. To

rule out this story and other alternative explanations that are consistent with heterogeneity

in individual preferences and shocks that are spatially correlated, I also employ a semi-

parametric method from Pakes and Porter (2016). I used this method to identify a lower

bound on the level of learning using moment inequalities.

I model the decisions of the establishments as a simple binomial choice and use a simple

revealed preferences idea: if agent i decides to adopt in some period t after not adopting

in periods s < t, i’s valuation of the choice “adopt” had to experience a more positive

change than the choice “not adopt.” The method’s advantages in this setting stem from the

richness of the unobserved heterogeneity that it allows. Namely, it allows for individual-

choice fixed effects as well as serially correlated shocks and separately spatially correlated

shocks to agents’ utilities. The estimation results are that observing neighbors’ adoption or

higher profits serve as signals that affect adoption probability in the same way. In particular,

comparing the period of adoption to earlier periods, observing extra neighbors’ adoption has

an effect equivalent to observing at least $2,700 in higher neighbors’ yearly profits.

The structural model in this paper builds on ideas from the theoretical social learning

and diffusion literatures. The social learning literature, an overview of which is in Golub

and Sadler (2017), goes back to seminal papers of Bikhchandani et al. (1992); Banerjee

(1992); Acemoglu et al. (2011); Bala and Goyal (1998); DeGroot (1974). This model set the

foundations for many future learning models in which agents that are arranged in a network

learn from one another. DeMarzo et al. (2003) and Molavi et al. (2018), for example, model

agents that observe one signal at time t = 0 and learn about a fixed state of the world.2 As

2Frongillo et al. (2011) and Dasaratha et al. (2019) study agents that learn about a changing state of the
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in Harel et al. (2017), my model has agents that observe signals in every period and learn

about a fixed state of the world. In all of the mentioned papers the state of the world is

a scalar, while in my case the state is a vector (of everyone’s profits) and each agent cares

about one component of the vector (her own profit). The diffusion literature goes back to

Bass (1969) and Bailey (1975), in which agents spontaneously adopt based on the fraction

of adopters. Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani (2001) added a basic network structure that

affects the probability of adoption. Conceptually, my paper is related to the environments in

Sadler (2019) and Board and Meyer-ter Vehn (2018) which analyze Bayesian agents that learn

about the value of adoption from their neighbors and decide whether to adopt themselves.

Early papers on the diffusion of innovation took a reduced-form perspective. In Griliches

(1957) and Coleman et al. (1966), diffusion of products is observed and the extent of it is

estimated, while in Banerjee et al. (2013) a mechanical diffusion model is estimated using

micro-level network data. The work by Bailey et al. (2019) and Kim et al. (2015) investigated

how consumers’ product adoption spreads, while Foster and Rosenzweig (1995) and Conley

and Udry (2010) established that farmers learn from their neighbors. The estimation in this

paper microfounds the learning process of the agents which influences their decisions, which

in turn explains the diffusion process.

In the industrial organization literature, papers like Benkard (2000) and Doraszelski et al.

(2018) structurally estimate how firms learn from own information and experience, though

not from others. A paper that microfounds a diffusion process is Holmes (2011), which

analyzes the diffusion of Walmart branches around the US. While both Holmes (2011) and

my paper analyze the spatial introduction of a new store or type of product to the market,

the mechanisms are very different. In my paper there are many separate one-time decisions

made by individuals, while in his paper there is an underlying multi-period single-agent

optimization problem.

Learning from others is examined in recent literature that investigates the decisions

world and observe a signal in every period.
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made by oil extraction firms. Methodologically the papers by Covert (2015) and Hodgson

(2018) are closest to mine as they also use a Gaussian process to model a firm’s beliefs

about spatial correlation.3 Both of those papers assume firms have perfect knowledge of the

spatial correlation of oil reservoirs in the ground and perfectly learn from observing drilling

outcomes. Covert (2015) uses the spatial correlation in the data as a Bayesian prior. Later,

to rationalize his observations, he studies a heuristic model of agents who overweight their

own signals. In this paper, I study a structural model with incorrect beliefs about correlation.

I estimate the beliefs that Bayesian agents have that best explain their observed behavior.

More fundamentally, the market and the questions in this paper are very different: this

paper contributes to the understanding of the underlying processes and factors that affect

adoption and diffusion of a technology or a product in a competitive market.

Outline. Section A.2 describes the setting and the data. Section A.3 provides descriptive

evidence of spatial learning using non- and semi-parametric methods. Section A.4 introduces

the core empirical model of the paper. Section A.5 discusses the identification and estimation

procedures. Section A.6 presents and discusses the estimation results. In section A.7, I

simulate counterfactual environments. Section A.8 discusses work in progress and future

extensions. Finally, section A.9 concludes.

A.2 Application: Slot Machines in Illinois

For many decades Nevada was the sole state allowing casino-like gambling. The opening of

the first casino in 1978 in Atlantic City marked the beginning of a rapid expansion of the

gambling industry in the US. In 2016, with 41 states that have casino-like gambling and

more than $70 billion in yearly revenues,4 gambling has become a major industry.

3In these two papers the outcomes from oil drilling or fracking in some spot is similar independent of the
firm that chooses to do so, while in my paper the outcomes from adoption is unique for the establishments.

4This is based on the American Gaming Association’s “State of the states” survey of the casino industry.
These revenues include commercial and tribal casinos and video lottery terminals such as the ones described
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Casino gambling in Illinois started in September 1991, and there are 10 operating casinos

in the state to date.5 This industry has been a steady source of tax revenue to both the

state and the municipalities, with more than $400 million of yearly tax revenue since 1999.

In order to increase tax revenue, in July 2009 the state of Illinois enacted the Video Gaming

Act that allows the installation of up to five video gaming terminals (slot machines) in retail

establishments with pouring liquor licenses, veteran and fraternal establishments and Truck

Stops. After lengthy legal and political battles, slot machines went live in September 2012.

By the end of 2016 there were 24,840 active machines in 5,726 establishments. Slot machine

gaming produced more than $1.1 billion of revenue in 2016, of which $330 million in tax

payments went to the state and the local municipalities.6

An establishment owner that wishes to install slot machines is required to apply for a

license with the IGB. The approval process takes usually one to two months, after which slot

machines can be installed in the establishment by a terminal operator. Licensed by the IGB,

a terminal operator is an entity that owns, installs, operates, and maintains slot machines

in the establishments. By law, the post-tax revenue from the operation of the machines is

split equally between the establishment’s owner and the terminal operator.

Slot machine design has to comply with regulations defined in the Video Gaming Act.

Slot machines provide low-stakes betting, with a maximum wager of $2 and a maximum

jackpot of $500; lotteries also have to be i.i.d. with a minimum expected payout of 80% (i.e.,

the expected loss on a one-dollar bet is at most twenty cents). Moreover, all slot machines

have to be connected to a centralized communication system at the IGB. The information

from the slot machines is automatically aggregated at the business level and advertised

monthly on the IGB’s website.

The slot machine market in Illinois holds several advantages for analyzing the adoption

in this paper.

5Based on the IGB’s 2018 annual report.

6States received 25% of total revenue in the form of taxes, while municipalities received 5%. Some
municipalities also imposed application fees.
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of a product in a new market. First, the set of potential adopters is well defined: only

businesses that are allowed to install slot machines are those that hold a pouring liquor

license.7 Secondly, adoption is well defined: an establishment that applies for slot machines

with the IGB is defined as an adopter. Moreover, the adoption decision is the only decision

made by the establishment owner; after the adoption there are no pricing decisions made by

the owners, and the operation of the machines is handled by the terminal operator. Finally,

by regulation all of the data are released on a monthly basis and are publicly available for

download, in the same website which establishment owners visit in order to apply for slot

machine licenses.

Establishment owners may take into account factors other than gambling profits when

deciding whether to adopt. A direct effect of installing slot machines is that they take up

space which was used to make profits in some other way, most likely replacing tables or seats.

Adoption could also have indirect effects: it could attract additional customers that wish to

gamble, or keep customers for longer, which could lead to an increase in non-gambling profits.

At the same time, customers who are deterred by gambling could be pushed away. Direct

fixed costs are not a concern for owners, as the installation is at the expense of the terminal

operator. However, in many cases establishment owners have some fixed costs, which could

be due to improvements that they need or choose to make (such as an electricity upgrade or

renovations).

A.2.1 Data and Descriptive Statistics

The analysis relies on data from three sources. The first is a panel dataset from the Illinois

Department of Revenue containing a panel of liquor licenses in Illinois from 2008 to 2017,

which defines the set of potential adopters. The dataset includes license numbers, addresses,

effective and expiration dates, and the type of license (on- or off-premises consumption). The

7As mentioned earlier, veteran and fraternal establishments as well as truck stops are also allowed to
install slot machines. In practice, many veteran establishments have liquor licenses and are included in the
analysis anyway, and the number of truck stops in the data is small.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Mean Median S.D.
Bar profits $4,515 $3,873 $3,039

Others’ profits $3,783 $3,388 $2,796
Establishments per municipality 11 4 19

Neighbors (3 miles) 45 32 42
Summary statistics of the distribution of gambling profits of the establishments, split into
bar-like types (bars, bar & grills, veterans establishments) and all other types (mostly
restaurants). Neighbors are defined as nodes within a 3-miles radius of another node as
used in section A.3.

second source is Google Maps, a web-based map service that includes detailed information on

businesses from which I gathered establishment characteristics. The third and main source

is the IGB, from which I acquired multiple datasets:

• A panel dataset that contains monthly total gambling wagers and profits for all es-

tablishments that have ever adopted slot machines. The dataset is for the period

September 2012 through March 2017.

• A dataset that matches all liquor license numbers with gambling license numbers.

• A dataset that has application review dates for all applicants and the first day the

machines went live.

• A dataset that has the municipalities that initially opted out (prohibited gambling),

and if and when they opted in later.

Table 1 provides general summary statistics. Below are additional relevant institutional

details and stylized facts:

Potential adopters and adoption. The set of potential adopters is defined based on the

liquor-license dataset combined with the information on which municipalities opted out of

the new regulation. The initial set of potential adopters includes only businesses that had

on-premises consumption liquor licenses in September 2012, the month when machines were

first allowed to be installed. The restriction on license type is due to the regulation allowing
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installation only in businesses with an on-premises consumption license. The restriction on

the existence of a license in September 2012 is to keep the dataset homogeneous, as many

other retail businesses (gas stations, laundromats, etc.) acquired a pouring liquor license for

the express purpose of installing slot machines. The set of potential adopters in each period

(month) was additionally restricted to account for municipalities opting in after the initial

period, and for businesses that were shut down (those whose liquor license was not renewed)

in later periods. In total there are 9,757 establishments in the dataset, of which 1,527 are in

municipalities that initially prohibited slot machines but allowed them in later periods.

The adoption period of each establishment is defined by the month in which its applica-

tion was reviewed by the board. This period is generally different from the first period of

operation, as it usually takes one to two months from application review to first activation

day. In the dataset a total of 4,286 establishments adopted within the time frame of the

analysis. Figure 1 shows the pattern of adoption over time. About 75% of bar-like estab-

lishments adopted over the analysis period, while only 35% of the other businesses (mostly

restaurants) adopted within that time frame.

Characteristics. The establishments in the data have different characteristics that are

gathered from Google Maps. For each business, I gathered information about the price level

of food and alcohol in the establishment8, the number of reviews left on Google Maps by

customers, and the average consumer rating of the business (“stars”). See figure 3 for details.

For some of the businesses, some or all of the details are missing. I also observe the Census

municipality level population data.

In addition to the aforementioned characteristics, I gathered data on each establishment’s

type, which is the definition of the business. There are 415 establishment types in the data

(bar, restaurant, etc.), 1168 of which had no reported type. In the estimation, I used a total

of ten types. The first eight types are the most prevalent (“biggest”) types in the data. The

8Represented by number of dollar signs. Cheap bars usually receive one dollar sign (“$”); high-end
restaurants usually recieve three or four ($$$).
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Figure 1: Potential Adoption and Adopters over Time

Vertical axis: number of businesses; horizontal axis: is the period. Orange: number of
businesses that could adopt (potential set) over time as a result of municipalities opting in

later. Blue: number of adopters up to and including the period.

Figure 2: Statistics by Type

Left panel: frequency of establishments type. Middle panel: proportion of adopters of each
type. Right panel: average profits of each type. The graphs are the 9 largest types.
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Figure 3: Google Maps Data

This figure represents the data gathered from Google Maps. Red squares: information
used, which includes (in this example) the business type (“sports bar”), price level (“$$”),
number of reviews (296), and business rating (4.4). The coordinates of the business were
also extracted.

remaining types represent the businesses that do not have type information in Google Maps,

and the final type aggregates all the businesses of all other types. Therefore, each type’s

prevalence, average profits, and adoption rates presented in figure 2.

Theoretical and realized odds. By law, the expected value of each lottery has to be

at least 0.8 of the wager and lotteries have to be i.i.d. In practice, the vast majority of

businesses are far from this bound and, on average, the realized odds are about 0.92.

A.3 Reduced Form and Moment Inequalities

Learning occurs when agents observe other establishments and believe that their own out-

comes are correlated with those of others. Therefore, observing higher than expected profits

of others some nodes may choose to adopt. At the same time, adoption itself by others could

be a positive signal about the profitability of slot machines in that area, the reaction that
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patrons have for slot machines9, how installation changes the characteristics of the typical

customer, etc.

The main contribution of this section is in establishing that there are patterns consistent

with learning, and rule out few alternative explanations to learning. First, I show that the

future adoption probability of nodes increases with both more adoption of neighbors and

with higher neighbors’ profits. I then turn to a semi-parametric estimation method of a

simple binomial-choice model that is linear in observables. The estimation method is due

to Pakes and Porter (2016) and relies on revealed preferences to identify the parameters.

The method allows the errors to be serially and spatially correlated and allows for individual

fixed effects.

A.3.1 Descriptive Evidence

This subsection provides descriptive evidence of information spillovers. Let i be a node,

and let Ni be the set of nodes (or establishments) that lie within a 3-mile radius of i.10 To

check for information spillovers, I check whether i’s probability of adoption changes with

the number of i’s neighbors that active in a period Ai,t ⊆ Ni. I also show how the adoption

probability changes when the average profits in i’s neighborhood change over time. To do

so, I run the following simple regression:

ai,t+1 = β0∆0,1Ai + β1∆1,2Ai + β2∆2,3Ai + β3|Ai,t−3|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Neighbors’ adoption in recent periods

+ α0∆0,1πi + α1∆1,2πi + α2πi,t−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Neighbors’ profits in recent periods

+ γNi︸︷︷︸
# Neighbors

+ εi,t,

9In the model introduced in section A.4 I assume that learning is only about gambling profits. In practice
learning could be about different dimensions.

10The exercise was repeated with different radii and yielded similar results.
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where ai,t+1 is a binary variable that takes the value 1 if i adopted in period t + 1 and

0 otherwise,11 ∆s,s+1Ai and ∆s,s+1πi represent respectively the changes in the number of

active neighbors of i between periods s and s + 1, and πi,t represents the average profits of

i’s neighbors in period t (in thousands of dollars).

As presented in table 2, observing more active neighbors that adopted in a recent periods

is correlated with a higher probability of adoption. Column (1) suggests that the effect is

substantial, with a baseline adoption probability of about 3%; observing any neighbor that

adopted within the three previous periods increases the adoption probability by more than

20% (compared to the baseline). Observing higher average neighbors’ profits in a period is

also correlated with increased probability of adoption, though the magnitudes are smaller.

The effect of changes in profits is small and disappears when period fixed effects are added

(column (2)).

The regression results coincide with a story of information spillovers and resulting learn-

ing. Nevertheless, they do not rule out many alternative explanations, such as period cost

shocks that induce higher adoption in some areas. In the next subsection I introduce a

simple reduced form choice model and use a flexible method that puts minimal restrictions

on the distribution of the errors in order to eliminate alternative stories.

A.3.2 Binomial-Choice Model

Let i be a node, with τi denoting the period in which i adopted slot machines. For every

period t ≤ τi, each node had to make a decision whether to adopt or not; let d ∈ {0, 1}

represent this decision, where 0 represents not adopting and 1 represents adopting. Since

less than 1% of businesses removed slot machines after adoption, it is assumed that a node

that adopts stays in forever. I check whether the number of neighbors of i that are active,

denoted |A`i,t|, and their average profits, π`i,t, had an effect on i’s adoption decision.

Let Vd,i,t denote i’s perceived or expected value from choice d at period t. I assume first

11Note that the regression panel is unbalanced, since if i adopts in period t + 1 there are exactly t + 1
observations of “group” i.
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Table 2: Regression of Adoption on Neighborhood Statistics

ai,t+1

(1) (2)
∆0,1Ai 0.007∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)
∆1,2Ai 0.007∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)
∆2,3Ai 0.006∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)
Ai,t−3 −0.0002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001)
∆0,1πi 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001

(0.001) (0.001)
∆1,2πi 0.0003 −0.001

(0.001) (0.001)
πi,t−2 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0003)
Ni,t −0.0001∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗

(0.00003) (0.00003)
Constant 0.029∗∗∗

(0.002)
Period Fixed Effect NO YES
Observations 182,102 182,102
R2 0.010 0.022
Adjusted R2 0.010 0.022
Residual Std. Error 0.174 0.173
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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that i has additively separable preferences that take the form

Vd,i,t = d ·
[
β|A`i,t−1|+ απ`i,t−1

]
+ λd,i + εd,i,t.

The variable λd,i is a fixed effect for each decision by individual i. It is important to note

that the fixed effects are unrestricted so they could be spatially correlated.

The term εd,i,t represents a decision and period shock, observed by i but not by the econo-

metrician. The only distributional assumption is that εi,τi−k|xi,τi−k, xi,τi ,λi ∼ εi,τi |xi,τi−k, xi,τi ,λi,

where εi,t = {ε0,i,t, ε1,i,t}, λi = {λ0,i, λ1,i}, and xi,t =
{
|A`i,t−1|, π`i,t−1

}
. That is the errors

have the same marginal distribution but can be freely serially correlated.12

Adding the assumption that agents are weakly rational is done for the purpose of imposing

the following two inequalities:

V1,i,τi ≥ V0,i,τi and V1,i,τi−k ≤ V0,i,τi−k.

That means that in the period in which i decided to adopt, her value from adoption

was greater than her value from staying out, and that in every preceding period she had a

positive value from staying out. Subtracting the inequalities yields the following inequality:

(V1,i,τi − V1,i,τi−k)− (V0,i,τi − V0,i,τi−k) ≥ 0,

where taking expectations over this inequality yields the following inequality for every period

k:
β

α

(
|A`i,τi−1| − |A`i,τi−1−k|

)
+ π`i,τi−1 − π`i,τi−1−k + ∆ε1,i −∆ε0,i ≥ 0. (A.3.1)

The coefficient, β
α
, puts a value on observing another neighbor that adopts. It defines an

equivalence between seeing another neighbor of i that adopts and seeing that, on average,

12For simplicity λd,i, εd,i,t are additively separable, though in practice any function of the two, f(λd,i, εd,i,t),
is allowed.
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i’s neighbors are making higher profits.

Estimation and interpretation To run this test, I define the set of neighbors that i

could observe and learn from as nodes that lie within a 3-miles radius of i. (alternative radii

were tested and yielded similar results.) I use the inequalities in (A.3.1) to define moments13

for the estimation14 of β
α
.

Since there is a large number of moments, I use the two-step method of Romano et al.

(2014) that selects moments to use in calculating the bound on the parameters. The result

of the estimation is that the lower bound on the 95% confidence set of β
α
is greater than 45.3.

This result means that when an agent observes another neighbor adopting, this information

affects her probability of adoption in the same way as observing her neighbors’ average profits

increase by at least $45.3 per month. Moreover, in the period of adoption a agent has on

average 5 more neighbors than in periods she did not yet adopt. These facts mean that in

the period i decides to adopt, the signals from others’ adoption are equivalent, on average,

to i observing additional $2,700 of her neighbors’ yearly profits.

The flexibility of the model can account for spatial correlation and serial correlation,

which combined withe the estimation results help to rule out some alternative explanations,

such as the following:

• Adoption shocks: The profitability in an area is known ex ante, and adoption is due

only to different cost shocks. This explanation is indeed consistent with observations

of spatial correlation in adoption, though it is not consistent with the result that there

is additional adoption due to increases in neighbors’ profits.

• Imitation without learning: Businesses imitate each other as a result of changes in

fashion (one business paints green, and then the one next door also paints green).

13I also use Mega Millions national-lotteries jackpots as an instrument, which doubles the number of
moments.

14The estimation details, and a robustness check with a smaller number of moments, are presented in
appendix Appendix A.A.
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This is another story that is consistent with spatial correlation, though not with the

equivalence between observing higher neighbors’ profits that lead to adoption.

Though this framework is flexible, it doesn’t eliminate all alternative explanations. The

literature on statistics of networks has shown that for every pattern of adoption over a

network, there is a sequence of spatially and serially correlated shocks that would explain

this pattern of adoption (Shalizi and Thomas, 2011). Explanations that are not eliminated

include those in which shocks are spatially and serially correlated at the same time, such as

traveling agents that drive between businesses over a period of months and persuade owners

to install slot machines.

A.4 Structural Model

In the previous section, I established that there are patterns in the data consistent with

learning: Owners that observe more agents that adopted or a higher profitability in their

neighborhoods (as defined in Section A.3) are more likely to adopt themselves. However, the

estimates given there are only descriptive and cannot be used to make counterfactual infer-

ences. Therefore, in this section I introduce a structural learning model that is used to study

the extent to which learning affects adoption, and therefore how adoption patterns would

change under different information structures or different learning behaviors. I now model

the data generating process explicitly and use the estimates for counterfactual exercises.

Model overview. This is a model in which Bayesian agents decide in every period whether

to adopt slot machines and install them in their establishment or not. The agents in the

model believe that their profits are spatially correlated with the profits of their neighbors.

The beliefs that they have could be misspecified in one specific way: The true spatial corre-

lation of the profits could be different from their beliefs about this correlation. Agents also

compete with each other and are aware of the level of competition they would face when

they make their adoption decisions.
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In the rest of this section, I describe the environment and game. There is a set of

municipalities, M , that are assumed to be observationally independent; therefore in this

section I omit the municipality subscript. The estimation includes all municipalities and the

municipality-specific notation is reintroduced in section A.5.

I use small standard font letters represent scalars, small bold font letters represent vectors,

and capital letters represent sets or matrices, which will be clarified explicitly or by context.

A.4.1 Description

Primitives. There is a set of agents N = {1, ..., n}. Each node i ∈ N is associated with

a deterministic vector of characteristics xi and type θi. Each node’s profit also has an

unobservable persistent stochastic part to it, denoted by ξi.

The nodes are positioned on a plane; the distance between nodes i and j is denoted by

dij where dii = 0.

Periods are discrete,

t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...},

and at time t = 0 the vector of unobservables of all agents ξ is drawn from a joint normal

distribution

ξ ∼ N (0,ΣTrue) ,

where ΣTrue is the true covariance matrix that the unobservables are drawn from.

The true correlation matrix, KTrue, combined with the true scalar variance σ2
ξTrue, defines

the covariance matrix; ΣTrue = σ2
ξTrueKTrue.

Information and observations. All agents have perfect knowledge of the characteristics

and types of all agents and the full matrix of distances. Agents also have a common prior

about the distribution from which the vector ξ is drawn, N (0,Σ0), where Σ0 could be

different from ΣTrue.
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At every period t there is a set At ⊆ N which includes active adopters up to and including

period t. The true gambling profits πgi,t for agent i ∈ At are

πgi,t = ξi + xiβ − Ci(At) + zt + εgj,t,

where Ci(·) is a function that represents the level of competition faced by i when a set At

has already adopted, β is a vector of parameters, zt is a period fixed effect, and

εgi,t ∼ N
(
0, σ2

ε

)

is an i.i.d. profit shock. The parameters β, Ci, σ2
ε , and zt are known to the agents.

In period t the gambling profits πgi,t of each agent that adopted up to and including that

period, i ∈ At, are revealed and publicly observed. Additionally, agents in the model have

perfect recall, hence they remember all observations, and since information is public, the

information at period t is

It = (πgAs)
t
s=0.

The notation πgAs denotes the vector of profits in period s of all agents that adopted up to

and including period s.

Utility and adoption. When the game starts, the set of adopters is empty. Then, at every

period t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ....}, each agent i that has not yet adopted (i /∈ At) forms her estimate of

ξi|It.

In every period, each agent draws some period-specific i.i.d. adoption cost shock ηi,t from

some known common distribution. She observes this period-independent adoption cost shock

and chooses to adopt if and only if her discounted expected utility from adoption given her

information is greater than 0:

E
[
u
(
πgi,t + ∆πcorei,t + ηi,t

)
|It−1

]
> 0,
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Where ∆πcorei,t represents the change in non-gambling profits as result of adoption (e.g. sales

of food and beverages)15. Since all available information is public, it is sufficient to condition

on the public information set It−1 to obtain the best estimate of one’s expected profits from

adoption. When agent j adopts, her expectations about her own profits are known to all other

agents in the municipality (since they also have perfect knowledge of her characteristics).

Therefore, the value of ηj,τj in j’s adoption period τj provides no information to others and

does not affect posterior beliefs about profits, that is,

E
[
πgi,s≥t|It

]
= E

[
πgi,s≥t|It,ηAt

]
, (A.4.1)

where ηAt represents the entire history of the adoption shocks of other agents, including

when they adopted.

If different agents had different (private) information at the time of adoption (or in the

case that the adoption shocks ηi,t were not i.i.d.) the equality in (A.4.1) would generally not

hold.

A.4.2 Interpretation

In every period, agents that did not yet adopt decide whether to adopt. Adoption is assumed

to be irreversible since less than 1% of adopters remove the slot machines (though many

establishments shutdown entirely). This means that after adoption establishments make no

decisions and their only role is in the information their profits provide to potential adopters.

One of the assumptions is that agents’ information in every period is the full history

of profits in their municipality. This assumption is made due to the structure in which all

gambling profits are published online by the IGB. As seen in figure 4, profits can be observed

in three ways: all establishments statewide, all establishments in a municipality, or a specific

establishment. The first and last options provide too much or very little information and

15The term is further discussed in subsection A.4.4
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therefore less useful. Viewing profits in the municipality level would usually result an amount

of information that is significant, and that could be parsed and therefore establishments are

assumed to observe profits in their municipality.

Agents in the model form the best estimate of their profit in every period based on a

common prior and the public information available in that period. The assumption that the

mean of ξ is zero represents the idea that agents update their beliefs based on some deviation

from their expectations they have for an establishment’s profits given its characteristics.

The assumptions on common prior and public information generate an environment in

which an agent’s decision to adopt is “no surprise” to other agents. When j decides to adopt,

since i perfectly knows j’s characteristics and has the same information that is available to j,

the adoption decision itself doesn’t add any new information to i about her own unobservable

ξi or about her expected profits. Only when i observes j’s period profits does i update her

beliefs about her own profits.

Finally, at this point the utility function can be fairly flexible. The utility function itself

doesn’t have a direct effect on the way that agents learn from the information they observe,

it can affect the availability of information though.

A.4.3 Learning

The only object (other than profit i.i.d. shocks) the agents are uncertain about is their vector

of unobservables, ξ. This vector is drawn from a joint normal distribution. When agents

observe some information about components of this vector, that is, other nodes’ period

profits, they can update their beliefs about their own unobservable. This in turn results in

a posterior distribution of ξ. Note that since the prior is common and the information is

public, the posterior is also common.

Let j be an agent that adopted in some period τj before t. Since all other agents know

the correct β and competition faced by j’s neighbors, when they observe her profit at period
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Figure 4: Illinois Gaming Board Website

Snapshot of the Illinois Gaming Board web page from which data on slot machines’ profits
you can be generated and downloaded. Users can choose whether to observe data on either
the whole state, a specific municipality or a single establishment. The menu on the left has
a link to the page which contains the forms that establishments need to submit in order to
apply for slot machines.

t they can extract the following:

ξj,t ≡ ξj+εgj,t = πgj,t − xjβ + Cj(At)− zt. (A.4.2)

It is important to note that

ξj,t ∼ N
(
ξj, σ

2
ε

)
.

This means that a noisy signal around the true unobservable can be extracted from every

observation of per period profits of agents that adopted; recall that σε is common knowledge.

Let ωj,t = t − τj − 1 be the number of observations of j’s profits that are available at

time t, let P ω
t denote the diagonal precision matrix of all observations16 up to and including

period t, and let ξ̄j,t denote the average of the signals about the unobservable for agent j;

this average is distributed around the truth, ξ̄j,t ∼
(
ξj,

ωj,t
σ2
ε

)
.

16Nodes that have not yet adopted don’t have information hence the precision of these nodes’ “signals” is
0.
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The updated distribution of ξ’s for all of the agents in the municipality is a multivariate

normal with posterior covariance matrix equal to

Σt =
(
Σ−1

0 + P ω
t

)−1
, (A.4.3)

where posterior means equal to

µt =
(
Σ−1

0 + P ω
t

)−1
P ω
t ξ̄t. (A.4.4)

These define the best estimate of ξ for each agent in period t, µi,t ≡ E [ξi|It], σ2
i,t ≡ V ar [ξi|It].

On the equilibrium path of play, agents use these posterior distributions as inputs to their

utility functions, and these in turn define which agents adopt in each period.

A.4.4 Additional Parametric Assumptions

Additional parametric and functional form assumptions need to be made in order to estimate

the model. In this part I impose additional structure on several objects of interest, including

the competition function Cj (·), the prior distribution covariance Σ0, the change in profits of

the core business from adoption ∆πcorei,t , the utility function u (·), and the distribution of the

adoption cost shocks. I also specify the utility function of the agents; the specification in this

paper implies that agents are not forward looking and so don’t take into account potential

adoption of neighbors when adopting. In section A.8 and appendix Appendix A.C I discuss

current work that alters these specifications in order to allow agents with forward-looking

best responses.

Competition function. The competition function takes the following functional form:

Ci(At) = cs
∑

j∈ACi,t,θi=θj

sCij,t + cd
∑

j∈ACi,t,θi 6=θj

sCij,t.

The term sCij,t = 1− dij
rC

represents the proximity of i to j for some physical distance dij
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between the two nodes and some threshold rC beyond which the competitive proximity is

0. This functional form takes into account that a closer neighbors steal more business from

each-other. This property is similar to how competition is modeled in Seim (2006), the main

difference is that she used a step function. The two separate sums in the function, multiplied

by the different coefficients, allows for different levels of business stealing between adopters

that are of the same type (cs) as i and these that are of different type (cd).

Prior. At time t = 0, agents’ prior beliefs are a vector of unobservables ξ drawn randomly

from a joint normal distribution:



ξ1

ξ2

...

ξn


∼ N





0

0
...

0


,



Σ11 Σ12 · · · Σ1n

Σ21 Σ22
...

... . . . ...

Σn1 · · · · · · Σnn




.

All diagonal terms have the same variance Σii = σ2
ξ , while the off-diagonal terms represent

the spatial covariances between the ξ’s, where

Σij = κ
(
dij|ρ, r`

)√
ΣiiΣjj.

The function κ(·) is a kernel function that defines the correlation between the unobserv-

ables of two location based on their distance:

κ
(
dij|ρ, r`

)
= ρ

((
1− dij

r`

)
+

)2

,

where the correlation between nodes for which dij ≥ r` is equal to zero.17 It is important to

note that the parameters in κ and the variance σ2
ξ are not necessarily the correct ones; they

17This kernel function guarantees positive definiteness of any covariance matrix (see Williams and Ras-
mussen (2006)).
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are merely the beliefs that the agents have about the level of correlation.

The parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1] represents the maximum correlation with a distance-zero neigh-

bor. In some settings, such as Covert (2015); Hodgson (2018) that analyzes distribution of

oil in the ground, it is reasonable to assume perfect correlation when distance is 0, κ (0) = 1.

This would translate to assuming that ρ = 1. Since in this paper there is an inherent hetero-

geneity in establishments’ outcomes I allow ρ to be flexible. Therefore, two businesses that

are in the same location might have different levels of success when adopting slot machines.

Core profit difference. The value ∆πcorei,t represents the change in profits that establish-

ments would see in their “core” business if they choose to adopt (e.g., in sales of food or

alcohol). This term also takes into account the fixed cost due to alteration of their busi-

ness layout. Changes in profits would be determined by the extent to which slot machines

complement or substitute other products. Slot machines mechanically substitute part of the

business since they take up space in the bar that had an alternative use, they could further

influence the number and type of customers which would affect the sales of food and alcohol

and most likely depend on the type of the establishment. Additional considerations of the

owners include their personal preferences regarding gambling, the potential change in atmo-

sphere, or their uncertainty about these outcomes. I also take into account the fact that

businesses that do not adopt for longer could on average differ not only on the information

they have but also on the cost side. Therefore the assumed functional form is:

∆πcorei,t =
∑
θ

γθ1θ=θi + γtt,

where γθ is the type fixed effect, 1θ=θi is an indicator function for the type, and γt is a time

trend coefficient.

Utility function. I assume that agents may be risk averse when they face their adoption

decision. In every period, agents have beliefs about their outcome based on the updating
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process described in subsection A.4.3.

Agents are expected utility maximizers, with a CARA utility function of the form

u(x) = −e−λx, λ ≥ 0.

Since all the terms here represent differences from agents’ outcomes if they did not adopt,

the outside option is to get 0 with certainty. In addition, since in the case of adoption all

agents’ realized period profits are drawn from a normal distribution, a known result18 is that

if x ∼ N (µx, σ2
x), then

EU(x) = −e−λ(µx−
λ
2 σx),

therefore agents that maximize utility adopt if and only if µx − λ
2σx ≥ 0.

Period adoption shocks. ηi,t is assumed to be an EV(1) logit shock with variance π2

6α for

some parameter α.

A.5 Estimation & Identification

To estimate the parameters of the model, I use a procedure which finds the parameters that

match best the adoption behavior observed in the data. The estimation procedure has three

main steps: (i) estimation of the competition function, (ii) estimation of β that is nested

in step (iii) that estimates of Σ0, and the parameters of the utility function. I later use the

estimates of β to estimate the parameters of ΣTrue. This section starts with describing the

variation and identifying assumptions, followed by the likelihood function maximization and

the stages of the estimation.

18See derivation for example Sargent (1987).
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A.5.1 Variation and Identification

The estimation procedure uses three types of variation in the data in order to identify the

parameters:

• competition (business stealing) is measured using changes in nodes’ profits with vari-

ation in the set of active neighbors over time;

• firms’ baseline profit parameters (β) are measured using changes in baseline firms’

profits with variation in firms’ characteristics and types;

• priors and adoption decision parameters are measured using the changes in likelihood

of adoption given variation in information (neighbors profits) different establishments

observe.

Using these sources of variation, there are three model features that are used for identifica-

tion:

1. The period profit shocks are i.i.d. normally distributed: εgi,t ∼ N (0, σ2
ε ).

2. The period adoption cost shocks, ηi,t, which are i.i.d. logit shocks.

3. The expected ex-ante values of all of the unobservables are zero: E[ξi] = 0 for all i.

While the first two identifying assumptions are standard, the third is used to ensure that

knowing the agents’ beliefs in the period of adoption is sufficient to correct for bias due

to selection based on unobserved beliefs. This is an initial condition that ensures that the

expected value of the unobservable of each of the first adopters was 0.

A.5.2 Likelihood Function and Maximization

Under the assumptions given in section A.4, agent i adopts in period t if and only if

ṽi,t ≡ (µi,t + xjβ − Cj(At) + zt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
E[πgi,t]

− λ

2σi,t + γθi + γtt︸ ︷︷ ︸
πcorei,t

+ ηi,t ≥ 0.
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While ηi,t is observed by the agents, it is not observed by the econometrician, which

yields an implied probability of adoption given by

pi,t = exp (vi,t)
1 + exp (vi,t)

,

where vi,t = ṽi,t − ηi,t. Hence the likelihood of observing adoption based on the parameters

for municipality m is

Lm (Ψ) =
∏

i∈Nm,t≤τi

[
1ai,t=1pi,t + 1ai,t=0 (1− pi,t)

]
,

where Ψ ≡ {β, cs, cd, σξ, σε, ρ, r`,γ, λ} is the set of parameters that enter the estimation.

The estimated parameters would be

Ψ∗ = arg max
Ψ

∏
m∈M

Lm (Ψ) (A.5.1)

A.5.3 Step 1: Competition

The model assumes that the only action that an agent takes is deciding whether to adopt in

every period in which they are not yet in the market. After adoption, agents stay idle and

see a stream of profits. I use this assumption and the variation of a node’s profits over time

to measure the effect of business stealing.

Since both ξi and xi are fixed over time, in the first step of the estimation I can recover

the coefficients for the same type, cs, and for other types, cd, by running a simple linear

regression,

πgi,t = fi︸︷︷︸
ξi+xiβ

+ cs
∑

j∈ACi,t,θi=θj

sCij,t + cd
∑

j∈ACi,t,θi 6=θj

sCij,t + zt + εgi,t,

where fi and zt represent establishment and period fixed effects.
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The estimates of the establishment fixed effects, fi, play a crucial role in the rest of

the estimation—they are the baseline establishment profits, net of competition, and used in

subsection A.5.4 to estimate β. In addition, the standard deviation of εgi,t will be used as the

estimate of σε. I assume that the standard deviation, σε, of the period i.i.d. profit shocks,

εgi,t, is known to all agents and is used as the observations’ signal variance.

Estimating rC. In subsection A.4.4 I introduced the parameter rC that defines the max-

imal distance: the distance beyond which competition is set to 0. This radius parameter is

estimated offline and is taken as exogenous in most of the estimation process. In order to

estimate this parameter, I count the number of adopters in bands (“donuts”) of some radius

around an agent that has already adopted. I then regress the profitability of the agents on

these counts, including time and node fixed effects, in a fashion similar to the regression

described earlier in this section.

I choose the radius rC as the value after which I observe that the correlation decays to

0, as described in section A.6.

A.5.4 Step 2: Estimating β

A.5.4.1 Why not a simple regression? - Accounting for selection

The next step of the estimation recovers the coefficients in β by projecting fi on the charac-

teristics space xi and type fixed effects19. The problem: since agents self select to adopt, a

linear regression of fi on characteristics generally result in biased parameters. Namely, from

the model we know that

fi = xiβ + ξi, (A.5.2)

and adoption depends on characteristics and observations of others’ profits. Therefore, in

general, E [ξi|xi, i’s adoption] 6= 0, and linear regression would lead a bias in β. We solve

this issue by using the agents’ beliefs at adoption as an estimator for ξi.

19Type fixed effects account for ξ’s being drawn from a distribution with mean different than 0.
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The unobservable of each agent that adopted can be written in the following way ξi =

µi,τi + εi where µi,τi is i’s expectations of her unobservable in the period she decided to

adopt, τi; εi is i’s prediction error. Her error has two components, the first is a result of her

misspecified prior (Σ0 6= ΣTrue), denoted εpi , and the second is due to the random draw of

ξi, denoted εξi . Therefore we can rewrite A.5.2:

fi = xiβ + µi,τi + εpi + εξi .

As mentioned in subsection A.4.1, I assume that all agents in a municipality have the

same information, i.e. there is no private information. This means that i updates her beliefs

about her own profits base only the observed profits of others. Additionally, the real ξi

assumed to be independent of xi, and therefore E
[
εξi |xi, Iτi

]
= 0.

Lemma 1. Under the model assumptions, the mean of εpi conditional on the observations at

adoption is zero:

E [εpi |Iτi ] = 0. (A.5.3)

Proof. See appendix Appendix A.D.

This lemma implies that even though agents have an incorrect prior, the expectation

their prediction error is zero given their observations.

Therefore, E [εi|xi, Iτi ] = 0, if µi,τi is known, β can be estimated with the following

regression:

Fi − µi,τi = xiβ + εi. (A.5.4)

A.5.4.2 Estimation Procedure

Although all agents in the market know the values of the coefficients β, this parameter vector

is unknown to the econometrician, and therefore pose a difficulty in determining the values of

µi,τi for all adopters. Without knowing µi,τi for all i that have ever adopted, it is impossible

to determine the values of β, while without knowing β it is impossible to determine µi,τi of
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all i. Therefore, what is needed is a method that estimates the two jointly and ensures that

they are internally consistent. The equilibrium solution holds for a given Σ0. In subsection

A.5.5 I search over the parameters that define Σ0.

A candidate solution has two components: a vector µτ c of length equal to the number of

agents ever adopted, representing the expectations of the unobservable each establishment

had at adoption, and a vector of parametersβc. At equilibrium:

1. The beliefs at adoption, µcτ yield β∗ (using the regression (A.5.4)).

2. The parameters βc can be used to calculate the realized beliefs at adoption, µ∗τ , using

the updating process in subsection A.4.3 (given a prior Σ0).

3. In equilibrium µcτ = µ∗τ , βc = β∗.

The parameters β∗ are the ones for which the parameters are consistent with agents’ beliefs.

In order to find such equilibrium, an iterative algorithm is used. Starting with candidate

beliefs, µcτ , the candidate parameters, βc, are calculated. Then, βc is used to calculate the

realized beliefs at adoption, denoted µc+1
τ . Therefore, in equilibrium condition 3, the part

about βc holds by definition. If µcτ = µc+1
τ then candidate is an equilibrium solution. If not,

µc+1
τ is the new candidate. I repeat this iterative process until convergence.20 A detailed

description of the algorithm is described in appendix A.E.1; appendix A.E.2 uses simulated

data to show how this algorithm recovers the correct parameters when the data is selected.

A.5.5 Matching Adoption Decision

So far I showed how I estimated some of the model parameters. First, the competition

function Ci(At) was estimated, using only post-adoption data on the nodes’ profits. Then β

was estimated with a method that accounts for the selection problem that arises due to the

fact that agents’ adoption is correlated with their expectations of profits. This second step

of the estimation used a fixed guess of the parameters of the kernel correlation function ρ, r`,

20Computational convergence, below some specified tolerance.
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and the standard deviation parameter σξ. The first two steps were agnostic as to the reasons

for agents’ adoption, as long as the adoption decision itself did not provide information about

other nodes’ expected profits—and that, on average, the expected profits were correct.

The third and last step of the estimation provides some functional form assumptions on

the value of adoption. I then match these calculated values of adoption and match them

with the observed adoption in the data, pinning down parameters ρ, r`, and σξ, and the

other parameters in the value function.

A.5.5.1 MLE: Matching on adoption

This part directly follows the functional form and the maximization from subsection A.5.2.

As a reminder, the probability that agent i adopts at period t is

pi,t = exp (vi,t)
1 + exp (vi,t)

,

with

vi,t = (µi,t + xjβ − Cj(At) + Ft)−
λ

2σi,t + γθi + γtt. (A.5.5)

I maximize the likelihood function to obtain

(ρ∗, r`∗, λ,γ∗) = arg max
ρ,r`,γ

∏
i∈Nm,t≤τi

[
1ai,t=1pi,t + 1ai,t=0 (1− pi,t)

]
,

by searching over the values of ρ, r` and σξ nonlinearly. For every guess, I use the values of

µi,t and σi,t estimated in the previous steps as inputs, running a simple logit regression to

recover the parameters γπ, λ,γθ, and γt.

A.5.6 Estimating true parameters

When recovering the true covariance parameters between agents’ unobservables (σξTrue, ρTrue

and r`True) only estimates of a subset of the populations’ unobservables are available, which

may lead to a selection problem. To solve this issue I rely on the fact that when some agent
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i adopts in period t, using the true prior parameters and current data would result in the

best estimate of the joint distribution of i’s and previous adopters’ unobservables (given the

information available at period t, regardless of the reason that i chose to adopt).

To estimate the true covariance parameters I first recover the ξi,ts of all adopters us-

ing the parameter estimates from this section (see equation A.4.2). The true correlation

parameters maximize the likelihood of the realized unobservables taking into account the

available information at each agent’s adoption period. Let i be an agent that adopts in

period τi, for a guess of true parameters I calculate the Bayesian posterior covariance of i’s

unobservable with unobservables of all adopter up to the period, Aτi (given observations up

to the period). This posterior for each i is used to construct a covariance matrix of the joint

distribution of unobservables of all adopters at the period in which each adopted. I construct

such covariance matrix for each municipality and use the matrices to calculate the likelihood

of observing the realized unobservables. I choose σξTrue, ρTrue and r`True that maximize this

likelihood.

A.6 Estimation Results

In this section I describe the parameter estimates and the economic interpretation of these

parameters. I start by describing them in the same order in which they were estimated in

section A.5. In subsection A.6.2 I analyze the implications of the model regarding the way

agents learn, and I describe additional estimates of the true spatial covariance parameters

described in subsection A.4.1. This section ends with analysis of the model fit. Note that the

confidence intervals and standard errors were conservatively calculated using bootstrap at the

municipality level (except for the competition estimates that are presented in table 4, which

were produced in a simple linear regression). Note that the parameters in steps 1 and 2 of the

estimation (described in subsections A.5.3 and A.5.4) are estimated using all of the available

data. The final step of the estimation (subsection A.5.5) uses a subset of the establishments.
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To prevent biases21 in adoption decisions, only establishments in municipalities that allowed

adoption from the inception of the market are included. In appendix Appendix A.B, I show

that the results are robust to using all the nodes.

A.6.1 Parameter Estimates

Competition. I start with estimation of rC . To determine its value, I regress the gambling

period profits of establishments that have already adopted on the numbers of their neighbors

that have already adopted. The area around a node is divided into bands, and the node’s

neighbors are divided into groups based on these bands. Table 3 shows the results of this

regression under two different band systems, and with different combinations of fixed effects.

While all the specifications have node fixed effects, some specifications also have period fixed

effects and county time trends. I can see that business stealing (i.e., competition) disappears

after about 0.7 miles, and therefore rC would take this value.

Given that value of rC , the values of cs = 229.86 and cd = 77.03 are reported in column

(1) of table 4. These values represent the business stealing that an additional next-door

neighbor imposes when it decide to adopt. The former value represents the business stealing

imposed by a node of the same type, while the latter value represents the business stealing

that occurs when an agent of a different type adopts. This means that if i and j are neighbors

of the same type, j’s adoption has three times the effect than if the type of j is different

that of i. Columns (2) and (3) show that the values of these coefficients are robust to the

different fixed effects that are included in the estimation.

β and selection correction. The estimates of β are reported in table 5. The “with

correction” column represents the estimates of β from the model, controlling for the beliefs

of adopting agents at the period of adoption and using the procedure described in subsection

A.5.4. In general, establishments should ex ante expect a few thousands of dollars in monthly

21There is a concern that nodes in municipalities that initially prohibited adoption would have greater
information in the period of adoption.
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Table 3: Period Profits on Number of Adopters in Bands

πg
i,t

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
|Ai| 0–0.1 miles −154.915∗∗∗ −117.950∗∗∗ −137.968∗∗∗

(49.634) (44.739) (45.996)

|Ai| 0.1–0.2 miles −92.227∗ −48.752 −60.746
(51.351) (46.859) (47.565)

|Ai| 0.2–0.3 miles −81.233 −83.176 −96.993
(64.402) (59.505) (60.814)

|Ai| 0.3–0.4 miles 73.363 78.222 66.208
(68.219) (66.748) (66.877)

|Ai| 0.4–0.5 miles −45.320 −77.858 −84.894
(57.838) (54.628) (55.398)

|Ai| 0–0.5 miles −68.884∗∗∗ −55.769∗∗∗ −68.489∗∗∗

(22.806) (20.544) (21.440)

|Ai| 0.5–0.6 miles −51.208 −51.136 −64.845 −44.593 −48.302 −61.095
(56.958) (53.072) (54.298) (56.927) (53.069) (54.217)

|Ai| 0.6–0.7 miles −36.105 −72.108 −83.596∗ −36.544 −72.115 −83.297∗

(49.759) (47.302) (47.910) (49.411) (47.177) (47.743)

|Ai| 0.7–0.8 miles 14.337 −17.421 −32.109
(57.407) (54.363) (55.190)

|Ai| 0.7–0.75 miles 49.904 4.070 −14.133
(85.913) (83.074) (83.827)

|Ai| 0.75–0.8 miles −16.818 −34.378 −44.420
(82.056) (76.401) (77.417)

|Ai| 0.8–0.9 miles 63.559 12.424 2.324 68.564 15.846 6.284
(49.577) (47.068) (47.854) (49.743) (47.238) (47.995)

|Ai| 0.9–1 miles 48.020 36.187 18.177 54.653 37.469 20.198
(57.817) (50.227) (51.215) (57.645) (50.075) (50.965)

Period Fixed Effects Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
Node Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
County Time Trend No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Observations 153,623 153,623 153,623 153,623 153,623 153,623
R2 0.826 0.827 0.833 0.826 0.827 0.833
Adjusted R2 0.821 0.822 0.828 0.821 0.822 0.828
Residual Std. Error 1,559.823 1,555.256 1,527.369 1,560.231 1,555.555 1,527.696

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Regression of profits of existing adopters on the number of their neighbors that adopted in
different radius bands.
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Table 4: Competition: Period profits on total neighbors proximity

πgi,t

(1) (2) (3)
Competition: Other Types −77.034∗∗ −55.508∗ −77.125∗∗

(36.600) (33.252) (35.559)

Competition: Same Type −229.856∗∗∗ −228.268∗∗∗ −255.202∗∗∗
(76.850) (70.381) (71.789)

Period Fixed Effects Yes No Yes
Node Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes
County Time Trend No Yes Yes
Observations 153,623 153,623 153,623
R2 0.826 0.827 0.833
Adjusted R2 0.821 0.822 0.828
Residual Std. Error 1,560.089 1,555.419 1,527.568

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Regression of profits of existing adopters on total proximity of neighboring adopters as
defined in subsection A.5.3.

profits from installation of slot machines, while, bar-like establishments (bars, bar and grills,

and veteran organizations) generally have higher profits. However, missing information, such

as no reported price level or a lack of a reported rating of the business, significantly lowers the

expected profits from gambling. The result is that there are situations in which businesses

should expect low monthly profits (for example, a Mexican restaurant that has no reported

price level and has never been rated could expect profits that are lower than $1,000).

The “without correction” column represents the estimates of β that would have been

produced without accounting for selection at adoption. The selection problem is due to

the fact that the profits observed in the data are only those of agents that chose to adopt

based on their beliefs. The data in that column are reported for purpose of comparison to

the true parameters, and the rightmost column in the table is the percentage change in the

parameters as a result of the selection correction procedure. I can see that baseline profits of

all types decreased, with the maximum decrease reaching more than 8%, while the changes
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Figure 5: Distribution of xiβ

Orange: distribution of ex-ante expected profits without correcting for selection. Blue:
distribution of ex-ante expected profits correcting for selection.

in other parameters went in both directions and reached up to 13.6%.

The correction procedure shifts the parameters in both directions, although most of the

parameters decrease there are some parameter values that go up. In order to understand the

total impact of the selection correction procedure we need to understand its total effect on

the ex-ante expected profits of the establishments (xiβ). In figure 5 I plot the distributions

of the ex-ante expected profits of all establishments, with and without correction. The mean

value of xiβ goes down by about 5%, and it is apparent that the the values of xiβ shift to the

left. Running a Kolmogorov Smirnov test confirms that the distributions are significantly

different.
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Table 5: β without and with selection correction

With Correction Without Correction ∆
No Price Dummy -1926.676∗∗∗ -1850.816∗∗∗ -4.1%

(301.833) (271.89)
Price Level -909.399∗∗∗ -837.577∗∗∗ -8.6%

(206.904) (186.30)
No Rating Dummy -1397.593∗∗ -1588.13∗∗ +12%

(654.334) (566.21)
Rating -210.012 -233.801∗∗ -9.9%

(131.837) (118.6)
Population/|N | 0.025∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗ +13.6%

(0.0086) (0.003)
American Restaurant 6621.499∗∗∗ 6779.421∗∗∗ -2.23%

(903.338) (667.12)
Bar 6641.801∗∗∗ 6814.336∗∗∗ -3.25%

(905.276) (577.1)
Bar and Grill 7035.818∗∗∗ 7184.183∗∗∗ -2.1%

(917.15) (600.9)
Italian Restaurant 5792.791∗∗∗ 6184.658∗∗∗ -6.6%

(1392) (759.446)
Mexican Restaurant 4113.553∗∗∗ 4483.172∗∗∗ -8.3%

(1073.3) (690.72)
Missing Type 6431.563∗∗∗ 6702.122∗∗∗ -4%

(989.97) (647.273)
Pizza Restaurant 5935.446∗∗∗ 6170.37∗∗∗ -3.9%

(1075.7) (653.29)
Restaurant 5402.674∗∗∗ 5552.862∗∗∗ -2.8%

(962.256) (632.89)
Veterans Organization 6686.412∗∗∗ 7018.335∗∗∗ -4.8%

(1094.04) (657.9)
Small Types 6424.562∗∗∗ 6664.113∗∗∗ -3.7%

(968.8) (596.38)
Observations 4286 4286
R2 0.065 0.058
Adjusted R2 0.062 0.055
Residual Std. Error 3134.452 3173.386
F Statistic 21.065∗∗∗ 18.739∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Estimates of the vector of parameters β. Column (1) has the model estimates. Column (2)
has the estimates without selection correction. Column (3) has the percentage difference
between the two. Note: standard errors in (2) do not account for error from the first stage
of the estimation therefore smaller.
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Belief parameters. The estimates of the updating parameters are presented in table 6.

The correlation estimates ρ0 and r`0 indicate that agents believe that the maximum correlation

with a zero-distance neighbor is about 0.2, and that the correlation with their neighbors

decays after a little more than 2 miles, about three times the radius of the competition they

face. Even though all of the model’s parameters are identified, in practice there is a problem

with the estimation of σξ0. The values of σξ0 are too large to be computationally estimable.

When σξ0 is large, changing its value has negligible effect on the rest of the parameters.

Therefore, in the estimation, I calibrate σξ0 to a very large number. At the limit the values

of σξ0 and λ are not separately identified, though the product of the two is. This part is

formally stated and proved in appendix Appendix A.F. A very high σξ0 suggests that agents

have a diffuse prior and therefore put very low or no weight on it; they behave as if they were

frequentists. Therefore, the moment they observe a signal about another node’s profits, they

immediately update based only on the correlation they believe they have with that node.

The estimated parameters are presented in table 7. The value of −λ
2σξ0 represents the

initial influence that the uncertainty and risk aversion have on the value of the certainty equivalent

of choosing to adopt slot machines. The other parameters are components of the change in core

profits that firms would see if they decided to adopt, ∆πCorei,t . One interpretation of the value

of γt is that, on average, adoption is more costly and the slot machines are more of a substitute

for establishments that choose not to adopt for more periods. It turns out that, on average, slot

machines complement the core business for bars that adopted up to period 52 providing positive

core value. On the other hand, a restaurant that adopts at around period 20 or later expects on

average a loss to their core business.
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Table 6: Beliefs Parameters

Parameter Estimate Confidence Interval
ρ0 0.198 [0.0755, 0.99]
r`0 2.09 [1.4, 18.12]
σε 1537.9 [1477, 1596.5]

Estimates and confidence intervals parameters that are the agents’ priors and which they
use when updating their beliefs about their unobservable.

Table 7: Adoption Decision Parameters
Parameter Value Confidence Interval
−λ

2σξ0 −33435.4 [−476228,−3357]
γt −310.7 [−1947,−234]
γbar 16101.6 [−91240, 129565]

γbar&grill 15636 [−89516, 128992]
γVeteran 15044.1 [−99454, 128732]

γMissingType 11139.1 [−133919, 125997]
γAmerican 10900.3 [−130355, 125421]
γrestaurant 10627.2 [−140070, 125611]
γOtherTypes 9189.32 [−143517, 124171]
γPizzaPlace 7951.1 [−151335, 123014]
γItalian 7085.1 [−161208, 122060]
γMexican 5699.1 [−178417, 122127]

Estimates and confidence intervals of the parameters that represent initial risk (−λ
2σξ0) and

that define the change in core profits (∆πCorei,t ).

A.6.2 Agents’ Beliefs at Adoption and True Spatial Correlation

In the model I made the uncommon assumption that agents’ perceptions about the spatial

correlation may be different from the real spatial correlation of their profits. This kind of

learning behavior could lead to a prediction that is less accurate than it could be, or to a

prediction that is potentially incorrect. In this subsection I first find how well the agents

predict. I then present the parameters of the true spatial correlation in the data and see

how the agents’ beliefs compare to the truth.
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Agents’ unobservable predictions. Using the estimates of β and the other parameters

that were recovered in the estimation process, I also recover estimates of the true unobserv-

ables of all agents that have ever adopted. Given the estimates of the model, I also know the

beliefs that each agent had at the period in which they adopted, µi,τi . In table 8 and figure

6 I see that the agents beliefs about their unobservable (albeit noisy) are predictive of their

true profits at adoption: An agent that believes that its profits will be higher by a dollar

have, in expectation, profits that are higher by about 85 cents. Moreover, the hypothesis

that the coefficient of µi,τi is different from 1 cannot be rejected (although only barely).

Therefore, we cannot reject that, at adoption, agents’ expectations about their profits are

correct on average.
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Figure 6: Realized Unobservable and Beliefs at Adoption

Blue: the regression line and confidence interval of the regression in table 8. Green: group-
ing at $500 bins of establishment’s beliefs at adoption, the averages of the best estimates
(realization) of establishments’ unobservables and confidence intervals are plotted. Orange:
45 degree line.
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Table 8: Realized Unobservable and Beliefs at Adoption

Realized ξ
µτi 0.858∗∗∗ 0.847∗∗∗

(0.077) (0.08)

const 25.001
(49.634)

Observations 4287 4286
R2 0.028 0.026
Adjusted R2 0.028 0.025
Residual Std. Error 3128.083 3128.355
F Statistic 125.064∗∗∗ 112.986∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Regression of the best estimate of adopters’ unobservables on the beliefs those adopters
had at the period in which they decided to adopt

Spatial covarinace: beliefs vs. truth. Using the estimates of the unobservables that

were recovered in the estimation process, I can estimate the true spatial correlation param-

eters that the ξ’s are drawn from. The estimates of these parameters are σξTrue = 3128.16,

ρTrue = 0.155, and r`True = 13.5. First, I notice that the true standard deviation of the

distribution of the unobservables is about twice the signal standard deviation σε, which im-

plies that agents should weight their prior when observing signals and updating their beliefs.

Moreover, agents believe their correlation with very close neighbors is higher than the actual

correlation (ρTrue = 0.155 < 0.198 = ρo) therefore they overweight them. However, they ig-

nore valuable information—they take into account neighbors in about a 2-mile radius, while

the spatial correlation decays after about 13.5 miles. Figure 7 shows the difference between

the beliefs agents have about the spatial correlation with neighbors of different distances

(blue) and the actual spatial correlation with neighbors of different distances (orange). The

smaller radius could be a result of different beliefs that the agents could have, though there

are alternative scenarios which will result in the same pattern. For example, if not all agents

observe profits through the website, and instead talk to their neighbors or just observe the
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Figure 7: Spatial Correlation: Beliefs vs. Truth

The vertical axis represents how much spatial correlation there is between two nodes, with
distance on the horizontal axis. The blue curve represents the correlation agents believe
they have with their neighbors. The orange curve represents the true spatial correlation in
the data.

changes in traffic in neighboring businesses, it will shrink the estimated radius parameters.

A.6.3 Adoption Behavior and Model Fit

The core question of this model and the pattern that this paper set out to explain is what

caused agents to delay adoption of an existing product for many months and sometimes even

a few years. The channel that I explore is that agents observe adoption by others and update

their beliefs about both the profitability of the product and the riskiness of the adoption.

Even if agents have some expectations about the profitability of the product, they might be
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averse to adoption because they are unsure of how this action would affect their business.

In fact, in the estimates and in the data, I an indication that a decrease in agents’

uncertainty, given their expected profits, has positive impact on adoption. One way to see

this result is in figure 8, where I analyze the set of bar-like establishments that waited at

least fifteen periods before they eventually decided to adopt. These nodes had ample time

and most likely multiple observations, when they decided to adopt. I show (in blue) that in

the 15 periods prior adoption, agents initially saw an increase in their expected profits from

adoption (changes in µi,t). Around 10 periods before adoption this change in expected value

halts and remains approximately constant until the period in which agents adopt. Even

though the expected values do not change, the certainty equivalent (µi,t − λ
2σi,t, depicted in

green) continues to rise until the period of adoption, since over time agents observe more

signals from more neighbors. In the 15 periods before adoption, establishment owners see an

average increase in the value of adoption of around $900. Analysis of the levels of profit and

of restaurants and all other businesses, before adoption, is presented in appendix Appendix

A.G.

Model fit. To check the model fit, I use the estimated true spatial correlation parameters

to simulate unobservables for all agents. Then I forward simulate adoption, and therefore

the implied observations all agents have and the competition that they face in every period.

I repeated the simulation 100 times and average the adoption level in every period. As

seen in figure 9, the fit of the model is good, the curve of predicted adoption follows the

actual adoption pattern fairly closely. The maximal deviation in the number of cumulative

predicted adopters compared to the actual number of adopters is 218, which is about 5.5% of

the total number of adopters. In the final period available in the data set, the total deviation

is only about 1.2%. In
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Figure 8: Pre-adoption Expectation and Certainty Equivalent.
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Figure 9: Model Fit

(a)

(b)

In both panels the blue curve indicates the number of adopters over time in the data; The
orange curve provides the simulated adoption pattern. Panel (a) is has cumulative
adoption while (b) has in-period adoptions.
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A.7 Counterfactual Analysis

In this section I examine two environments. In the first (no learning), agents have no infor-

mation about their neighbors’ profits and therefore cannot learn about their own profitability

from their neighbors’ profits. In the second environment (true correlations), I assume that

agents have perfect knowledge of the true spatial correlation between everyone’s unobserv-

ables, and therefore use the available information properly.22 In these exercises I simulate the

market’s diffusion pattern, as well as how total market profits would change, and compare

them to a baseline in which agents learn according to their estimated beliefs (model fit).

The no-learning exercise simulates an environment that is similar to most markets with

non-public firms. In most cases private firms do not reveal their periodic profits, which

creates an environment that is not conducive to learning. Using this exercise, I can test for

how adoption would change if policy makers were to obligate firms to reveal their profits on

new products. This is an extreme case in which firms have no information at all; in most

cases firms would probably observe some noisy signal about the success of some product (e.g.,

changes in consumer traffic, price levels, or advertising). The quality of the signal would

vary substantially and could be confounded by many factors and by the levels of success of

other dimensions of the business which they observe.

The true-correlations exercise simulates an environment in which agents are more knowl-

edgeable. In this exercise, I check how adoption patterns and total profits would change if

agents had perfect information and knew exactly how to interpret it. The greater sophisti-

cation of agents in this environment could result from advertisement campaign or workshops

that better inform them about the profitability levels in the area or how to interpret the

information that is available to them. (This scenario would be of greater relevance if the

assumption that all establishments are aware of everyone’s profits is incorrect.) One way to

interpret this exercise is as the effects information spillovers would have in markets with more

22Note that for technical reasons I maintain the assumption of infinite prior variance.
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sophisticated sellers, or for new products that sellers are more familiar with (for example, in

this case, a new beer).

Theoretically, the direction of the change in adoption patterns under the two exercises

is not ex ante clear. The effect of decreasing uncertainty from observing more and better

information would generally make adoption more likely, though it would greatly depend on

the observations themselves. Observing neighbors’ profits that are disappointing would deter

potential adopters.

The simulated diffusion patterns under the three simulations are presented in figure 10.

I can see that providing more information to the agents leads to more and earlier adoption.

Compared to no learning, adoption under the model fit exercise increases by 4.8%, while the

total profits in the market over that period increase by only 3.5%. In the true correlations

exercise, adoption increases by another 3.1%, for an overall effect of 8%, and total profits

increase by additional 3.6%, for an overall effect of 7.2%.

The results of the simulation suggest that making gambling profits public on IGB’s

website resulted in an yearly revenue increase in the order of tens of millions of dollars. For

example, in 2016 about $38 million of net revenue can be attributed to learning, resulting in

$11.5 million in taxes. While adding information increases both adoptions rates and profits,

the two are not increasing at the same rate. Comparing the relative increase between the

two levels of learning in the simulation, we see that the change in profits between true

correlation and model fit are higher than the change between model fit and no learning,

while the opposite is true for the change in adoption. This finding would suggest that

additional information leads not only to more adoption but leads to more efficient adoption

by more profitable establishments. If there is some fixed cost of adoption, this would increase

the effects of information on efficiency by even more.
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Figure 10: Counterfactual Estimation

In the figure are simulated adoption patterns over time. Blue: using the estimated beliefs
of the agents (the model’s fit). Green: if agents cannot learn from their neighbors. Orange:
if agents have perfect knowledge of the correlation with their neighbors.
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A.8 Extensions and Robustness in Progress

Dynamics - Forward looking agents. The agents in the current model are not taking

into account how potential future adoption by firms which would affect their profits or the

level of information available to them when they make their adoption decision in every

period. It is reasonable to believe that when agents decide whether to adopt, they take into

account the fact that others around them might also adopt. Future adoption of neighbors

could affect their decision in a few ways. First, expecting adoption by neighbors would lead

to lower expected profits and might deter adoption, though this expectation might also lead

to early adoption if one thinks they would deter others. Secondly, there is an option value in

waiting: If one is not sure whether adoption is worthwhile, they can free ride the information

from neighbors. This effect might lead to delayed adoption.

In order to determine the magnitude of these dynamic effects, the beliefs of the agents

about adoption by establishments around them have to be modeled. Modeling these beliefs

poses additional problems. First, the state space is very large, since agents need to have

beliefs about the probability of observing each combination of neighbors that adopted in

every period; thus number of states for each agent grows exponentially with the number

of neighbors. Secondly, agents could be strategic about their behavior. Finally, agents’

beliefs affect their probability of adoption, which in turn affects the observations of others;

therefore, agents’ beliefs are a function of their behavior. Agents’ beliefs and actions should

be consistent with each other.

In an ongoing extension I suggest a model that deals with those issues. To deal with

the first and second issues, I reduce the state space and the dimensionality of the agents’

beliefs, by implementing the method suggested by Krusell and Smith (1998) in a way similar

to Lee (2013). To solve the final problem, I use the normality of the signals, and the fact

that adoption decisions are based on a threshold rule of the agents, to determine the value of

adoption in every period by backward induction and find parameters that imply that agents

are consistent. Additional details are provided in appendix Appendix A.C.
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Learning from Different Types. When estimating the model, the spatial competition,

that is, the level of business stealing, is allowed to depend on the types of the establishments.

Indeed, I found that the competition between establishments of the same type is fiercer. At

the same time, learning differently from different types is restricted in the model, forcing

agents to learn in the same way from all types.

In the preliminary analysis, I allowed for agents’ potential profits to have different levels

of correlation with the same and different types by adding a parameter that attenuates the

learning from agents of different types. The result of the estimation was that agents learn

equally from neighbors of the same type as from those different types (no attenuation).

However, additional investigation should be made into these results to see how robust they

are to the definitions and the number of types.

A.9 Conclusion

This paper provided evidence that the information firms gain from observing adoption and

outcomes of others has a substantial effect on their decision to adopt products in a new

market. I estimated a model which separates agents’ perceptions about spatial correlation

of outcomes from the true correlation. This property is especially relevant in markets of a

new product where agents have no prior information and where an assumption that they

have perfect knowledge of the distribution of profits would make little economic sense. Using

this model, I also estimated the spatial competition between agents.

Counterfactual exercises showed that additional information leads to more adoption and

higher market profits. It also showed that agents undervalue the informativeness of others’

profits, and therefore do not use all the information available to them. Moreover, if agents

used all of the available information, not only adoption and profits but also the profit per

adopter would increase, suggesting that firms would adopt earlier or more efficiently.

This paper also developed a framework to correct for the selection problem in adoption

when the actions of firms are based on their beliefs which in turn depend on the actions of
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other firms. The method relies on consistency or equilibrium-like notions: the parameters

and primitives of the model lead to certain beliefs on the part of agents when they adopt,

and these beliefs in turn imply certain values of parameters of the model, when the model

estimates are a fixed point of this mapping.

While this paper has agents that compete and learn from one another based on their

physical distances, the methods introduced can be implemented in many competitive envi-

ronments where there is a measure of similarity between firms and social learning is key.

One well suited example would be the car manufacturers with “distances” defined based on

some similarity measure that decide whether to invest in electric engines, learning about the

profitability from success of competitors of different levels of similarity.
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Appendix A.A Semi-Parametric Estimation Details

This appendix provides details of the estimation described in section A.3.

The moments used in the estimation are achieved by taking the expectation over inequal-

ity (A.3.1):

Ei

βα
(
|A`i,τi−1| − |A`i,τi−1−k|

)
+ π`i,τi−1 − π`i,τi−1−k︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆Vi,k

 ≥ 0.

These expectations can be estimated by averages of the observations for each k. Ad-

ditional moments can be created by multiplying each element ∆Vi,k by a weakly positive

number hi,τi−k that depends on the characteristics of i. These moments are

1
|Nk|

∑
i∈Nk

[∆Vi,khi,τi−k] ≥ 0,

where Nk = {i|τi − k ≥ 0} is the set of all agents that waited at least k periods before

adopting. The values of hi,τi−k that I use are defined as

hi,τi−k =


mτi−k, mτi−k > m̄

0, mτi−k ≤ m̄,

where mt is the size of the jackpot of the first Mega Millions lottery in period t and m̄ is

the average of mt. This means that I multiply values in periods where the jackpot was high

by the value of the jackpot, and the values in other periods by 0. Since the data set has 55

periods, with two instruments: the jackpots instrument and constant vector, there are 108

moments that can be used to give a lower bound to β
α
.23

Since there is a large number of moments, with many potentially far from binding, I use

the two-step method in Romano et al. (2014) that selects moments with which to calculate

23Since only adoption is observed and in practice there is no exit, only a lower bound can be calculated.
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the bound on the parameters. As mentioned in the main text, the result of the estimation is

that the lower bound on the 95% confidence set of β
α
is greater than 45.3. This means, that

when an agent observes another neighbor adopting, this information affects her probability

of adopting in the same way as observing her neighbors’ average profits increase by at least

$45.3 per month. Given that this represents a lower bound, and that on average an agent

observes adoption of about 5 neighbors between her adoption period and any preceding

period, this would translate to an equivalent of having observed an increase of more than

$2,700 in yearly profits.

One issue is that in the last few periods there are only a few adopters, which means that

for high k there are not many observations. Therefore, one might be concerned that the

covariance matrix of the moments is not accurately estimated and hence the results might

be biased. To alleviate this concern, I ran the same exercise limited to periods with at least

2,500 observations, which translated to k ∈ {1, ..., 8}. In this setup the results were similar,

with β
α
> 63.6, and average adoption of 3.3 nodes between an agent’s adoption period and

any preceding period.

Appendix A.B Robustness: All Municipalities

This section provides estimates for the model parameters without removing nodes in munic-

ipalities that initially prohibited adoption, as described in the first paragraph of section A.6.

Since competition is estimated offline, the estimates are the same and therefore not reported

for this exercise.

The reported estimates are similar in sign and magnitude to the ones in the main text,

where municipalities that initially prohibited adoption were excluded from the second part

of the analysis.
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Table A.1: β Estimates

Parameter Value SE
pop/Nm 0.02531138 0.00973083(***)

Rating (0-5) -206.9918717 152.5865952
No Rating Reported -1369.642018 746.0134164(*)
Price Level (1,2,3,4) -922.6888963 220.8321112(***)

No Price Level Reported -1940.59901 315.8133797(***)
βAmerican 6611.321771 1132.563941(***)
βbar 6617.8685 1091.665016(***)

βbar&grill 7016.111362 1094.747158(***)
βItalian 5734.092723 1613.743986(***)
βMexican 4071.444886 1332.811259(***)

βMissingType 6392.465508 1195.043283(***)
βPizzaPlace 5899.182716 1331.286606(***)
βrestaurant 5386.172002 1170.31366(***)
βVeteran 6639.290589 1272.325301(***)

βOtherTypes 6390.839606 1169.508027(***)

Table A.2: Beliefs Parameters

Parameter Value Confidence Interval
ρ 0.253098 [0.0814733, 0.99999]
r` 1.93054 [1.206, 38.845]
σε 1537.88 [1490.57, 1583.25]
σ0 Large Large
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Table A.3: Adoption Decision Parameters

Parameter Value Confidence Interval
−λ

2σ0 −23000.93353660123 [−107257,−3619]
γt −312.8563745 [−2658,−204]

γAmerican −3410.525342 [−206999, 80317]
γbar 2852.874509 [−206999, 80317]

γbar&grill 2396.961355 [−141317, 83563]
γItalian −7826.736723 [−143176, 83225]
γMexican −9803.907215 [−255907, 76750]

γMissingType −3498.456434 [−287930, 76448]
γPizzaPlace −6724.532465 [−210664, 79801]
γrestaurant −4364.550335 [−241638, 77288]
γVeteran 1028.813781 [−224755, 79380]

γOtherTypes −5723.088948 [−158106, 82362]

Appendix A.C Dynamics: Forward-Looking Agents

This part models only the value function that agents use when deciding when to adopt.

Agents learn from observations, as described in the main text.

This model is an infinite-horizon model in which agents believe that if they do not adopt

until the last period they will never adopt, though if they adopt at some period t they will

receive their expected profit in perpetuity; therefore, the expected value of adoption is

Vi,t(ηi,t,Ωi,t) =

max
{
δ(1− δ)−1µ̃i,t − E [∑∞s=1δ

sCi,t+s|Ωi,t, ai,t = 1]− FC + ηi,t,

δE [Vi,t+1(ηi,t+1,Ωi,t+1)|Ωi,t]} ,

where the first term in the max function is the expected profit from adoption and the second

term is the expected profit from staying out, with µ̃i,t = µi,t + Xiβ and ηi,t being and i.i.d.

logit shock that represents the adoption cost.

Therefore, let EV (Ωi,t) represent the expected value function given the state. Then
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EVi(Ωi,t) ≡
∫
ηi,t
Vi,t(ηi,t,Ωi,t)dP (ηi,t)

= ln
(
exp

(
δ(1− δ)−1µ̃i,t − E [∑∞s=1δ

sCi,t+s|Ωi,t, ai,t = 1]− FC
)

+ exp (δE [EVi(Ωi,t+1)|Ωi,t])) .

The agents have some beliefs, or a misspecified model, about the definition of the state of

the world and how this state of the world evolves. There is a discrete state space, where each

node i in period t is in one of the states. This state of the world is a vector of size 3, where

the first coordinate is the fraction of competitors that adopted
(
f ci,t
)
, the second coordinate

represents the fraction of neighbors that could learn from those that adopted
(
f li,t
)
, and the

third coordinate is the “era” the period is in. The first two coordinates partition the set

of neighbors of node i into pc and pl , and there are 9 “eras” of length 6 months in order

to reduce the size of the state space; therefore, the size of the state space is pc × pl × 9.

Explicitly, the assumption here is that

Ω̃i,t =
(
fCi,t, f

l
i,t, ai,t, e(t)

)
,

where e(t) =
⌈
t
9

⌉
. A reasonable partition of the other two would be dividing each into 4

parts, making the state space of size 144. Node i believes that the state of the world can

transition to any other state of the world with some probability, according to some Markov

matrix of transition probabilities:

Pθ(i)
(
Ω̃i,t+1|Ω̃i,t

)
,

which also depends on the type θ(i) of the node.

Agent i also has some primitive characteristics, such as θi, NC
i , N l

i are, respectively,

the set of neighbors that are competitors of i and the set that i could learn from; C i which
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represents the agent’s maximal potential competition; and Σi, which is the minimal potential

variance that i could observe. These two bounds are achieved when all of i’s competitors

and other neighbors adopt.

For a given parameter ρ, and a given state of the world Ω̃i,t, there is a distribution of

Ω̃i,t+k for every k > 0. Measures of the competition and variance at a future state are

C̃t+k
i = Ct

i +
(
C i − Ct

i

)
f̄Ci,t,k

and

Σ̃t,t+k
ii = Σt

iiΣii

f̄ li,t,kΣt
ii +

(
1− f̄ li,t,k

)
Σii

,

where f̄Ci,t,k and f̄ li,t,k are the expected fraction of competition and learning neighbors that

adopted between the two periods:

f̄Ci,t,k =
fCi,t+k − fCi,t

1− fCi,t
; f̄ li,t,k =

f li,t+k − f li,t
1− f li,t

.

For these two measures, I assume that i believes that both competition and information

arrive uniformly.

In period final decision period T , i’s decision problem is fairly simple, which is adopt if

and only if

EV t
i,1(ΩT ) ≡ β(1− β)−1 [µ̃i,T − E [Ci,T+1|Ωi,T , ai,T = 1]]− FC︸ ︷︷ ︸

µ̃ΩT

+ ηi,T > 0 ≡ EV t
0 (ΩT ).

Additionally, from Lemma 2 we know that Vart(µt+ki ) = Σt
ii − Σt+k

ii , and since agents

are Bayesian, E [µ̃i,T |µ̃i,t] = µ̃i,t. Therefore in any period t, and for every possible state in
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periods t′ > t, we know that

µ̃ti,Ωt′ ∼ N

β(1− β)−1µ̃i,t −
∞∑

s=t′+1
βs−t

′
E [Ci,s|Ωt′ ]− FC,Σt

ii − Σ̃t,t′

ii︸ ︷︷ ︸
σtΩt′



Since if i stays out at period T she will get 0, we can use the truncated normal formula to

get that

EV t
i (Ωi,T ) = E

[
µ̃ti,ΩT

]
+
σti,ΩTφ

(
−µ̃ti,ΩT
σti,ΩT

)
1− Φ

(
−µ̃ti,ΩT
σti,ΩT

) .
Using that result, we can calculate the value of staying out at period T − 1,

EV t
i,0(Ωi,T−1) = β

∑
ΩT
Pr (ΩT |Ωi,T−1) · EV t

i (ΩT ),

and the expected value of adopting,

EV t
i,1(ΩT−1) = β(1− β)−1µ̃i,T−1 −

∞∑
s=T

βs+1−TE [Ci,s|Ωi,T−1, ai,t′ = 1]− FC + ηi,T−1

Therefore, the expected value in period T − 1 is

EV t
i (ΩT−1) = E

[
µ̃ti,ΩT−1

]
+
σtΩTφ

(
EV ti,0(Ωi,T−1)−µ̃ti,ΩT−1

σtΩi,T−1

)
1− Φ

(
EV ti,0(Ωi,T−1)−µ̃tΩi,T−1

σtΩi,T−1

) .
Continuing in this fashion, using backwards induction, we can calculate the expected value

in every period, arriving at EV t
i,1(Ωt) and EV t

i,0(Ωt).

In equilibrium;

1. in each period t, agent i chooses to adopt if and only if EV t
i,1(Ωt, ηi,t) ≥ EV t

i,0(Ωt),

given the beliefs regarding transition probabilities Pθ(i)
(
Ω̃i,t+1|Ω̃i,t

)
.

2. The beliefs about transition probabilities are consistent with the realized values of
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EV t
i,d(ΩT−1, ηi,t), which are consistent with actions taken.

Now since there is an expected value in every period t for every agent i and decision d ∈ {0, 1},

the moments to match are that the expected adoption in each period equals the actual

adoption:

mt ≡

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

i/∈At−1

exp
(
EV t

i,1(Ωt, ηi,t)
)

exp
(
EV t

i,1(Ωt, ηi,t)
)

+ exp
(
EV t

i,0(Ωt)
) − (At − At−1)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
and we choose ρ, β, FC that satisfy

arg min
ρ,β,FC

∑
t

mt.

Lemma 2. Let  x

y

 ∼ N


 µx

µy

 ,
 Σx Σxy

Σ′xy Σyy


 ,

where x is a scalar and y is a vector. Then

Var(E(x|y)) = Σx − Var(x|y).

Proof. See appendix Appendix A.D.

The Evolution of Variance

The belief of agent i in period t is that

ξi,t ∼ N(µti,Σt
ii).

Denote by x an independent normal signal that combines all of the information that i

could still potentially receive. In other words, an independent signal that would reduce her

variance to the variance shed had in the case she had perfect knowledge of her neighbors’
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unobservables, Σii. Formally, using a known result for optimal combination of private normal

signals

V ar

(
Σxξi,t + Σt

iix

Σx + Σt
ii

)
= Σii

and isolating Σx, we get

Σx = ΣiiΣt
ii

Σt
ii − Σii

.

If we assume that x is an average of many “smaller” independent signals with identical vari-

ance, and that i observes only a fraction f̄ li,t,k of these signals, the variance of the equivalent

signal, xf , would be

Σxf = Σx

f
= ΣiiΣt

ii

f(Σt
ii − Σii)

Combined optimally,

Σ̃t,t+k
ii = V ar

(
Σxf ξi,t + Σt

iix

Σxf + Σt
ii

)
= Σt

iiΣii

f̄ li,t,kΣt
ii +

(
1− f̄ li,t,k

)
Σii

.

Appendix A.D Proofs

A.D.1 Lemma 1

Proof. Let At = {1, ...,m− 1} represent the set of agents that adopted up to and including

period t, where the indices of the agents represent the order in which they adopted. For

simplicity of notation, we assume that only one agent adopted at a time, and that they

adopt in their index period (i.e., i adopted in period i), though it is easily generalized.

The expectation of agent m’s beliefs, in period m is

µm,m = Σ̂m,Am

(
Σ̂Am + σεDAm,m

)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ŵm

ξ̄Am,m,

where Σ̂Am is the prior beliefs about the covariance matrix of the subset of agents Am, and

Σ̂m,Am is the prior beliefs of the correlationsm with the existing adopters. Dm,Am is a diagonal
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matrix in which each diagonal element is the inverse of the number of observations of profits

made by the relevant agent in period m, and ξ̄Am,m is the average of these observations.

The expression that is multiplied by ξ̄Am,m is a vector of the weights ŵm that m puts on

her signals when she updates her own beliefs. Similarly, I denote by wm the weights she

would’ve put on these beliefs if she had the correct prior.

The error that is due to her incorrect beliefs is exactly

εBeliefsm = (wm − ŵm) ξ̄Am,m =
m∑
i=1

(
wim − ŵim

)
ξ̄i,m,

where ŵim represents the weights that m puts on i, and ξ̄i,m represents the average of obser-

vations made by i in period m.

The rest of the proof uses induction. By assumption, the error of person 1 is exactly

zero, since her beliefs under the two priors are 0. The error of the second adopter is

εBeliefs2 =
(
w1

2 − ŵ1
2

)
ξ̄1,2

We know that ex ante E [ξ1] = 0; therefore, E
[
ξ̄1,2

]
= 0 and E

[
εBeliefs2

]
= 0. By definition,

we can write ξ2 = µ̂2 + εBeliefs2 + εξ2, hence

ξ2 = ŵ1
2 ξ̄1,2 +

(
w1

2 − ŵ1
2

)
ξ̄1,2 + εξ2

and E [ξ2] = 0. Therefore, for agent 3 we have

εBeliefs3 =
(
ŵ1

3 − w1
3

)
ξ̄1,3 +

(
ŵ2

3 − w2
3

)
ξ̄2,3,

and hence E
[
εBeliefs3

]
= 0. This procedure can be repeated for any m.
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A.D.2 Lemma 2

Proof. A known result is that if y is observed, then

x|y ∼ N(µx|y,Σx|y),

with

E(x|y) = µx + ΣxyΣ−1
yy(y− µy)

Var(x|y) = Σx − ΣxyΣ−1
yyΣ′xy.

If it is known that y is to be revealed but its value is not yet known, then

Var(E(x|y)) = Var(µx + ΣxyΣ−1
yy(y− µy))

= Var(ΣxyΣ−1
yyy) = ΣxyΣ−1

yyΣ′xy = Σx − Var(x|y).

Appendix A.E Computation of β and Simulation

A.E.1 Computation Of β

Here I describe the details of the algorithm that gives an unbiased estimate of β. This is

given a guess of ρ and r`, θ, meaning that one knows or assumes the parameters of the kernel

function κ. Knowing the function κ means that for every municipality there is one constant

correlation matrix K.

The main idea of this algorithm is to iteratively update nodes’ prior beliefs, and beliefs

about their observables in the period in which they adopt until we find the beliefs that will

satisfy the equilibrium described in the main text.

In the first step, I initialize the vector of beliefs at adoption for every agent that entered,
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µ0
τ , to a vector of zeros.

Given this initialization, we describe the process of each iteration c:

1. Given µcτ , a regression of F − µcτ of X is used to do the following:

(a) generate βc;

(b) generate the observations ξcj,t = πgj,t−xjβc+Cj(At) that are used in the updating

process.

2. Using Σ0 and the objects calculated in 1, the beliefs of every agent in every period

calculated, in particular µc+1
τ .

3. If ∑
i(µc+1

τi
− µcτi)

2

N
< εtolerance ≡ 10−12,

then stop. Else, repeat for c+ 1.

A.E.2 Simulation

In order to show that the algorithm above actually works on some data, I generated data

using some initial parameters, and tried to recover the parameters using the procedure

described above. I repeated the process for 1,020 simulation draws.

In each iteration of the simulation, there is one municipality of size N = 800, and each

node’s longitude and latitude are each drawn from N (0, 4). Using a correlation parameter

ρ = 0.7, and each node is randomly assigned into one of two types with equal probabilities,

type 1 has µθ=1 = 800 and σθ=1 = 2000, and type 2 has µθ=2 = 700 and σθ=2 = 1000.

Signal variance is σε = 20. Each node is also assigned an independent Xi ∼ N (40, 225)

and the parameter that is multiplied by X is defined to be β = 20. These define the true

Fi = Xiβ + ξi.

Afterwards, an adoption procedure was simulated in which there is a constant fixed cost

of adoption equal to FC = 55F̄ . Simulating adoption logit shock, each node adopts with
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probability

pi,t = exp (xiβ + µi,t)
exp (xiβ + µi,t) + exp (FC) .

For each node that adopts, there is a realization of an observation Fi + εi,t, and the

neighbors of node i update according to the updating process in subsection A.4.3. These

determine µi,t and hence the probability of adoption.

With the simulated data, I used the procedure described above in order to estimate the

parameters of β and also to see how close the estimates of µθ and σθ are to the actual

realized ones in every iteration. I also added an estimate done by a linear regression as a

benchmark comparison. Estimation using this procedure seems to be consistent, while the

regression is biased, as seen in the figure Figure A.1 on page 76.
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Figure A.1: Comparing β Estimates to Truth

Red line: (which almost coincides with the yellow line) the true parameter; Yellow:
parameter estimated with the fixed point procedure; Blue: regression estimator. Orange
and blue histograms: distributions of estimators for the fixed point procedure and
regression respectively.

Appendix A.F Estimation of −λ
2σξ0

In section A.6 I presented the estimation results for the parameter −λ
2σξ0 that represents

the total effect of risk aversion and uncertainty on the certainty equivalent of adoption. I do

so since in the data the value of σξ0 is too large numerically estimate in a meaningful way,

and that when σξ0 →∞ the parameters λ and σξ0 are not separately identified.

Lemma 3. Under the assumptions of the model in section A.4. If σξ0 → ∞, then the

parameters λ and σξ0 are not separately identified.

Proof. The value of the variance of agents i at period t that observed the profits of the agents
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in At is:

σ2
i,t = σ2

ξ0 − Σi,AtΣ−1
At ΣAt,i,

where Σi,At and ΣAt,i are row and column vectors of the covariance of i with all current

adopters, while ΣAt is the covariance of the ξ’s of all current adopters. These can be further

separated to the matching correlation vectors ρi,At and ρAt,i, and the correlation matrix KAt :

σ2
i,t = σ2

ξ0 − σ2
ξ0ρi,At

(
σ2
ξ0KAt + σ2

εdiag(ωAt)
)−1

σ2
ξ0ρAt,i.

At the limit, as σ2
ξ0 → ∞ the value of σ2

i,t is of course also going to infinity. With that

said, in the model, the value λ also depends on values of σ2
i,t. Therefore, since σε � σξ0:

lim
σ2
ξ0→∞

λσi,t = λ

√
σ2
ξ0 − σ2

ξ0ρi,At
(
σ2
ξ0KAt

)−1
σ2
ξ0ρAt,i

= λσξ0

√(
1− ρi,AtK−1

At ρAt,i
)

and since at the limit σi,t is a linear function of σξ0, λ and σξ0 are not separately identified.

Appendix A.G Pre-adoption analysis

In subsection A.6.3 I analyzed how the beliefs of bar-like establishments evolved in the period

preceding the period of adoption. Figure 8 shows that their expected profits and certainty

equivalent increased by about $900 before they adopted. In figure A.2 we see the levels of

beliefs that bars owners have in the period before adoption. Bar owners believe that they will

make in expectations more than $3500 when they decide to adopt, though the risk makes

the owners’ certainty equivalent of the lottery at less than negative $12,000. However, if

we believe that not all bar owners make an active decision whether to adopt every month,

the certainty equivalent of choosing adoption increases significantly: If each agent considers
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adoption with probability 1/3, the model estimation results in certainty equivalents of more

than negative $7,500. If agents make an adoption decision in expectation once every five

months, the certainty equivalent is greater than negative $5,000.

Figure A.2: Beliefs Levels before Adoption: bars

Bar owners’ beliefs before adoption. In blue we see their expected gambling profits before
adoption. The green dots show the change in their certainty equivalent. The dashed and
solid lines are the certainty equivalents in models where agents decide whether to adopt in
every period with probability 1/3 and 1/5 respectively.
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Figure A.3: Beliefs Change and Levels before Adoption: Other businesses

The analysis in this figure is the same analysis as in figures 8 and A.2 but applied to all
non-bar-like businesses.
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B.1 Introduction

People learn from others about conditions relevant to decisions they have to make. For

instance, students who are about to start their careers learn from the behavior of recent

graduates. In many cases, the conditions—for example, the market returns to different spe-

cializations—are changing. Thus, the agents’ problem is not about learning a static “state

of the world” as precisely as possible, but about staying up to date. The phenomenon of

adaptation and responsiveness to new information is central in a variety of applied fields,

including economic development (Griliches, 1957; Banerjee, Chandrasekhar, Duflo, and Jack-

son, 2013) and the study of organizations. When is a group of agents successful, collectively,

in adapting efficiently to a changing environment? The answers lie partly in the structure of

the social networks that shape agents’ social learning opportunities. Our model is designed

to analyze how a group’s adaptability is shaped by the properties of such networks, the

inflows of information into society, and the interplay of the two.

We consider overlapping generations of agents who are interested in tracking an unob-

served state that evolves over time. The state is an AR(1) process, so that there is some

degree of persistence in it, but also a constant arrival of innovations to learn about. Each

agent, before making a decision, engages in social learning: she learns the actions of some

members of prior generations, which reveal their estimates of the state.1 The social learning

opportunities are embedded in a network, in that one’s network position determines the

neighborhood of peers whom one observes. Neighborhoods reflect geographic, cultural, orga-

nizational, or other kinds of proximity. In addition to social information, agents also receive

private signals about the current state, with distributions that may also vary with network

position; in particular, some agents may receive more precise information about the state

than others.

We give some examples. When a university student begins searching for jobs, she becomes

1In using an overlapping-generations model we follow a tradition in social learning that includes, for
example, the models of Banerjee and Fudenberg (2004) and Wolitzky (2018).
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interested in various dimensions of the relevant labor market (e.g., typical wages for someone

like her), which naturally vary over time. She uses her own private research but also learns

from the choices of others (e.g., recent graduates) who have recently faced a similar problem.

The people she learns from are a function of her courses, dorm, and so forth: she will

predominantly observe predecessors who are “nearby” in these ways.2 Similarly, when a new

cohort of professionals enters a firm (e.g., a management consultancy or law firm) they learn

about the business environment from their seniors. Who works with whom, and therefore

who learns from whom, is shaped by the structure of the organization.

Our first contribution is to develop a network learning model suited to examples such as

these. In the model, the state and the population are refreshed over time. Thus, the envi-

ronment in which agents learn is dynamic, but its distribution over time is stationary. This

makes equilibria and welfare simple in ways that facilitate the analysis. Indeed, our setup

removes a time-dependence inherent in many models of learning, where society accumulates

information over time about a fixed state: Those models imply rational updating rules that

depend on the time elapsed since the “start” of the learning process. In terms of outcomes,

they often focus an eventual rate of learning about a fixed state as in, for instance, Molavi,

Tahbaz-Salehi, and Jadbabaie (2018) and Harel, Mossel, Strack, and Tamuz (2019). In con-

trast, our model features stationary equilibria in which learning rules are time invariant. In

terms of outcomes, we focus on steady-state learning quality in equilibrium—how well agents

track a constantly changing state.

Our second contribution is to characterize equilibria in this model and discuss the impli-

cations for some exercises of applied interest. Bayesians update estimates by taking linear

combinations of neighbors’ estimates and their own private information. The weights are

endogenously determined because, when each agent extracts information from neighbors’ es-

timates, the information content of those estimates depends on the neighbors’ learning rules.

2Sethi and Yildiz (2016) argue that, even without explicit communication costs or constraints, people can
end up listening only to some others due to the investments needed to understand sources.
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We characterize these weights and the distributions of behavior in a stationary equilibrium.

We then discuss some implications for classic questions in networks. For instance, we

define a notion of steady-state social influence—how an idiosyncratic change in an individ-

ual’s information affects average behavior. This is analogous to exercises familiar from the

standard DeGroot model of network learning (where the weights agents place on others are

given exogenously). The endogenous determination of weights makes a big difference for

how network structure maps into influence.3 Individuals who are highly central in the social

network can have low or even negative social influence once endogenous weights are taken

into account. More broadly, the model permits various comparative statics, welfare analyses,

counterfactuals, and estimation exercises—both under the Bayesian equilibrium benchmark

and behavioral alternatives. The fact that equilibria are quite easy to compute numeri-

cally (in networks of thousands of nodes) makes the model practically useful for structural

exercises. Indeed, an econometrician who observes some statistics of a social learning pro-

cess (such as agents’ equilibrium precisions) can use the theory to estimate the underlying

network and information structure.

Turning from the methods to substantive findings, our third contribution is to analyze

the steady-state quality of aggregation of social information, and how it depends on signal

endowments and network structure. At every point in time, agents use neighbors’ actions to

form an estimate of the past states that those actions reflect. Our measure of aggregation

quality is the accuracy of these estimates. The main finding is that, in large Bayesian

populations, an essentially optimal benchmark is achieved in an equilibrium, as long as

each individual has access to a set of neighbors that is sufficiently diverse, in the sense of

having different signal distributions from each other. A key mechanism behind the value of

diverse signal endowments is that it leads to diversity of neighbors’ strategies. This avoids

“collinearity problems” in agents’ sources of information, which helps them to construct

3We discuss how the environment determines the right centrality measure to use, which gives a new
foundation or interpretation of Katz-Bonacich centrality, analogous to the work of Ballester, Calvó-Armengol,
and Zenou (2006) in network games.
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better statistical estimators of the most recent state. In other words, if neighbors’ strategies

are diverse, an agent can more successfully filter out older, less useful information in order

to concentrate on new developments in the state.

If signal endowments are not diverse, then our good-aggregation result does not hold.

Indeed, equilibrium learning can be bounded far away from efficiency, even though each

agent has access to an unbounded number of observations, each containing independent in-

formation. Thus, in stark contrast with an unchanging-state version of the model, Bayesian

agents who understand the environment perfectly are not guaranteed to be able to aggregate

information well. We first make this point in highly symmetric networks, where we can show

the failure of aggregation is quite severe. It is natural to ask whether diversity of network

positions (as opposed to signals) can make neighbors’ equilibrium strategies sufficiently di-

verse and thus substitute for diversity of information endowments. We show that the answer

is no: network asymmetry is a poor substitute for asymmetric signal distributions. In large

networks, it is impossible in equilibrium to achieve accuracies of aggregation of the same

order as that guaranteed in our positive result under signal diversity.

To achieve good learning when it is possible, agents must have a sophisticated under-

standing of the correlations in their neighbors’ estimates. Thus, the second contrast we

emphasize is between Bayesians who are correctly specified about their learning environ-

ment (in particular, others’ behavior) and agents who do not have sufficient sophistication

about the correlations among their observations to remove confounds. To make the point

that such understanding is essential to good aggregation, we examine some canonical types

of learning rules, adapted to our setting, in which this sophistication is absent (Eyster and

Rabin, 2010).4 There, information aggregation is essentially guaranteed to fall short of good

aggregation benchmarks for all agents. We then generalize these results to a broader class

of learning rules in which agents do not use sophisticated filtering techniques. We argue

that the deficiencies of naive learning rules are different from and more severe than those

4See also Bala and Goyal (1998), a seminal model of boundedly rational learning rules in networks.
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in similar problems with an unchanging state, and the requirements for good learning are

more stringent. In analogous fixed-state environments where individuals have sufficiently

many observations, if everyone uses certain simple and stationary heuristics (requiring no

sophistication about correlations between neighbors’ behavior), they can learn the state

quite precisely. This point is made in the most closely analogous environments by Golub

and Jackson (2010) and Jadbabaie, Molavi, Sandroni, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2012), where

DeGroot-style rules guarantee asymptotically efficient learning. A changing state makes

such imitative heuristics quite inefficient. It is worth emphasizing that even Bayesians’ good

learning in our environment depends on conditions—namely, signal diversity throughout the

network—that differ markedly from the conditions that play a role in the above-mentioned

models with an unchanging state.

Some of our theoretical aggregation results use large random graphs and make some

assumptions on their distribution. We perform a numerical exercise to show that the main

qualitative message—diversity of signal types helps learning—holds in real networks with

a few hundred agents and average neighborhood sizes between 10 and 20. In this exercise,

we use Indian village social networks from the data of Banerjee, Chandrasekhar, Duflo,

and Jackson (2013) and calculate equilibria in our model for both homogeneous and non-

homogeneous signal endowments. We then quantify how much better learning becomes

with a certain amount of signal diversity. First, we endow all agents with exchangeable

signals. In these homogeneous-signal environments, there is some variation in learning quality

due to differences in networks across different villages. We compare this variation to the

benefit of introducing diversity of signal endowments. Introducing a moderate amount of

heterogeneity5 in signal distributions improves outcomes by as much as moving 6.5 standard

deviations in the distribution of homogeneous-signal environments. In fact, this improvement

is substantially larger than the gap between the best and worst villages under homogeneous

5We increase private signal variances of half of agents by 50% and adjust the remaining private signal
distributions keeping the average precision unchanged (so that the amount of information coming into the
community is held fixed).
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signals.

Finally, we discuss some implications of our results for designers who wish to facilitate

better learning, and what distributions of expertise they would prefer. In particular, our re-

sults provide a distinctive rationale for informational specialization in organizations, which

we flesh out in Section B.7.4. We explain there how the points we have made in a unidimen-

sional model extend readily to richer models of multidimensional states and signals.

An Example We now present a simple example that illustrates our dynamic model, high-

lights obstacles to learning that distinctively arise in a dynamic environment, and gives a

sense of some of the main forces that play a role in our results on the quality of learning.

Consider a particular environment, with a single perfectly informed source S; many

media outlets M1, . . . ,Mn with access to the source as well as some independent private

information; and the general public. The public consists of many individuals who learn only

from the media outlets. We are interested in how well each member of the public could learn

by following many media outlets. More precisely, we consider the example shown in Figure

11 and think of P as a generic member of the large public.

Figure 11: The network used in the “value of diversity” example

. . .

P

S

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 Mn

The state θt follows a Gaussian random walk: θt = θt−1 +νt, where the innovations νt are

standard normal. Each period, the source learns the state θt and announces this to the media
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outlets. The media outlets observe the source’s announcement from the previous period,

which is θt−1. At each time period, they also receive noisy private signals, sMi,t = θt + ηMi,t

with normally distributed, independent, mean-zero errors ηMi,t. They then announce their

posterior means of θt, which we denote by aMi,t. The member of the public, in a given period

t, makes an estimate based on the observations aM1,t−1, . . . , aMn,t−1 of media outlets’ actions

in the previous period. All agents are short-lived: they see actions in their neighborhoods

one period ago, and then they take an action that reveals their posterior belief of the state.

If we instead had a fixed state but the same signals and observation structure, learning

would trivially be perfect: the media outlets learn the state from the source and report it to

the public.

Now consider the dynamic environment. Given that P has no signal, an upper bound

on what she can hope for is to learn θt−1 (and use that as her estimate of θt). Can this

benchmark be achieved, and if so, when?

A typical estimate of a media outlet at time t is a linear combination of sMi,t and θt−1

(the latter being the social information that the media outlets learned from the source). In

particular, the estimate can be expressed as

aMi,t = wisMi,t + (1− wi)θt−1,

where the weight wi on the media outlet’s signal is increasing in the precision of that signal.

We give the public no private signal, for simplicity only.

Suppose first that the media outlets have identically distributed private signals. Because

the member of the public observes many symmetric media outlets, it turns out that her best

estimate of the state, aP,t, is simply the average of the estimates of the media outlets. Since

each of these outlets uses the same weight wi = w on its private signal, we may write

aP,t = w
n∑
i=1

sMi,t−1

n
+ (1− w)θt−2 ≈ wθt−1 + (1− w)θt−2.
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That is, P ’s estimate is an average of media private signals from last period, combined with

what the media learned from the source, which tracks the state in the period before that.

In the approximate equality, we have used the fact that an average of many private signals

is approximately equal to the state, by our assumption of independent errors. No matter

how many media outlets there are, and even though each has independent information about

θt−1, the public’s beliefs are confounded by older information.

What if, instead, half of the media outlets (say M1, . . . ,Mn/2) have more precise private

signals than the other half, perhaps because these outlets have invested more heavily in

covering this topic? The media outlets with more precise signals will then place weight wA

on their private signals, while the media outlets with less precise signals use a smaller weight

wB. We will now argue that a member of the public can extract more information from the

media in this setting. In particular, she can first compute the averages of the two groups’

actions

wA

n/2∑
i=1

sMi,t−1

n/2 + (1− wA)θt−2 ≈ wAθt−1 + (1− wA)θt−2

wB
n∑

i=n/2+1

sMi,t−1

n/2 + (1− wB)θt−2 ≈ wBθt−1 + (1− wB)θt−2.

Then, since wA > wB, the public knows two distinct linear combinations of θt−1 and θt−2.

The state θt−1 is identified from these. So the member of the public can form a very precise

estimate of θt−1—which, recall, is as well as she can hope to do. The key force is that the two

groups of media outlets give different mixes of the old information and the more recent state,

and by understanding this, the public can infer both. Note that if agents are naive, e.g., if

they think that all of the signals from the media are not (strongly) correlated conditional

on the state, they will put positive weights on their observations and will again be bounded

from learning the state.

This illustration relied on a particular network with several special features, including

one-directional links and no communication among the media outlets or public. We will show

that the same considerations determine learning quality in a large class of random networks in
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which agents have many neighbors, with complex connections among them. Quite generally,

diversity of signal endowments in their neighborhoods allows agents to concentrate on new

developments in the state while filtering out old, less relevant information and thus estimate

the changing state as accurately as physical constraints allow.

Outline

Section B.2 sets up the basic model and discusses its interpretation. Section B.3 defines

our equilibrium concept and shows that equilibria exist. In Section B.4, we give our main

theoretical results on the quality of learning and information aggregation. In Section B.5,

we discuss learning outcomes with naive agents and more generally without sophisticated

responses to correlations. Section B.6 relates our model and results to the social learning

literature. In Section B.7, we discuss our numerical exercise and how one could structurally

estimate our model. Finally, we comment on how the main findings on the importance of

signal diversity are robust to relaxing stylized assumptions of our model, such as a fixed

network, unidimensional states, and Gaussian distributions.

B.2 Model

We describe the environment and game; complete details are formalized in Appendix Ap-

pendix B.A.

State of the world There is a discrete set of instants of time,

T = Z = {. . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .} .

At each t ∈ T , there is a state of the world, a random variable θt taking values in R. This

state evolves as an AR(1) stochastic process. That is,

θt+1 = ρθt + νt+1, (B.2.1)
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where ρ is a constant with 0 < |ρ| ≤ 1 and νt+1 ∼ N (0, σ2
ν) are independent innovations.

We can write explicitly

θt =
∞∑
`=0

ρ`νt−`,

and thus θt ∼ N
(
0, σ2

ν

1−ρ2

)
. We make the normalization σν = 1 throughout.

As an alternative, we will also sometimes consider a specification with a starting time,

T = Z≥0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, where the state process can be defined as in (B.2.1) starting at time

0.

Information and observations The set of nodes is N = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Each node i is

associated with a set Ni ⊆ N of nodes that i can observe, called its neighborhood.6

Each node is populated by a sequence of agents in overlapping generations. At each time

t, there is a node-i agent, labeled (i, t), who takes that node’s action ai,t. This agent is born

at time t −m at a certain location (node) and has m periods to observe the actions taken

around her before she acts. Thus, when taking her action, the agent (i, t) knows aj,t−` for

all nodes j ∈ Ni and lags ` ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. We call m the memory; it reflects how many

periods of neighbors’ actions an agent passively observes before acting. One interpretation

is that a node corresponds to a role in an organization. A worker in that role has some time

to observe colleagues in related roles before choosing a once-and-for-all action herself. Much

of our analysis is done for an arbitrary finite m; we view the restriction to finite memory as

an assumption that avoids technical complications, but because m can be arbitrarily large,

this restriction has little substantive content.7

Each agent also sees a private signal,

si,t = θt + ηi,t,

6For all results, a node i’s neighborhood can, but need not, include i itself.

7It is worth noting that even when the observation window m is small, observed actions can indirectly
incorporate signals from much further in the past.
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Figure 12: An illustration of the overlapping generations structure of the model for m = 1.

𝑡𝑡 = −1 𝑡𝑡 = 0…

(𝑖𝑖, 0) born
and observes
t = -1 actions

𝑡𝑡 = 1 𝑡𝑡 = 2 𝑡𝑡 = 3

(𝑖𝑖, 0) observes
private signal

and acts

(𝑖𝑖, 1) born
and observes
t = 0 actions

(𝑖𝑖, 1) observes
private signal

and acts

(𝑖𝑖, 2) born
and observes
t = 1 actions

(𝑖𝑖, 2) observes
private signal

and acts

(𝑖𝑖, 3) born
and observes
t = 2 actions

(𝑖𝑖, 3) observes
private signal

and acts

…

…
(𝑖𝑖,−1) observes

private signal
and acts

At time t−1, agent (i, t) is born and observes actions taken at time t−1 in her neighborhood.
Then, at time t, she observes her private signal si,t and takes her action ai,t.

where ηi,t ∼ N (0, σ2
i ) has a variance σ2

i > 0 that depends on the agent but not on the

time period. All the ηi,t and νt are independent of each other. An agent’s information is

a vector consisting of her private signal and all of her social observations. An important

special case will be m = 1, where agents observe only one period of others’ behavior before

acting themselves, so that the agent’s information is (si,t, (aj,t−1)j∈Ni).

The observation structure is common knowledge, as is the informational environment

(i.e., all precisions, etc.). The network G = (N,E) is the set of nodes N together with the

set of links E, defined as the subset of pairs (i, j) ∈ N ×N such that j ∈ Ni.8

An environment is specified by (G,σ),where σ = (σi)i∈N is the profile of signal variances.

8The links are fixed over time. It may be that each generation draws its own links; we discuss this type
of extension in Section B.7.3.
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Preferences and best responses As stated above, in each period t, each agent (i, t)

makes her once-and-for-all choice ai,t ∈ R seeking to make this action close to the current

state. Utility is given by

ui,t(ai,t) = −E[(ai,t − θt)2].

By a standard fact about squared-error loss functions, given the distribution of (aNi,t−`)m`=1,

she sets

ai,t = E[θt | si,t, (aNi,t−`)m`=1]. (B.2.2)

Here the notation aNi,t refers to the vector (aj,t)j∈Ni . An action can be interpreted as an

agent’s estimate of the state, and we will sometimes use this terminology.

The conditional expectation (B.2.2) depends, of course, on the prior of agent (i, t) about

θt, which, under correctly specified beliefs, has distribution θt ∼ N
(
0, σ2

ν

1−ρ2

)
. We actually

allow the prior to be any normal distribution or a uniform improper prior.9 It saves on

notation to analyze the case where all agents have improper priors. Because actions under a

normal prior are related to actions under the improper prior by a simple linear bijection—and

thus have the same information content for other agents—all results immediately extend to

the general case.

We discuss extensions of the basic model in various directions in Section B.7.

B.3 Updating and equilibrium

In this section we study agents’ learning behavior and present a notion of stationary equi-

librium. We begin with the canonical case of Bayesian agents with correct models of others’

behavior; we study other behavioral assumptions in Section B.5 below.

9We take priors, like the information structure and network, to be common knowledge.
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B.3.1 Best-response behavior

The first step is to analyze best-response updating behavior given others’ strategies. The

following observations apply whether the agents are in equilibrium or not.

A strategy of an agent is linear if the action taken is a linear function of the variables

in her information set. We first discuss agents’ best responses to linear strategies, showing

that they are linear and computing them explicitly.

Suppose predecessors have played linear strategies up to time t.10 Then we can ex-

press each action up until time t as a weighted summation of past signals. Because all

innovations νt and signal errors ηi,t are independent and Gaussian, the joint distribution

of (ai,t−`′ − θt)i∈N,`′≥1 is multivariate Gaussian. It follows that E[θt | si,t, (aNi,t−`)m`=1] is a

linear function of si,t and (aNi,t−`)m`=1. The rest of this subsection explicitly analyzes this

conditional expectation.

B.3.1.1 Covariance matrices

The optimal weights for an agent to place on her sources of information depend on the

variances and covariances of these sources. Given a linear strategy profile played up until

time t, let Vt be the nm×nm covariance matrix of the vector (ρ`ai,t−`−θt)i∈N, 0≤`≤m−1. The

entries of this vector are the differences between the best predictors of θt based on actions

ai,t−` during the past m periods and the current state of the world. (In the case m = 1, this is

simply the covariance matrix Vt = Cov
(
(ai,t − θt)i∈N

)
.) The matrix Vt records covariances

of action errors: diagonal entries measure the accuracy of each action, while off-diagonal

entries indicate how correlated the two agents’ action errors are. The entries of V t are

denoted by Vij,t.

10We will discuss this below in the context of our equilibrium concept; but one immediate motivation is
that, in the model with a starting time, where T = Z≥0, Bayesian agents’ updating at t = 0 is a single-agent
problem where optimal behavior is a a linear function of own signals only, and thus the hypothesis holds.
At later times it holds by induction.
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B.3.1.2 Best-response weights

A strategy profile is a best-response if the weights each agent places on the variables in her

information set minimize her posterior variance. We now characterize such weights in terms

of the covariance matrices we have defined. Consider an agent at time t, and suppose some

linear strategy profile has been played up until time t. Let VNi,t−1 be a sub-matrix of Vt−1

that contains only the rows and columns corresponding to neighbors of i11 and let

Ci,t−1 =



0

VNi,t−1 0
...

0 0 . . . σ2
i


.

Conditional on observations (aNi,t−`)m`=1 and si,t, the state θt is normally distributed with

mean

1TC−1
i,t−1

1TC−1
i,t−11︸ ︷︷ ︸

agent i’s weights

·



ρaNi,t−1

...

ρmaNi,t−m

si,t


︸ ︷︷ ︸

agent i’s observations

. (B.3.1)

(see Example 4.4 of Kay (1993)). This gives E[θt | si,t, (aNi,t−`)m`=1] (recall that this is the ai,t

the agent will play). Expression (B.3.1) is a linear combination of the agent’s signal and the

observed actions; the weights in this linear combination depend on the matrix Vt−1 (but not

on realizations of any random variables). In (B.3.1) we use our assumption of an improper

prior.12

11Explicitly, VNi,t−1 are the covariances of (ρ`aj,t−` − θt) for all j ∈ Ni and ` ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

12As we have mentioned, this is for convenience and without loss of generality. Our analysis applies equally
to any proper normal prior for θt: To get an agent’s estimate of θt, the formula in (B.3.1) would simply
be averaged with a constant term accounting for the prior, and everyone could invert this deterministic
operation to recover the same information from others’ actions.
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We denote by (W t,w
s
t) a weight profile in period t, with ws

t ∈ Rn being the weights

agents place on their private signals andW t recording the weights they place on their other

information.

B.3.1.3 The evolution of covariance matrices under best-response behavior

Assuming agents best-respond according to the optimal weights just described in (B.3.1),

we can compute the resulting next-period covariance matrix Vt from the previous covariance

matrix. This defines a map Φ : V → V , given by

Φ : Vt−1 7→ Vt. (B.3.2)

This map gives the basic dynamics of the model: how a variance-covariance matrix Vt−1 maps

to a new one when all agents best-respond to an arbitrary Vt−1. The variance-covariance

matrix Vt−1 (along with parameters of the model) determines (i) the weights agents place on

their observations and (ii) the distributions of the random variables that are being combined.

This yields the deterministic updating dynamic Φ. A consequence is that the weights agents

place on observations are (commonly) known, and do not depend on any random realizations.

Example 1. We compute the map Φ explicitly in the case m = 1. We refer to the weight

agent i places on aj,t−1 (agent j’s action yesterday) asWij,t and the weight on si,t, her private

signal, as wsi,t. Note we have, from (B.3.1) above, explicit expressions for these weights. Then

[Φ(V )] ii = (wsi )2σ2
i +

∑
WikWik′(ρ2Vkk′ + 1) and [Φ(V )] ij =

∑
WikWjk′(ρ2Vkk′ + 1).

(B.3.3)

B.3.2 Stationary equilibrium in linear strategies

We will now turn our attention to stationary equilibria in linear strategies—ones in which

all agents’ strategies are linear with time-invariant coefficients—though, of course, we will

allow agents to consider deviating at each time to arbitrary strategies, including non-linear
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ones. Once we establish the existence of such equilibria, we will use the word equilibrium to

refer to one of these unless otherwise noted.

A reason for focusing on equilibria in linear strategies comes from noting that, in the

variant of the model with a starting time (i.e., the case T = Z≥0) agents begin by using only

private signals, and they do this linearly. After that, inductively applying the reasoning of

Section B.3.1, best-responses are linear at all future times. Taking time to extend infinitely

backward is an idealization that allows us to focus on exactly stationary behavior.

We now show the existence of stationary equilibria in linear strategies.13

Proposition 1. A stationary equilibrium in linear strategies exists, and is associated with a

covariance matrix V̂ such that Φ(V̂ ) = V̂ .

The proof appears in Appendix Appendix B.B.

At such an equilibrium, the covariance matrix Vt and all agent strategies are time-

invariant. Actions are linear combinations of observations with stationary weights (which we

refer to as Ŵij and ŵsi ). The form of these rules has some resemblance to static equilibrium

notions studied in the rational expectations literature (e.g., Vives, 1993; Babus and Kondor,

2018; Lambert, Ostrovsky, and Panov, 2018; Mossel, Mueller-Frank, Sly, and Tamuz, 2018),

but here we explicitly examine a dynamic environment in which these emerge as steady

states.

B.3.2.1 Intuition for the proposition

The idea of the argument is as follows. The goal is to apply the Brouwer fixed-point theorem

to show there is a covariance matrix V̂ that remains unchanged under updating. To find

a convex, compact set to which we can apply the fixed-point theorem, we use the fact that

when agents best respond to any beliefs about prior actions, all variances are bounded above

and bounded away from zero below. This is because all agents’ actions must be at least as

13Because time in this game is doubly infinite, there are some subtleties in definitions, which are dealt
with in Appendix Appendix B.A.
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precise in estimating θt as their private signals, and cannot be more precise than estimates

given perfect knowledge of θt−1 combined with the private signal. Because the Cauchy-

Schwartz inequality bounds covariances in terms of the corresponding variances, it follows

that there is a compact, convex set containing the image of Φ. This and the continuity of Φ

allow us to apply the Brouwer fixed-point theorem.

In the case of m = 1, we can use the formula of Example 1, equation (B.3.3), to write

the fixed-point condition Φ(V̂ ) = V̂ explicitly. More generally, for any m, we can obtain

a formula in terms of V̂ for the weights Ŵij and ŵsi in the best response to V̂ , in order to

describe the equilibrium V̂ij as solving a system of polynomial equations. These equations

have large degree and cannot be solved analytically except in very simple cases, but they

can readily be used to solve for equilibria numerically.

The main insight is that we can find equilibria by studying action covariances; this idea

applies equally to many extensions of our model. We give two examples: (1) We assume

that agents observe neighbors perfectly, but one could define other observation structures.

For instance, agents could observe actions with noise, or they could observe some set of

linear combinations of neighbors’ actions with noise. (2) We assume agents are Bayesian

and best-respond rationally to the distribution of actions, but the same proof would also

show that equilibria exist under other behavioral rules (see Section B.5.1).14

B.3.2.2 Social influence

A consequence of the simple linear structure of updating rules at equilibrium is that we can

compute measures of social influence. This is analogous to a basic exercise in the DeGroot

model, where social influence is characterized in terms of network centrality. We define the

social influence of i to be the total weight that all actions place on agent i’s private signal

in a given period t. The social influence measures the total increase in actions if i’s private

14What is important in the proof is that actions depend continuously on the covariance structure of an
agent’s observations; the action variances are uniformly bounded under the rule agents play; and there is a
decaying dependence of behavior on the very distant past.
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signal si,t increases by one (due to an idiosyncratic shock, say). At equilibrium, the social

influence of i is:

SI(i) =
∑
j∈N

∞∑
k=0

(ρŴ )kjiŵsi .

Agent i’s social influence depends on the weight ŵsi she places on her own signal as well as

the weights agents place on each others’ actions.

Our expression for social influence is a version of Katz-Bonacich centrality with respect

to the matrix Ŵ of weights. The decay parameter is the persistence ρ of the of the AR(1)

state process.15

We will see in Section B.4 that weights on neighbors’ actions can be negative at equi-

librium, as can social influence. The next result shows that the summation is nevertheless

guaranteed to converge at equilibrium, which makes social influence well-defined.

Corollary 1. The social influence SI(i) is well-defined at any equilibrium and is equal to

[1′(I − ρŴ )−1]iŵsi .

We show this as follows: if social influence did not converge, some agents would have

actions with very large variances. But then these agents would have simple deviations that

would improve their accuracy, such as following their private signals.

Example 2. We illustrate the computation of social influence in a simple example. There

are k households, P1, . . . , Pk, who constitute the “public,” and two sources, A and B. There

is a bilateral link between each household and each source, and no other links. Consider a

case where all households in the public have private signal variance 1. We denote by σ2
A and

σ2
B the private signal variances of the two sources.

When these variances are σ2
A = σ2

B = 1, the same as those of the public, the sources have

social influence considerably higher than that of any member of the public because of their

15This can be compared with Ballester, Calvó-Armengol, and Zenou (2006), where the decay parameter is
determined by the strength of strategic complementarities in a network game. In both cases, the economic
environment gives the “right” way to select this parameter.
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Figure 13: The network for which we compute social influences in Example 2.

. . .

A

B

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Pk

prominent position. However, if σ2
A = 1, and σ2

B = 3, source B’s social influence can be

lower than that of a member of the public, despite her much larger number of links.16

B.3.2.3 Other remarks

Proposition 1 shows that there exists a stationary linear equilibrium. We show later, as part

of Proposition 2, that there is a unique stationary linear equilibrium in networks having

a particular structure. In general, uniqueness of the equilibrium is an open question that

we leave for future work.17 In Section B.4.2.3 and Appendix Appendix B.D we study a

nonstationary variant of the model which has a unique equilibrium, and relate it to our main

model.

How much information does each agent need to play her equilibrium strategy? In a

stationary equilibrium, she only needs to know the steady-state variance-covariance matrix

V̂Ni in her neighborhood. Then her problem of inferring θt−1 becomes essentially a linear

regression problem. If historical empirical data on neighbors’ error variances and covariances

16When ρ = 0.9 and k = 10, the social influence of B is 0.65, while the typical member of the public has
an influence of 0.78.

17We have checked numerically that Φ is not, in general, a contraction in any of the usual norms (entrywise
sup, Euclidean operator norm, etc.). In computing equilibria numerically for many examples, we have not
been able to find a case of equilibrium multiplicity. Indeed, in all of our numerical examples repeatedly
applying Φ to an initial covariance matrix gives the same fixed point for any starting conditions.
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are available (i.e., the entries of the matrix VNi,t discussed in Section B.3.1), then V̂Ni can

be estimated from this.

B.4 How good is information aggregation in equilibrium?

In this section we define and analyze the quality of information aggregation in stationary

equilibrium.

We begin with a definition. Recall that an agent at time t uses social information to form

a belief about θt−1, which is a sufficient statistic for the past in the agent’s decision problem.

(We discuss the case m = 1 for simplicity but the reasoning extends easily to other values of

m.) The conditional expectation of θt−1 that an agent (i, t) forms is called her social signal

and denoted by ri,t:

ri,t = E[θt−1 | (aNi,t−`)m`=1].

For a given strategy profile, define the aggregation error κ2
i,t = Var(ri,t − θt−1) to be the

variance of the social signal (equivalently, the expected squared error in the social signal as

a prediction of θt−1). This measures how precisely an agent can extract information from

social observations about the fundamental they reflect. Note that agent i’s aggregation error

is a monotone transformation of her expected utility.18 We will be interested in this number,

and how low error can be in equilibrium.

The environment features informational externalities: players do not internalize the im-

pact that their learning rules have on others’ learning. Consequently, there is no reason to

expect aggregation error to reach efficient levels in any exact sense. And we have seen that

the details of equilibrium in a particular network can be complicated. However, it turns

out much more can be said about the behavior of aggregation errors as neighborhood size

(i.e., the number of social observations) grows. In this section, we study the asymptotic effi-

ciency of information aggregation. We give conditions under which aggregation error decays

18In fact, for any decision dependent on θt, an agent is better off with a lower value of κ2
i,t. This is a

consequence of the fact that unidimensional Gaussian signals can be Blackwell ordered by their precision.
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as quickly as physically possible, and different conditions under which it remains far from

efficient levels even when agents have arbitrarily many observations.

A bechmark lower bound on aggregation error

A first observation is a lower bound on the rate at which aggregation error can decay (as a

function of a node’s degree, di) under any behavior of agents. This establishes a benchmark

relative to which we can assess equilibrium outcomes.

Recall that the aggregation error κ2
i,t = Var(ri,t − θt−1) is the variance (squared error) of

the social signal.

Fact 1. Fix ρ ∈ (−1, 1) as well as upper and lower bounds for private signal variances, so

that σ2
i,t ∈ [σ2, σ2] for all i and t. On any network and for all strategy profiles, we have

κ2
i,t ≥ c/di for all i and t, where c is a constant that depends only on ρ, σ2, and σ2.

The lower bound is reminiscent of the central limit theorem: if an agent had di condi-

tionally independent noisy signals about θt−1 (e.g., by observing neighbors’ private signals

directly), then the variance of her estimate would be of order 1/di. Fact 1 formalizes the

intuitive point that it is not possible for aggregation errors to decay (as a function of degree)

any faster than that.

For an intuition, imagine that an agent sees neighbors’ private signals (not just actions)

one period after they are received, and all other information two periods after it was received;

this clearly gives an upper bound on the quality of aggregation given physical communication

constraints. The information that is two periods old cannot be very informative about θt−1

because of the movement in the state from period t − 2 to t − 1; a large constant number

z of signals about θt−1 would be better. Thus, a lower bound on aggregation error is given

by the error that could be achieved with di + z independent signals about θt−1 of the best

possible precision (σ2). The bound follows from these observations.
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Outline of results: When is aggregation comparable to the benchmark?

Fact 1 places a lower bound on aggregation error given the physical constraints. Even efficient

learning could not do better than this bound. We will examine when equilibrium learning

can achieve similar-quality aggregation. More precisely, we ask when there is a stationary

equilibrium where the equilibrium aggregation error at node i satisfies κ̂2
i ≤ C/di for all i,

for some constant C.

In Section B.4.2 we establish a good-aggregation result: outcomes comparable to the

benchmark are achieved in a class of networks. The key condition enabling the asymp-

totically efficient equilibrium outcome described in the previous paragraph is called signal

diversity: each individual has access to enough neighbors with multiple different kinds of

private signals. The fact that neighbors use private information differently turns out to give

the agents enough power to identify θt−1 with equilibrium aggregation error that decays at

a rate matching the lower bound up to a constant.

In Section B.4.3, we turn to negative results. Without signal diversity, equilibrium ag-

gregation can be extremely bad. Our first negative result shows that when signals are

exchangeable, it may be that κ̂2
i does not approach zero in any equilibrium no matter how

large neighborhoods are. We prove this in highly symmetric networks. Once we move away

from such networks, one might ask whether diversity in individuals’ network positions could

play a role analogous to signal diversity and enable approximately efficient learning. Our

second negative result shows that this is impossible. When signals are homogeneous, in any

equilibrium, aggregation errors cannot vanish at rate C/n for any C > 0 as the network

grows.

B.4.1 Distributions of networks and signals

For our good-aggregation result, we study large populations and specify two aspects of the

environment: network distributions and signal distributions. In terms of network distribu-

tions, we work with a standard type of random network model—a stochastic block model
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(see, e.g., Holland et al., 1983). It makes the structure of equilibrium tractable while also

allowing us to capture rich heterogeneity in network positions. We also specify signal distri-

butions: how signal precisions are allocated to agents, in a way that may depend on network

position. We now describe these two primitives of the model and state the assumptions we

work with.

Fix a set of network types k ∈ K = {1, 2, . . . , K}. There is a probability pkk′ for each

pair of network types, which is the probability that an agent of network type k has a link

to a given agent of network type k′. An assumption we maintain on these probabilities is

that each network type k observes at least one network type (possibly k itself) with positive

probability. There is also a vector (α1, . . . , αK) of population shares of each type, which we

assume are all positive. Jointly, (pkk′)k,k′∈K and α specify the network distribution. These

parameters can encode differences in expected degree and also features such as homophily

(where some groups of types are linked to each other more densely than to others).

We next define signal distributions, which describe the allocation of signal variances to

network types. Fix a finite set S of private signal variances, which we call signal types.19 We

let qkτ be the share of agents of network type k with signal type τ ; (qkτ )k∈K,τ∈S defines the

signal distribution.

Let the nodes in network n be a disjoint union of setsN1
n, N

2
n, . . . , N

K
n , with the cardinality

|Nk
n | equal to bαknc or dαkne (rounding so that there are n agents in the network). We

(deterministically) set the signal variances σ2
i equal to elements of S in accordance with the

signal shares (again rounding as needed). Let (Gn)∞n=1 be a sequence of directed or undirected

random networks with these nodes, so that i ∈ Nk
n and j ∈ Nk′

n are linked with probability

pkk′ ; these realizations are all independent.

A stochastic block model D is specified by the linking probabilities (pkk′)k,k′∈K, the type

sharesα, and the signal distribution (qkτ )k∈K,τ∈S. We let (Gn(D),σn(D)) denote a realization

19The assumptions of finitely many signal types and network types are purely technical, and could be
relaxed.
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of the network and signals under a given stochastic block model. We say that a signal type

τ is represented in a network type k if qkτ > 0.

Definition 1. We say that a stochastic block model satisfies signal diversity if at least two

distinct signal types are represented in each network type.

We will discuss stochastic block models that satisfy this condition as well as ones that

do not, and show that the condition is pivotal for information-aggregation.

B.4.2 Good aggregation under diverse signals

Our first main result is that signal diversity is sufficient for good aggregation in the networks

described in the previous section. Aggregation error that decays at a rate C/di is achieved

independently of the structural properties of the network.

We first define a notion of good aggregation for an agent in terms of a bound on that

agent’s aggregation error.

Definition 2. Given ε > 0, we say that agent i achieves the ε-aggregation benchmark if

κ̂2
i ≤ ε.

We say an event occurs asymptotically almost surely if for any ε > 0, the event occurs

with probability at least 1− ε for n sufficiently large.

Theorem 1. Fix any stochastic block model D. There exists C > 0 such that asymptotically

almost surely (Gn(D),σn(D)) has an equilibrium where the C/n-aggregation benchmark is

achieved by all agents.

So for large enough n, society is very likely to aggregate information very well. The

uncertainty in this statement is over the network, as there is always a small probability of

a realized network which prevents learning (e.g., an agent has no neighbors). We give an

outline of the argument next, and the proof appears in Appendix Appendix B.C.

The constant C in the theorem statement can depend on D. By continuity, given any

compact set of stochastic block models D, we can choose a single C > 0 for which the result
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holds uniformly across D. Thus, the theorem can be applied without detailed information

on how the random graphs are generated, as long as some bounds are known about which

models are possible.

B.4.2.1 Discussion of the proof

To give intuition for Theorem 1, we first describe why the theorem holds on the complete

network20 with two signal types A and B in the m = 1 case. This echoes the intuition of

the example in the introduction. We then discuss the challenges involved in generalizing the

result to our general stochastic block model networks, and the techniques we use to overcome

those challenges.

Consider a time-t agent, (i, t). We define her social signal ri,t to be the optimal estimate

of θt−1 based on the actions she has observed in her neighborhood. On the complete network,

all players have the same social signal, which we call rt.21

At any equilibrium, each agent’s action is a weighted average of her private signal and

this social signal:22

ai,t = ŵsi si,t + (1− ŵsi )rt. (B.4.1)

The weight ŵsi depends only on the precision of agent i’s signal. We call the weights used

by agents of the two distinct signal types ŵsA and ŵsB. Suppose signal type A is less accurate

than signal type B, so that ŵsA < ŵsB.

Now observe that each time-(t + 1) agent can compute two averages of the time-t ac-

tions—one for each type—which can be written as follows using (B.4.1) and si,t = θt + ηi,t:

1
nA

∑
i:σ2

i=σ2
A

ai,t = ŵsAθt + (1− ŵsA)rt +O(n−1/2),

20Note this is a special case of the stochastic block model.

21In particular, agent (i, t) sees everyone’s past action, including ai,t−1.

22Agent i’s weights on her observations si,t and ρaj,t−1 sum to 1, because the optimal action is an unbiased
estimate of θt.
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1
nB

∑
i:σ2

i=σ2
B

ai,t = ŵsBθt + (1− ŵsB)rt +O(n−1/2).

Here nA and nB denote the numbers of agents of each type, and the O(n−1/2) error terms

come from the average signal noises ηi,t of agents in each group, which we bound using the

central limit theorem. In other words, by the law of large numbers, each time-(t+ 1) agent

can obtain precise estimates of two different convex combinations of θt and rt. Because

the two weights, ŵsA and ŵsB, are distinct, she can approximately solve for θt as a linear

combination of the average actions from each type (up to signal error). It follows that in the

equilibrium we are considering, the agent must have an estimate at least as precise as what

she can obtain by the strategy we have described, and will thus be very close the benchmark.

The estimator of θt that this strategy gives will place negative weight on 1
nA

∑
i:σ2

i=σ2
A
ai,t−1,

thus anti-imitating the agents of signal type A. It can be shown that the equilibrium we

construct in which agents learn will also have agents anti-imitating others.

To use the same approach in general, we need to show that each individual observes a

large number of neighbors of each signal type with similar social signals. More precisely, the

proof shows that agents with the same network type have highly correlated social signals.

Showing this is much more subtle than it was in the above illustration. In general, the social

signals in an arbitrary network realization are enogenous objects that depend to some extent

on all the links.

A key insight allowing us to overcome this difficulty is that, despite the fact that link

realizations involve a lot of idiosyncratic heterogeneity, the number of paths of some length

L between any two agents is nearly determined by their types, with a small relative error. In

the particular asymptotic framework we have presented, this length is L = 2; the argument

extends to other models, with a different value of L, as we discuss below. This fact allows

us to study the workings of the updating map Φ (recall Section B.3.1.3) in the realized

random network and derive some important properties of the evolution of social signals. In
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particular, if we look at the set of covariance matrices where all social signals are close to

perfect, we can show that ΦL maps this set to itself (generalizing a very simple manifestation

of this seen in the example above). A fixed-point theorem then implies there is a fixed point

of ΦL in this set, and further analysis allows us to deduce that there is in fact an equilibrium

(corresponding to a fixed point of Φ) with nearly perfect aggregation.

We give a little more detail on how we carry this out. First, we define a high-probability

no large deviations event, where realized L-step path counts are close in relative terms to

their expectations (conditional on types). Even conditioning on this event, the differences

between realized path counts and their expectations can be large in absolute terms. This can

matter because the weights agents use in their updating—and thus the evolution of social

signals—depend on realized network structure in a nonlinear way. It is involved to show

that L-step updating is actually close enough to its expected behavior to establish what we

said in the last paragraph—that good aggregation is stable under updating. A key step is to

develop results on matrix perturbations to show that small relative changes in the network

do not affect ΦL too much.

B.4.2.2 Sparser random graphs

In the random graphs we have analyzed, the group-level linking probabilities (pkk′) are, for

simplicity, held fixed as n grows. This yields expected degrees that grow linearly in the

population size, which may not be the desired asymptotic model. While it is important to

have neighborhoods “large enough” (i.e., growing in n) to permit the application of laws of

large numbers, their rate of growth can be considerably slower than linear: for example, our

proof extends directly to degrees that scale as nα for any α > 0. Instead of studying Φ2

and second-order neighborhoods, we apply the same analysis23 to show that, asymptotically

almost surely, there exists an equilibrium where the C/nα-aggregation benchmark is achieved

for all agents.

23We study ΦL and Lth-order neighborhoods for L larger than 1/α.
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B.4.2.3 The good-aggregation outcome as a unique prediction

The theorem above says good aggregation is supported in an equilibrium but does not state

that this is the unique equilibrium outcome. To deal with this issue, we study the alternative

model with T = Z≥0 (where agents begin with only their own signals and then best-respond

to the previous distribution of behavior at each time). We show that its long-run outcomes

get arbitrarily close to the good-aggregation equilibrium of Theorem 1 as n → ∞. Thus,

even if there were other equilibria of the stationary model, they could not be reached via the

natural iterative procedure coming from the T = Z≥0 model.

We summarize the results here and defer the details to Appendix Appendix B.D. In

the model with a starting time, there is generally a unique equilibrium outcome.24 The

counterpart of Theorem 1 says that under the same conditions on the environment as in

that theorem, learning as good as the C/n-benchmark for some C > 0 obtains for all

times t ≥ 1. The two models predict not only similar aggregation quality but similar

behavior: We also show that for any t ≥ 1, with high probability as n → ∞ the variance-

covariance matrix Vt(n) becomes arbitrarily close to V̂ (n), where (V̂ (n))n is any sequence

of covariance matrices supporting good aggregation in the stationary model (guaranteed to

exist by Theorem 1).

B.4.3 Aggregation under homogeneous signals

Having established conditions for good aggregation under signal diversity, we now explore

what happens without signal diversity. Our general message is that aggregation is worse.

To gain an intuition for this, note that it is essential to the argument described in the

previous subsection that different agents have different signal precisions. Recall the complete

graph case. From the perspective of an agent (i, t + 1), the fact that type A and type B

neighbors place different weights on the social signal rt allows the agent to avoid a collinearity

24Time-zero agents have only their own signals to use, so they play simple linear strategies, and subsequent
agents inductively set their weights based on the prior ones, as described in Section B.3.1.
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problem and separate θt from a confound. In that example, with the same types of private

signals the type A and B agents would use the same weights, and our agent would face a

collinearity problem.

We begin by studying graphs having a symmetric structure and show that learning out-

comes are necessarily bounded very far from good aggregation. We then turn to arbitrary

large graphs and prove a lower-bound on aggregation error that implies the homogeneous-

signals regime has, quite generally, worse outcomes for some agents than those achieved by

everyone in our good-aggregation result.

B.4.3.1 Aggregation in graphs with symmetric neighbors

Definition 3. A network G has symmetric neighbors if Nj = Nj′ for any i and any j, j′ ∈ Ni.

In the undirected case, the graphs with symmetric neighbors are the complete network

and complete bipartite networks.25 For directed graphs, the condition allows a larger variety

of networks.

Consider a sequence (Gn)∞n=1 of strongly connected graphs with symmetric neighbors.

Assume that all signal qualities are the same, equal to σ2, and that m = 1.

Proposition 2. Under the assumptions in the previous paragraph, each Gn has a unique

equilibrium. There exists ε > 0 such that the ε-aggregation benchmark is not achieved by any

agent i at this equilibrium for any n.

All agents have non-vanishing aggregation errors at the unique equilibrium. So all agents

learn poorly compared to the diverse signals case. The proof of this proposition, and the

proofs of all subsequent results, appear in Appendix Appendix B.F.

This failure of good aggregation is not due simply to a lack of sufficient information in the

environment: On the complete graph with exchangeable (i.e., non-diverse) signals, a social

planner who exogenously set weights for all agents could achieve ε-aggregation for any ε > 0

25These are both special cases of our stochastic block model from Section B.4.2.
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when n is large. See Appendix Appendix B.H for a formal statement, proof and numerical

results.26 In this sense, the social learning externalities are quite severe: a fairly small change

in weights for each individual could yield a very large benefit in a world of homogeneous

signal types.

We now give intuition for Proposition 2. In a graph with symmetric neighbors, in the

unique equilibrium, the actions of any agent’s neighbors are exchangeable.27 So actions must

be unweighted averages of observations. This prevents the sort of inference of θt that occurred

with diverse signals. This is easiest to see on the complete graph, where all observations are

exchangeable. So, in any equilibrium, each agent’s action at time t+1 is equal to a weighted

average of his own signal and 1
|Ni|

∑
j∈Ni aj,t:

ai,t+1 = ŵsi si,t+1 + (1− ŵsi )
1
|Ni|

∑
j∈Ni

aj,t. (B.4.2)

By iteratively using this equation, we can see that actions must place substantial weight on

the average of signals from, e.g., two periods ago. Although the effect of signal errors ηi,t

vanishes as n grows large, the correlated error from past changes in the state never “washes

out” of estimates, and this is what prevents vanishing aggregation errors.

We can also explicitly characterize the limit action variances and covariances. Consider

again the complete graph and the (unique) symmetric equilibrium. Let V ∞ denote the limit,

as n grows large, of the variance of any agent’s error (ai,t − θt). Let Cov∞ denote the limit

covariance of any two agent’s errors. By direct computations, these can be seen to be related

by the following equations, which have a unique solution:

V ∞ = 1
σ−2 + (ρ2Cov∞ + 1)−1 , Cov∞ = (ρ2Cov∞ + 1)−1

[σ−2 + (ρ2Cov∞ + 1)−1]2 . (B.4.3)

26We thank Alireza Tahbaz-Salehi for suggesting this analysis.

27The proof of the proposition establishes uniqueness by showing that Φ is a contraction in a suitable
sense.
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This variance and covariance describe behavior not only in the complete graph, but in

any graph with symmetric neighbors where degrees tend uniformly to ∞. In such graphs,

too, the variances of all agents converge to V ∞ and the covariances of all pairs of agents

converge to Cov∞, as n → ∞. This implies that, in large graphs, the equilibrium action

distributions are close to symmetric. Indeed, it can be deduced that these actions are equal

to an appropriately discounted sum of past θt−`, up to error terms (arising from ηi,t−`) that

vanish asymptotically.

As a consequence of Theorem 1 and Proposition 2, we can give an example where making

one agent’s private information less precise helps all agents.

Corollary 2. There exists a network G and an agent i ∈ G such that increasing σ2
i gives a

Pareto improvement at the unique equilibrium.

To prove the corollary, we consider the complete graph with homogeneous signals and

n large. By Proposition 2, all agents have non-vanishing aggregation errors. If we instead

give agent 1 a very uninformative signal, all players can anti-imitate agent 1 and achieve

vanishing aggregation errors. When the signals at the initial configuration are sufficiently

imprecise, this gives a Pareto improvement.

B.4.3.2 Aggregation in arbitrary graphs

Section B.4.3.1 showed aggregation errors are non-vanishing when signal endowments and

neighborhoods are symmetric. A natural question is whether asymmetry in network positions

can substitute for asymmetry in signal endowments. In Section B.4.2 the key point was that

different neighbors’ actions were informative about different linear combinations of θt and

θt−1, and this permitted filtering. Perhaps different network positions can achieve the same

effect?

We thus move to arbitrary networks and show a weaker but much more general result.

Consider any sequence of equilibria on any networks with symmetric signal endowments. No

equilibrium achieves C/n-aggregation for almost all agents, no matter what C is. In partic-
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ular, this implies that the rate of learning is slower than at the good-learning equilibrium

with diversity of signal endowments from Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let C > 0. Let (Gn)∞n=1 be an arbitrary sequence of networks and suppose

all private signals have variance σ2. Then, in any sequence of equilibria, κ̂2
i > C/n for a

positive fraction of agents i.

In addition to considering arbitrary networks, we allow the memory m to be arbitrary

(yet finite). Because the assumptions are much weaker, we obtain a weaker conclusion than

in Proposition 2. . While Proposition 2 shows that aggregation errors are non-vanishing,

the theorem shows that aggregation errors cannot vanish quickly but does not rule out

aggregation errors vanishing more slowly.

The basic intuition is that to avoid putting substantial weight on θt−2, an agent at time

t must anti-imitate some neighbors. If all or almost all neighbors achieve C/n-aggregation

for some C, there is not much diversity among neighbors. So more and more anti-imitation

is needed as n grows large in the sense that the total positive weight and total negative

weight on neighbors both grow large. But then the contribution to the agent’s variance from

neighbors’ private signal errors cannot vanish quickly.

We can combine Theorems 1 and 2 to compare the value of signal diversity and network

diversity. With diversity of signal endowments, there exists C > 0 such that asymptotically

almost surely there is a good-learning equilibrium achieiving the C/n-aggregation benchmark

for all agents under the stochastic block model. With exchangeable signals, there is no such

sequence under any sequence of networks.

B.5 The importance of understanding correlations

In the positive result on achieving the C/n-aggregation benchmark (Theorem 1), a key

aspect of the argument involved agents filtering out confounding information from their

neighbors’ estimates—i.e., responding in a sophisticated way to the correlation structure of

those estimates. In this section, we demonstrate that this sort of behavior is essential for
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nearly perfect aggregation, and that more naively imitative heuristics yield outcomes far

from the benchmark. Empirical studies have found evidence (depending on the setting and

the subjects) consistent with both equilibrium behavior and naive inference in the presence

of correlated observations (e.g., Eyster, Rabin, and Weizsacker, 2015; Dasaratha and He,

2019; Enke and Zimmermann, 2019).

We begin with a canonical model of agents who do not account for correlations among

their neighbors’ estimates conditional on the state, and show by example that naive agents

achieve much worse learning than Bayesian agents, and thus have non-vanishing aggregation

errors. We then formalize the idea that accounting for correlations in neighbors’ actions is

crucial to reaching the benchmark. This is done by demonstrating a general lack of asymp-

totic learning by agents who use imitative strategies, rather than filtering in a sophisticated

way. Finally, we show that even in fixed, finite networks, any positive weights chosen by

optimizing agents will be Pareto-dominated.

B.5.1 Naive agents

In this part we introduce agents who misunderstand the distribution of the signals they are

facing and who therefore do not update as Bayesians with a correct understanding of their

environment. We consider a particular form of misspecification that simplifies solving for

equilibria analytically:28

Definition 4. We call an agent naive if she believes that all neighbors choose actions equal

to their private signals and maximizes her expected utility given these incorrect beliefs.

Equivalently, a naive agent believes her neighbors all have empty neighborhoods. This is

the analogue, in our model, of “best-response trailing naive inference” (Eyster and Rabin,

2010). So naive agents understand that their neighbors’ actions from the previous period

28There are a number of possible variants of our behavioral assumption, and it is straightforward to
numerically study alternative specifications of behavior in our model (Alatas et al., 2016 consider one such
variant).
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Figure 14: Bayesian and Naive Learning
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are estimates of θt−1. But they think each such estimate is independent given the state, and

that the precision of the estimate is equal to the signal precision of the corresponding agent.

They then play their expectation of the state given this misspecified theory of others’ play.

In Figure 14, we compare Bayesian and naive learning outcomes. We consider a complete

network with 600 agents and α = 0.9. Half of agents have signal variance σ2
A = 2, while

we vary the signal variance σ2
B of the remaining agents. The figure shows the average social

signal variance for the group of agents with private signal variance σ2
A = 2. We observe

that naive agents learn substantially worse than rational agents, whether signals are diverse

or not. Formal analysis and formulas for variances under naive learning can be found in

Appendix Appendix B.G.
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B.5.2 More general learning rules: Understanding correlation is essential for
good aggregation

We now show more generally that a sophisticated response to correlation is needed to achieve

vanishing aggregation errors on any sequence of growing networks. To this end, we make the

following definition:

Definition 5. The steady state associated with weightsW andws is the (unique) covariance

matrix V ∗ such that if actions have a variance-covariance matrix given by Vt = V ∗ and next-

period actions are set using weights (W ,ws), then Vt+1 = V ∗ as well.

In this definition of steady state, instead of best-responding to others’ actual distributions

of play, agents use exogenous weights W in all periods.

By a straightforward application of the contraction mapping theorem, if agents use any

non-negative weights under which covariances remain bounded at all times, there is a unique

steady state.

Consider a sequence of networks (Gn)∞n=1 with n agents in Gn.

Proposition 3. Fix any sequence of steady states under non-negative weights on Gn. Sup-

pose that all private signal variances are bounded below by σ2 > 0 and that all agents place

weight at most w < 1 on their private signals. Then there is an ε > 0 such that, for all n,

the ε-aggregation benchmark is not achieved by any agent i at steady state.

The essential idea is that at time t+ 1 observed time-t actions all put weight on actions

from period t− 1, which causes θt−1 to have a (positive weight) contribution to all observed

actions. Agents do not know θt−1 and, with positive weights, cannot take any linear combi-

nation that would recover it. Even with a very large number of observations, this confound

prevents agents from learning yesterday’s state precisely.

To see why the weights on private signals must be bounded away from one, note that

an individual agent could learn well without adjusting for correlations by observing many

autarkic agents who simply report their private signals. But in this case, all of these autarkic
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agents would have non-vanishing aggregation errors. Without the bound on private signal

weights, some agent must still fail to achieve the ε-aggregation benchmark for small enough

ε.

On undirected networks, the proposition implies that aggregation errors do not vanish

under naive inference or under various other specifications of non-Bayesian inference. More-

over, the same argument shows that in any sequence of Bayesian equilibria on undirected

networks where all agents use positive weights, no agent can learn well.

B.5.3 Without anti-imitation, outcomes are Pareto-inefficient

The previous section argued that anti-imitation is critical to achieving vanishing aggregation

errors. We now show that even in small networks, where that benchmark is not relevant,

any equilibrium without anti-imitation is Pareto-inefficient relative to another steady state.

This result complements our asymptotic analysis by showing a different sense (relevant for

small networks) in which anti-imitation is necessary to make the best use of information.

Proposition 4. Suppose the network G is strongly connected and some agent has more than

one neighbor. Given any naive equilibrium or any Bayesian equilibrium where all weights are

positive, the action variances at that equilibrium are Pareto-dominated by action variances

at another steady state.

The basic argument behind Proposition 4 is that if agents place marginally more weight on

their private signals, this introduces more independent information that eventually benefits

everyone. In the proof in Appendix Appendix B.F, we state and prove a more general result

with weaker hypotheses on behavior.

In a review of sequential learning experiments, Weizsäcker (2010) finds that subjects

weight their private signals more heavily than is optimal (given the empirical behavior of

others they observe). Proposition 4 implies that in our environment with optimizing agents,

it is actually welfare-improving for individuals to “overweight” their own information relative

to best-response behavior.
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Discussion of conditions in the proposition We next briefly discuss the sufficient con-

ditions in the proposition statement. First, it is clear that some condition on neighborhoods

is needed: If every agent has exactly one neighbor and updates rationally or naively, there

are no externalities and the equilibrium weights are Pareto optimal.29 Second, the condition

on equilibrium weights says that no agent anti-imitates any of her neighbors. This assump-

tion makes the analysis tractable, but we believe the basic force also works in finite networks

with some anti-imitation.

Proof sketch The idea of the proof of the rational case is to begin at the steady state and

then marginally shift the rational agent’s weights toward her private signal. By the envelope

theorem, this means agents’ actions are less correlated but not significantly worse in the next

period. We show that if all agents continue using these new weights, the decreased correlation

eventually benefits everyone. In the last step, we use the absence of anti-imitation, which

implies that the updating function associated with agents using fixed (as opposed to best-

response) weights is monotonic in terms of the variances of guesses. To first order, some

covariances decrease while others do not change after one period under the new weights.

Monotonicity of the updating function and strong connectedness imply that eventually all

agents’ variances decrease.

The proof in the naive case is simpler. Here a naive agent is overconfident about the

quality of her social information, so she would benefit from shifting some weight from her

social information to her signal. This deviation also reduces her correlation with other agents,

so it is Pareto-improving.

An illustration An example illustrates the phenomenon:

Example 3. Consider n = 100 agents in an undirected circle—i.e., each agent observes the

29In fact, the result of Proposition 4 (with the same proof) applies to a larger class of networks: rather
than strongly connectedness it is sufficient that, starting at each agent, there are two paths of some length
k to a rational agent and another distinct agent.
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agent to her left and the agent to her right. Let σ2
i = σ2 be equal for all agents and ρ = .9.

The equilibrium strategies place weight ŵs on private signals and weight 1
2(1− ŵs) on each

observed action.

When σ2 = 10, the equilibrium weight is ŵs = 0.192 while the welfare-maximizing sym-

metric weights have ws = 0.234. That is, weighting private signals substantially more is

Pareto improving. When σ2 = 1, the equilibrium weight is ŵs = 0.570 while the welfare

maximizing symmetric weights have ws = 0.586. The inefficiency persists, but the equilib-

rium strategy is now closer to the optimal strategy.

B.6 Related literature

The question of whether decentralized communication can facilitate efficient adaptation to

a changing world is a fundamental one in economic theory, related to questions raised by

Hayek (1945)30 and of primary interest in some applied problems, e.g., in real business cycle

models with consumers and firms learning about evolving states. Nevertheless, there is

relatively little modeling of Bayesian learning of dynamic states in the large literature on

social learning and information aggregation in networks. We now put our contribution in

the context of the most closely related papers on social learning in networks.31

Play in the stationary linear equilibria of our model closely resembles behavior in the

DeGroot (1974) model, where agents update by linearly aggregating network neighbors’

past estimates, with constant weights on neighbors over time. DeMarzo, Vayanos, and

Zweibel (2003), in an environment with an unchanging state, derive DeGroot learning as

a boundedly-rational heuristic. Each agent has one initial signal about the state, and this

30“If we can agree that the economic problem of society is mainly one of rapid adaptation to changes in
the particular circumstances of time and place. . . there still remains the problem of communicating to [each
individual] such further information as he needs.” Hayek’s main concern was aggregation of information
through markets, but the same questions apply more generally.

31For more complete surveys of different parts of this literature, see, among others, Acemoglu and Ozdaglar
(2011), Golub and Sadler (2016), and Mossel and Tamuz (2017). See Moscarini, Ottaviani, and Smith
(1998) for an early model in a binary-action environment, where it is shown that a changing state can break
information cascades.
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determines her t = 0 estimate, which is shared with neighbors. Assuming all randomness

is Gaussian, the Bayesian rule for forming estimates at t = 1 is linear with certain weights.

DeMarzo, Vayanos, and Zweibel (2003) made the behavioral assumption that in subsequent

periods, agents treat the informational environment as being identical to that of the first pe-

riod—even though past learning has, in fact, induced redundancies and correlations. Molavi,

Tahbaz-Salehi, and Jadbabaie (2018) have offered new bounded-rationality foundations for

the DeGroot rule. We give an alternative, Bayesian microfoundation for the same sort of

rule by studying a different environment. Our foundation relies on the fact that the sta-

tionary environment admits a stationary equilibrium in which fixed updating rules are best

responses.32 In the introduction, we have discussed the contrast between outcomes in our

model and in fixed-state benchmarks.

Several recent papers in computer science and engineering study dynamic environments

similar to ours. Shahrampour, Rakhlin, and Jadbabaie (2013) study an exogenous-weights

version, interpreted as a set of Kalman filters under the control of a planner; they focus on

computing or bounding various measures of welfare in terms of network invariants and the

persistence of the state process (ρ). Frongillo, Schoenebeck, and Tamuz (2011) study (in

our notation) a θt that follows a random walk (ρ = 1). They examine agents who learn

using fixed, exogenous weights on arbitrary networks. They characterize the steady-state

distribution of behavior with arbitrary (non-equilibrium) fixed weights. They also give a

formula for equilibrium weights on a complete network (where everybody observes everybody

else) and show these weights are inefficient. Our Proposition 4 on Pareto-inefficiency on

an arbitrary network documents a related inefficiency. Our main question—the quality of

equilibrium learning in large networks—is a topic not considered in these papers.

Alatas et al. (2016) perform an empirical exercise using a learning model related to ours.

There, agents are not Bayesian, ignoring the correlation between social observations, similarly

32Indeed, agents behaving according to the DeGroot heuristic even when it is not appropriate might have
to do with their experiences in stationary environments where it is closer to optimal.
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to our naive models. The paper’s focus is estimating parameters of social learning rules using

data from Indonesian villages. (The state variables there are the wealths of villagers.) We

theoretically analyze both rational and naive behavior and show that the degree of rationality

can be pivotal for the outcomes of such processes. Our model also provides foundations for

structural estimation of Bayesian learning behavior as well as testing of the Bayesian model

against behavioral alternatives such as that of Alatas et al. (2016); we discuss this below in

Section B.7.2.

Some recent learning models—e.g., Sethi and Yildiz (2012) and Harel, Mossel, Strack,

and Tamuz (2019)—consider other obstacles to learning in environments with Gaussian

signals and a fixed state. In Sethi and Yildiz (2012), learning outcomes depend on whether

individuals’ (heterogeneous) priors are independent or correlated. Harel, Mossel, Strack, and

Tamuz (2019), among others, study the rate of social learning in a Gaussian setting. Bad

learning corresponds to this rate being low. In our setting, we can focus on steady-state

errors, which provide an alternative measure of the quality of learning.

Finally, a robust aspect of rational learning in sequential models is the phenomenon of

anti-imitation, as discussed, e.g., by Eyster and Rabin (2014). They give general conditions

for fully Bayesian agents to anti-imitate in the sequential model. We find that anti-imitation

is also an important feature in our dynamic model, and in our context is crucial for good

learning. Despite this similarity, there is an important contrast between our environment

and standard sequential models. In those models, while rational agents do prefer to anti-

imitate, in many cases individuals, and society as a whole, could obtain good outcomes using

heuristics without any anti-imitation: for instance, by combining the information that can be

inferred from a single neighbor with one’s own private signal. Acemoglu, Dahleh, Lobel, and

Ozdaglar (2011) and Lobel and Sadler (2015) show that such a heuristic leads to asymptotic

learning in a sequential model. Our dynamic learning environment is different, as shown

in Proposition 3: to have any hope of approaching good aggregation benchmarks, agents

must respond in a sophisticated way, with anti-imitation, to their neighbors’ (correlated)
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estimates.

B.7 Discussion and extensions

B.7.1 Aggregation and its absence without asymptotics: Numerical results

The message of Section B.4 is that signal diversity enables good aggregation, and signal

homogeneity obstructs it. The theoretical results in that section, however, were asymptotic,

and the good-aggregation result used some assumptions on the distribution of graphs. In this

section we show that the substantive message applies to realistic networks with moderate

degrees. We do this by computing equilibria for actual social networks from the data in

Banerjee, Chandrasekhar, Duflo, and Jackson (2013). This data set contains the social

networks of villages in rural India.33 There are 43 networks in the data, with an average

network size of 212 nodes (standard deviation = 53.5), and an average degree of 19 (standard

deviation = 7.5).

Our simulation exercises measure the benefits of heterogeneity for equilibrium aggre-

gation, holding constant the total amount of information that reaches the community via

private signals. For each network, we calculate the equilibrium with ρ = 0.9 for two types

of environments. The first is the homogeneous case, with all signal variances set to 2. The

second is a heterogeneous case, where half of villagers have a signal variance less than 2

and half of villagers have a signal variance greater than 2. We choose these signal variances

so that the average precision in each village is 1
2 , as in the homogeneous case. This signal

assignment holds fixed the average utility when all villagers are autarkic, or equivalently

holds fixed the average utility when all villagers know the state θt−1 in the previous period

exactly. At the same time, it varies the level of heterogeneity in signal endowments. Villagers

are randomly assigned to better or worse private signals, and the simulation results do not

depend substantially on the realized random assignment. Our outcomes will be the average

33We take the networks that were used in the estimation in Banerjee, Chandrasekhar, Duflo, and Jackson
(2013). As in their work, we take every reported relationship to be reciprocal for the purposes of sharing
information. This makes the graphs undirected.
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social signal error variance in each village and the average social signal error variance across

all villages.

It is useful to begin by looking at the equilibrium average aggregation errors, i.e., social

signal variances, in the case of homogeneous signals. This is the horizontal coordinate in

Figure 15(a); each village is a data point, and the points have a standard deviation of 0.013.

In this case, differences in learning outcomes are due only to differences in the network

structure, and we will call this number the network-driven variation. Now we introduce

some private signal diversity diversity. In our first exercise, we change the variance of the

worse private signal from 2 (homogeneous signals) to 3 (heterogeneous signals), and adjust

the other variance as discussed above to hold fixed the total amount of information coming

into the network. The vertical coordinate in Figure 15(b) depicts the equilibrium aggregation

error in each village. The average of this number across all villages falls to 0.470, compared

to from 0.555 (in the homogeneous case). Therefore, adding heterogeneity by increasing the

private signal variance for half of the agents by 50% changes social signal error variance by

6.5 times the network-driven variation. Learning is much better with some private signal

heterogeneity than in villages with very favorable networks (i.e., those that achieve the best

aggregation under homogeneous signals).

In Figure 15(b), rather than working with the particular choice of 3 for the variance of

the private signal, we look across all choices of this variance between 2 and 4 and plot the

average equilibrium social signal variance across all villages.

Figure 15(b) also sheds light on the value of a small amount of heterogeneity. The results

in Section B.4 can be summarized as saying that, to achieve the aggregation benchmark

of essentially knowing the previous period’s state, there need to be at least two different

private signal variances in the network. Formally, this is a knife-edge result: As long as

private signal variances differ at all, then as n→∞, aggregation errors vanish; with exactly

homogeneous signal endowments, aggregation errors are much higher. The figure shows that

the transition from the first regime to the second is actually gradual. In particular, a very
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Figure 15: Social Signal Variance In Indian Villages
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(a) The average social signal variance of agents in each village, in the homogeneous and
heterogeneous cases. In the homogeneous case all agents have private signal variance 2. In
the heterogeneous case, half of agents have private signal variance 3

2 and half of agents have
private signal variance 3. (b) The average social signal variance for all agents as we vary
the worse private signal variance from 2 to 4 and hold fixed the average precision of private
signals.

small amount of heterogeneity provides little benefit in finite networks, as there is not enough

diversity of signal endowments for villagers to anti-imitate. However, a 50% change in the

variance of one of the signals (equivalently, a 22% change in its standard deviation) makes

the community much better able to use the same total amount of information.

We also conduct simulations on Erdos-Renyi random graphs in Appendix Appendix B.E.

These graphs have expected degrees between 25 and 100, which are much larger than the

observed degrees in the village networks but comparable to other empirical social networks.

We use the same variances as in Figure 15(a). We find that compared to the hetereogeneous

case, average social signal variances in the homogeneous case are more than twice as large

with expected degree 50 and more than 3 times as large with expected degree 100.

B.7.2 Identification and testable implications

One of the main advantages of the parametrization we have studied is that standard methods

can easily be applied to estimate the model and test hypotheses within it. The key feature
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making the model econometrically well-behaved is that, in the solutions we focus on, agents’

actions are linear functions of the random variables they observe. Moreover, the evolution

of the state and arrival of information creates exogenous variation. We briefly sketch how

these features can be used for estimation and testing.

Assume the following. The analyst obtains noisy measurements ai,t = ai,t + ξi,t of agent’s

actions (where ξi,t are i.i.d., mean-zero error terms). He knows the parameter ρ governing

the stochastic process, but may not know the network structure or the qualities of private

signals (σi)ni=1. Suppose also that the analyst observes the state θt ex post (perhaps with a

long delay).34

Now, consider any steady state in which agents put constant weights Wij on their neigh-

bors and wsi on their private signals over time. We will discuss the case of m = 1 to save on

notation, though all the statements here generalize readily to arbitrary m.

We first consider how to estimate the weights agents are using, and to back out the

structural parameters of our model when it applies. The strategy does not rely on unique-

ness of equilibrium. We can identify the weights agents are using through standard vector

autoregression methods. In steady state,

ai,t =
∑
j

Wijρaj,t−1 + wsi θt + ζi,t, (B.7.1)

where ζi,t = wsi ηi,t −
∑
jWijρξj,t−1 + ξi,t are error terms i.i.d. across time. The first term of

this expression for ζi,t is the error of the signal that agent i receives at time t. The summation

combines the measurement errors from the observations aj,t−1 from the previous period.35

Thus, we can obtain consistent estimators W̃ij and w̃si for Wij and wsi , respectively.

We now turn to the case in which agents are using equilibrium weights. First, and most

simply, our estimates of agents’ equilibrium weights allow us to recover the network structure.

34We can instead assume that the analyst observes (a proxy for) the private signal si,t of agent i; we
mention how below.

35This system defines a VAR(1) process (or generally VAR(m) for memory length m).
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If the weight Ŵij is non-zero for any i and j, then agent i observes agent j. Generically the

converse is true: if i observes j then the weight Ŵij is non-zero. Thus, network links can

generically be identified by testing whether the recovered social weights are nonzero. For

such tests (and more generally) the standard errors in the estimators can be obtained by

standard techniques.36

Now we examine the more interesting question of how structural parameters can be iden-

tified assuming an equilibrium is played, and also how to test the assumption of equilibrium.

The first step is to compute the empirical covariances of action errors from observed data;

we call these Ṽ ij. Under the assumption of equilibrium, we now show how to determine the

signal variances using the fact that equilibrium is characterized by Φ(V̂ ) = V̂ and recalling

the explicit formula (B.3.3) for Φ. In view of this formula, the signal variances σ2
i are uniquely

determined by the other variables:

V̂ii =
∑
j

∑
k

ŴijŴik(ρ2V̂jk + 1) + (ŵsi )2σ2
i . (B.7.2)

Replacing the model parameters other than σ2
i by their empirical analogues, we obtain a

consistent estimate σ̃2
i of σi. This estimate could be directly useful—for example, to an

analyst who wants to choose an “expert” from the network and ask about her private signals

directly.

Note that our basic VAR for recovering the weights relies only on constant linear strategies

and does not assume that agents are playing any particular strategy within this class. Thus,

if agents are using some other behavioral rule (e.g., optimizing in a misspecified model) we

can replace (B.7.2) by a suitable analogue that reflects the bounded rationality in agents’

inference. If such a steady state exists, and using the results in this section, one can create

an econometric test that is suitable for testing how agents are behaving. For instance, we

36Methods involving regularization may be practically useful in identifying links in the network. Manresa
(2013) proposes a regularization (LASSO) technique for identifying such links (peer effects). In a dynamic
setting such as ours, with serial correlation, the techniques required will generally be more complicated.
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can test the hypothesis that they are Bayesian against the naive alternative of our Section

B.5.1.

B.7.3 Time-varying networks

Our model works with a network G that is fixed over time, corresponding to the idea that

observation opportunities reflect geographic or organizational structure. It is possible, how-

ever, to extend the analysis to networks that vary over time, with each generation drawing its

own links (according to some distribution). Many of our techniques would have analogues in

this setting. Under suitable ergodicity assumptions, one could define a steady-state analogue

of the stationary equilibrium, though the weights agents use would evolve with the network.

We also conjecture that, for example, the good-aggregation results of Section B.4.2 would

continue to hold with little modification; indeed, a version of such a result is sketched in the

next subsection.

Relative to this richer model, we view the model we have focused on as a convenient

starting point; it is also most directly comparable to classic bechmarks such as the DeGroot

model. Extensions such as the one we have sketched here seem like a natural direction for

further research.

B.7.4 Multidimensional states and informational specialization

So far, we have been working with a one-dimensional state and one-dimensional signals,

which varied only in their precisions. Our message about the value of diversity is, however,

better interpreted in a mathematically equivalent multidimensional model.

Consider Bayesian agents who learn and communicate about two independent dimensions

simultaneously (each one working as in our model). If all agents have equally precise signals

about both dimensions, then society may not learn well about either of them. In contrast, if

half the agents have superior signals about one dimension and inferior signals about the other

(and the other half has the reverse), then society can learn well about both dimensions. Thus,
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the designer has a strong preference for an organization with informational specialization

where some, but not all, agents are expert in a particular dimension.37

Of course, there are many familiar reasons for specialization, in information or any other

activity. For instance, it may be that more total information can be collected in this case,

or that incentives are easier to provide. Crucially, specialization is valuable in our setting

for a reason distinct from all these: it helps agents with their inference problems.

B.7.5 General distributions

The example of the previous subsection involved trivially extending our model to several

independent dimensions. We now briefly discuss a more substantive extension, which applies

to more realistic signal structures.

Our analysis of stationary linear learning rules relied crucially on the assumptions that

the innovations νt and signal errors ηi,t are Gaussian random variables. However, we believe

the basic logic of our result about good aggregation with signal diversity (Theorem 1) does

not depend on this particular distributional assumption, or the exact functional form of the

AR(1) process.

Suppose we have

θt = T(θt−1, νt) and si,t = S(θt, ηt)

and consider more general distributions of innovations νt and signal errors ηt. For simplicity,

consider the complete graph and m = 1.38 Because θt−1 is still a sufficient statistic for the

past, an agent’s action in period t will still be a function of her subjective distribution over

θt−1 and her private signal. An agent with type τ (which is observable) who believes θt−1

is distributed according to D takes an action equal to f(τ,D, si,t). Here, τ could reflect the

distribution of agent i’s signal, but also perhaps her preferences. We no longer assume that an

37This raises important questions about what information agents would acquire, and whom they would
choose to observe, which are the focus of a growing literature. For recent papers on this in the context of
networks, see Sethi and Yildiz (2016) and Myatt and Wallace (2017), among others.

38These states and signals may now be multidimensional.
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agent’s action is her posterior mean of the random variable: it might be some other statistic,

and might be multi-dimensional. Similarly, information need not be one-dimensional, or

characterized only by its precision.

This framework gives an abstract identification condition: agents can learn well if, for any

feasible distribution D over θt−1, the state θt can be inferred from the observed distributions

of actions, i.e., distribution of (τ, f(τ,D, si,t)), which each agent would essentially know given

enough observations.39

Now consider a time-t agent i. Suppose now that any possible distribution that time-

(t − 1) agents might have over θt−2 can be fully described by a finite tuple of parameters

d ∈ Rp (e.g., a finite number of moments). For each type τ of t−1 agent that i observes, the

distribution of f(τ, d, si,t) gives an agent a different measurement of d, which is a summary

of beliefs about θt−2, and θt−1. Assuming there is not too much “collinearity,” these mea-

surements of the finitely many parameters of interest should provide linearly independent

information about θt−1. Thus, as long as the set of signal types τ is sufficiently rich, we

would expect the identification condition to hold.

The simplest example of this is one in which the state is still AR(1) Gaussian, but now

d-dimensional. Private signals, now also multidimensional, are arbitrary linear functions of

θt. If these linear functions are generic and there are sufficiently many distinct signal types,

then observing actions will allow an observer to back out both θt−2, and θt−1. The essential

observation about what is needed for good learning by Bayesians is that there are enough

linearly independent action rules to identify the underlying d dimensions of fundamental

uncertainty. In the Gaussian case such linear independence is guaranteed by having at least

d+ 1 generic signal types.

39The easiest way to ensure this is to consider a complete network and a large number of agents. However,
notice that even if the neighborhood of an agent changes from period to period, if some of the individuals
in that neighborhood are randomly sampled each period, this can provide information about the empirical
distribution of actions of various types in the same way. That, in turn, can facilitate the identification of
recent states, as we are about to explain.
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Appendix B.A Details of definitions

B.A.1 Exogenous random variables

Fix a probability space (Ω,F ,P). Let (νt, ηi,t)t∈Z,i∈N be normal, mutually independent ran-

dom variables, with νt having variance 1 and ηi,t having variance σ2
i . Also take a stochastic

process (θt)t∈Z, such that for each t ∈ Z, we have (for 0 < |ρ| ≤ 1)

θt = ρθt−1 + νt.

Such a stochastic process exists by standard constructions of the AR(1) process or, in the

case of ρ = 1, of the Gaussian random walk on a doubly infinite time domain. Define

si,t = θt + ηi,t.

B.A.2 Formal definition of game and stationary linear equilibria

Players and strategies The set of players (or agents) is A = {(i, t) : i ∈ N, t ∈ Z}. The

set of (pure) responses of an agent (i, t) is defined to be the set of all Borel-measurable

functions ξ(i,t) : R× (R|N(i)|)m → R, mapping her own signal and her neighborhood’s actions,

(si,t, (aNi,t−`)m`=1), to a real-valued action ai,t. We call the set of these functions Ξ̃(i,t). Let

Ξ̃ = ∏
(i,t)∈A Ξ̃(i,t) be the set of response profiles. We now define the set of (unambiguous)

strategy profiles, Ξ ⊂ Ξ̃. We say that a response profile ξ ∈ Ξ̃ is a strategy profile if the

following two conditions hold

1. There is a tuple of real-valued random variables (ai,t)i∈N,t∈Z on (Ω,F ,P) such that for

each (i, t) ∈ A, we have

ai,t = ξ(i,t) (si,t, (aNi,t−`)m`=1) .

2. Any two tuples of real-valued random variables (ai,t)i∈N,t∈Z satisfying Condition 1 are

equal almost surely.

That is, a response profile is a strategy profile if there is an essentially unique specification of
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behavior that is consistent with the responses: i.e., if the responses uniquely determine the

behavior of the population, and hence payoffs.40 Note that if ξ ∈ Ξ, then it can be checked

that ξ̃ = (ξ′(i,t), ξ−(i,t)) ∈ Ξ whenever ξ′(i,t) ∈ Ξ̃(i,t). Thus, if we start with a strategy profile

and consider agent (i, t)’s deviations, they are unrestricted: she may consider any response.

Payoffs The payoff of an agent (i, t) under any strategy profile ξ ∈ Ξ is

ui,t(ξ) = −E
[
(ai,t − θt)2

]
∈ [−∞, 0],

where the actions ai,t are taken according to ξ(i,t) and the expectation is taken in the probabil-

ity space we have described. This expectation is well-defined because inside the expectation

there is a nonnegative, measurable random variable, for which an expectation is always

defined, though it may be infinite.

Equilibria A (Nash) equilibrium is defined to be a strategy profile ξ ∈ Ξ such that, for

each (i, t) ∈ A and each ξ̃ ∈ Ξ such that ξ̃ = (ξ′(i,t), ξ−(i,t)) for some ξ′(i,t) ∈ Ξ(i,t), we have

ui,t(ξ̃) ≤ ui,t(ξ).

For p ∈ Z, we define the shift operator Tp to translate variables to time indices shifted p

steps forward. This definition may be applied, for example, to Ξ.41 A strategy profile ξ ∈ Ξ

is stationary if, for all p ∈ Z, we have Tpξ = ξ.

We say ξ ∈ Ξ is a linear strategy profile if each ξi is a linear function. Our analysis

focuses on stationary, linear equilibria.

40Condition 1 is necessary to rule out response profiles such as the one given by ξi,t (si,t, ai,t−1) = |ai,t−1|+1.
This profile, despite consisting of well-behaved functions, does not correspond to any specification of behavior
for the whole population (because time extends infinitely backward). Condition 2 is necessary to rule out
response profiles such has the one given by ξi,t (si,t, ai,t−1) = ai,t−1, which have many satisfying action paths,
leaving payoffs undetermined.

41I.e., σ′ = Tpσ is defined by σ(i,t) = σ(i,t−p).
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Appendix B.B Existence of equilibrium: Proof of Proposition 1

Recall from Section B.3.1 the map Φ, which gives the next-period covariance matrix Φ(Vt)

for any Vt. The expression given there for this map ensures that its entries are continuous

functions of the entries of Vt. Our strategy is to show that this function maps a convex,

compact set, K, to itself, which, by Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem, ensures that Φ has a

fixed point V̂ . We will then argue that this fixed point corresponds to a stationary linear

equilibrium.

We begin by defining the compact set K. Because memory is arbitrary, entries of Vt are

covariances between pairs of neighbor actions from any periods available in memory. Let k, l

be two indices of such actions, corresponding to actions taken at nodes i and j respectively

(at potentially different times), and let σ2
i = max{σ2

i , ρ
m−1σ2

i + 1−ρm−1

1−ρ }. Now let K ⊂ V be

the subset of symmetric positive semi-definite matrices Vt such that, for any such k, l,

Vkk,t ∈
[
min

{
1

1 + σ−2
i

,
ρm−1

1 + σ−2
i

+ 1− ρm−1

1− ρ

}
,max

{
σ2
i , ρ

m−1σ2
i + 1− ρm−1

1− ρ

}]

Vkl,t ∈ [−σiσj, σiσj].

This set is closed and convex, and we claim that Φ(K) ⊂ K.

To show this claim, we will first find upper and lower bounds on the variance of any

neighbor’s action (at any period in memory). For the upper bound, note that a Bayesian

agent will not choose an action with a larger variance than her signal, which has variance σ2
i .

For a lower bound, note that if she knew the previous period’s state and her own signal, then

the variance of her action would be 1
1+σ−2

i

. Thus an agent observing only noisy estimates of

θt and her own signal can do no better.

By the same reasoning applied to the node-i agent from m periods ago, the error variance

of ρmai,t−m − θt is at most ρmσ2
i + 1−ρm

1−ρ and at least ρm

1+σ−2
i

+ 1−ρm
1−ρ . This establishes bounds

on Vkk,t for observations k from either the most recent or the oldest available period. The
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corresponding bounds from the periods between t−m+ 1 and t are always weaker than at

least one of the two bounds we have described, so we need only take minima and maxima

over two terms.

This established the claimed bound on the variances. The bounds on covariances follow

from Cauchy-Schwartz.

We have now established that there is a variance-covariance matrix V̂ such that Φ(V̂ ) =

V̂ . By definition of Φ, this means there exists some weight profile (Ŵ , ŵs) such that,

when applied to prior actions that have variance-covariance matrix V̂ , produce variance-

covariance matrix V̂ . However, it still remains to show that this is the variance-covariance

matrix reached when agents have been using the weights (Ŵ , ŵs) forever.

To show this, first observe that if agents have been using the weights (Ŵ , ŵs) forever,

the variance-covariance matrix Vt in any period is uniquely determined and does not depend

on t; call this V̌ .42 This is because actions can be expressed as linear combinations of

private signals with coefficients depending only on the weights. Second, it follows from our

construction above of the matrix V̂ and the weights (Ŵ , ŵs) that there is a distribution

of actions where the variance-covariance matrix is V̂ in every period and agents are using

weights (Ŵ , ŵs) in every period. Combining the two statements shows that in fact V̌ = V̂ ,

and this completes the proof. Note that this argument also establishes that the response

profile we have constructed is a strategy profile: under the responses used, we can write

formally the dependence of actions on all prior signals, and verify using the observations

on decay of dependence across time that the formula is summable and hence defines unique

actions.

42The variance-covariance matrices are well-defined because the (W,ws) weights yield unambiguous strat-
egy profiles in the sense of Appendix Appendix B.A.
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Appendix B.C Proof of Theorem 1

B.C.1 Notation and key notions

Let S be the (by assumption finite) set of all possible signal variances, and let σ2 be the largest

of them. The proof will focus on the covariances of errors in social signals. Suppose that all

agents have at least one neighbor. Take two arbitrary agents i and j. Recall that both ri,t and

rj,t have mean θt−1, because each is an unbiased estimate43 of θt−1; we will thus focus on the

errors ri,t−θt−1. Let At denote the variance-covariance matrix (Cov(ri,t − θt−1, rj,t − θt−1))i,j
and let W be the set of such covariance matrices. For all i, j note that Cov(ri,t − θt−1, rj,t −

θt−1) ∈ [−σ2, σ2] using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that Var(ri,t − θt−1) ∈

[0, σ2] for all i. This fact about variances says that no social signal is worse than putting all

weight on an agent who follows only her private signal. Thus the best-response map Φ is

well-defined and induces a map Φ̃ on W .

Next, for any ψ, ζ > 0 we will define the subset Wψ,ζ ⊂ W to be the set of covariance

matrices in W such that both of the following hold:

1. for any pair of distinct agents44 i ∈ Gk
n and j ∈ Gk′

n ,

Cov(ri,t − θt−1, rj,t − θt−1) = ψkk′ + ζij

where (i) ψkk′ depends only on the network types of the two agents (k and k′, which

may be the same); (ii) |ψkk′ | < ψ; and (iii) |ζij| < ζ;

2. for any single agent i ∈ Gk
n,

Var(ri,t − θt−1) = ψk + ζii

43This is because it is a linear combination, with coefficients summing to 1, of unbiased estimates of θt−1.

44Throughout this proof, we abuse terminology by referring to agents and nodes interchangeably when the
relevant t is clear or specified nearby.
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where (i) ψk only depends on the network type of the agent; (ii) |ψk| < ψ, and (iii)

|ζii| < ζ.

This is the space of covariance matrices such that each covariance is split into two parts.

Considering (1) first, ψkk′ is an effect that depends only on i’s and j’s network types, while

ζij adjusts for the individual-level heterogeneity arising from different link realizations. The

description of the decomposition in (2) is analogous.

B.C.2 Proof strategy

B.C.2.1 A set Wψ,ζ of outcomes with good learning

Our goal is to show that as n grows large, there is an equilibrium in which Var(ri,t − θt−1)

becomes very small, which then implies that the agents asymptotically learn. To this end

we define a set of covariances with this property as well as some other useful properties. We

will take ψ and ζ to be arbitrarily small numbers and show that for large enough n, with

high probability (which we abbreviate “asymptotically almost surely” or “a.a.s.”) there is an

equilibrium with a social error covariance matrix At in the setWψ,ζ . That will imply that, in

this equilibrium, Var(ri,t − θt−1) becomes arbitrarily small as we take the constants ψ and ζ

to be small. In our constructions, the ζij (resp., ζi) terms will be set to much smaller values

than the ψkk′ (resp., ψk) terms, because group-level covariances are more predictable and

less sensitive to idiosyncratic realizations than individual-level covariances.

B.C.2.2 Approach to showing that Wψ,ζ contains an equilibrium

To show that there is (a.a.s.) an equilibrium outcome with a social error covariance matrix

At in the setWψ,ζ , the plan is to construct a set so that (a.a.s.) W ⊂Wψ,ζ and Φ̃(W) ⊂ W .

This set will contain an equilibrium by the Brouwer fixed point theorem, and therefore so

will Wψ,ζ .

To construct the set W , we will fix a positive constant β (to be determined later), and
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define

W =W β
n
, 1
n
∪ Φ̃(W β

n
, 1
n
).

We will then prove that, for large enough n, (i) Φ̃(W) ⊆ W and (ii) for another suitable

positive constant λ,

W ⊂W β
n
,λ
n
.

This will allow us to establish that (a.a.s.) W ⊂Wψ,ζ and Φ̃(W) ⊂ W , with ψ and ζ being

arbitrarily small numbers.

The following two lemmas will allow us to deduce (immediately after stating them)

properties (i) and (ii) of W .

Lemma 1. There is a function λ(β) ≥ 1 such that the following holds. For all large enough

β and all λ ≥ λ(β), for n sufficiently large we have Φ̃(W β
n
, 1
n
) ⊂ W β

n
,λ
n
with probability at

least 1− 1
n
.

Lemma 2. For all large enough β, for n sufficiently large, Φ̃2(W β
n
, 1
n
) ⊂ W β

n
, 1
n
, with proba-

bility at least 1− 1
n
.45

Putting these lemmas together, a.a.s. we have,

Φ̃2(W β
n
, 1
n
) ⊂ W β

n
, 1
n

and Φ̃(W β
n
, 1
n
) ⊂ W β

n
,λ
n
.

From this it follows that W = W β
n
, 1
n
∪ Φ̃(W β

n
, 1
n
) is mapped to a subset of itself by Φ̃, and

contained in W β
n
,λ
n
, as claimed.

B.C.2.3 Proving the lemmas by analyzing how Φ̃ and Φ̃2 act on sets Wψ,ζ

The lemmas are about how Φ̃ and Φ̃2 act on the covariance matrix At, assuming it is in a

certain set Wψ,ζ , to yield new covariance matrices. Thus, we will prove these lemmas by

studying two periods of updating. The analysis will come in five steps.

45The notation Φ̃2 means the operator Φ̃ applied twice.
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Step 1: No-large-deviations (NLD) networks and the high-probability event

Step 1 concerns the “with high probability” part of the lemmas. In the entire argument,

we condition on the event of a no-large-deviations (NLD) network realization, which says

that certain realized statistics in the network (e.g., number of paths between two nodes)

are close to their expectations. The expectations in question depend only on agents’ types.

Therefore, on the NLD realization, the realized statistics do not vary much based on which

exact agents we focus on, but rather depend only on their types. Step 1 defines the NLD

event E formally and shows that it has high probability. We use the structure of the NLD

event throughout our subsequent steps, as we mention below.

Step 2: Weights in one step of updating are well-behaved We are interested in Φ̃

and Φ̃2, which describe how the covariance matrix At of social signal errors changes under

updating. How this works is determined by the “basic” updating map Φ, and so we begin

by studying the weights involved in it and then make deductions about the implications for

the evolution of the variance-covariance matrixAt.

The present step establishes that in one step of updating, the weight Wij,t+1 that agent

(i, t+1) places on the action of another agent j in period t, does not depend too much on the

identities of i and j. It only depends on their (network and signal) types. This is established

by using our explicit formula for weights in terms of covariances. We rely on (i) the fact

that covariances are assumed to start out in a suitable Wψ,ζ , and (ii) our conditioning on

the NLD event E. The NLD event is designed so that the network quantities that go into

determining the weights depend only on the types of i and j (because the NLD event forbids

too much variation within type). The restriction to At ∈ Wψ,ζ ensures that covariances in

the initial period t do not vary too much with type, either.

Step 3: Lemma 1: Φ̃(W β
n
, 1
n
) ⊂ W β

n
,λ
n

Once we have analyzed one step of updating, it

is natural to consider the implications for the covariance matrix. Because we now have a

bound on how much weights can vary after one step of updating, we can compute bounds on
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covariances. We show that if covariances At are inW β
n
, 1
n
, then after one step, covariances are

in W β
n
,λ
n
. Note that the introduction of another parameter λ on the right-hand side implies

that this step might worsen our control on covariances somewhat, but in a bounded way.

This establishes Lemma 1.

Step 4: Weights in two steps of updating are well-behaved The fourth step estab-

lishes that the statement made in Step 2 remains true when we replace t+1 by t+2. By the

same sort of reasoning as in Step 2, an additional period of updating cannot create too much

further idiosyncratic variation in weights. Proving this requires analyzing the covariance

matrices of various social signals (i.e., the At+1 that the updating induces), which is why we

needed to do Step 3 first.

Step 5: Lemma 2: Φ̃2(W β
n
, 1
n
) ⊂ W β

n
, 1
n

Now we use our understanding of weights from

the previous steps, along with additional structure, to show the key remaining fact. What

we have established so far about weights allows us to control the weight that a given agent’s

estimate at time t + 2 places on the social signal of another agent at time t. This is Step

5(a). In the second part, Step 5(b), we use that to control the covariances in At+2. It is

important in this part of the proof that different agents have very similar “second-order

neighborhoods”: the paths of length 2 beginning from an agent are very similar, in terms of

their counts and what types of agents they go through. We use our control of second-order

neighborhoods, as well as the assumptions on variation across entries of At to bound this

variation well enough to conclude that At+2 ∈ W β
n
, 1
n
.

B.C.3 Carrying out the steps

B.C.3.1 Step 1

Here we formally define the NLD event, which we call E. It is given by E = ∩5
i=1Ei, where

the events Ei will be defined next.

(E1) Let X(1)
i,τk be the number of agents having signal type τ and network type k who
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are observed by i. The event E1 is that this quantity is close to its expected value in the

following sense, simultaneously for all possible values of the subscript:

(1− ζ2)E[X(1)
i,τk] ≤ X

(1)
i,τk ≤ (1 + ζ2)E[X(1)

i,τk].

(E2) Let X(2)
ii′,τk be the number of agents having signal type τ and network type k who

are observed by both i and i′. The event E2 is that this quantity is close to its expected value

in the following sense, simultaneously for all possible values of the subscript:

(1− ζ2)E[X(2)
ii′,τk] ≤ X

(2)
ii′,τk ≤ (1 + ζ2)E[X(2)

ii′,τk].

(E3) Let X(3)
i,τk,j be the number of agents having signal type τ and network type k who

are observed by agent i and who observe agent j. The event E3 is that this quantity is

close to its expected value in the following sense, simultaneously for all possible values of the

subscript:

(1− ζ2)E[X(3)
i,τk,j ] ≤ X

(3)
i,τk,j ≤ (1 + ζ2)E[X(3)

i,τk,j ].

(E4) Let X(4)
ii′,τk,j be the number of agents having signal type τ and network type k who

are observed by both agent i and i′ and who observe j. The event E4 is that this quantity

is close to its expected value in the following sense, simultaneously for all possible values of

the subscript:

(1− ζ2)E[X(4)
ii′,τk′,j] ≤ X

(4)
ii′,τk′,j ≤ (1 + ζ2)E[X(4)

ii′,τk′,j].

(E5) Let X(5)
i,τk,jj′ be the number of agents of signal type τ and network type k who are

observed by agent i and who observe both j and j′. The event E5 is that this quantity is

close to its expected value in the following sense, simultaneously for all possible values of the

subscript:

(1− ζ2)E[X(5)
i,τk,jj′ ] ≤ X

(5)
i,τk,jj′ ≤ (1 + ζ2)E[X(5)

i,τk,jj′ ].
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We claim that the probability of the complement of the event E vanishes exponentially.

We can check this by showing that the probability of each of the Ei vanishes exponentially.

For E1, for example, the bounds will hold unless at least one agent has degree outside the

specified range. The probability of this is bounded above by the sum of the probabilities of

each individual agent having degree outside the specified range. By Chebyshev’s inequality,

the probability a given agent has degree outside this range vanishes exponentially. Because

there are n agents in Gn, this sum vanishes exponentially as well. The other cases are similar.

For the rest of the proof, we condition on the event E.

B.C.3.2 Step 2

As a shorthand, let ψ = β/n for a sufficiently large constant β, and let ζ = 1/n.

Lemma 3. Suppose that in period t the matrix A = At of covariances of social signals

satisfies A ∈ Wψ,ζ and all agents are optimizing in period t + 1. Then there is a γ so that

for all n sufficiently large,
Wij,t+1

Wi′j′,t+1
∈
[
1− γ

n
, 1 + γ

n

]
.

whenever i and i′ have the same network and signal types and j and j′ have the same network

and signal types.

To prove this lemma, we will use our weights formula:

Wi,t+1 =
1TC−1

i,t

1TC−1
i,t 1

.

This says that in period t+ 1, agent i’s weight on agent j is proportional to the sum of the

entries of column j of C−1
i,t . We want to show that the change in weights is small as the

covariances of observed social signals vary slightly. To do so we will use the Taylor expansion

of f(A) = C−1
i,t around the covariance matrix A(0) at which all ψkk′ = 0, ψk = 0 and ζij = 0.

We begin with the first partial derivative of f at A(0) in an arbitrary direction. Let A(x)

be any perturbation of A0 in one parameter, i.e., A(x) = A(0)+xM for some constant matrix
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M with entries in [−1, 1]. Let Ci(x) be the matrix of covariances of the actions observed

by i given that the covariances of agents’ social signals were A(x). There exists a constant

γ1 depending only on the possible signal types such that each entry of Ci(x) − Ci(x′) has

absolute value at most γ1(x− x′) whenever both x and x′ are small.

We will now show that the column sums of Ci(x)−1 are close to the column sums of

C(0)−1
i . To do so, we will evaluate the formula

∂f(A(x))
∂x

= ∂Ci(x)−1

∂x
= Ci(x)−1∂Ci(x)

∂x
Ci(x)−1 (Appendix B.C.1)

at zero. If we can bound each column sum of this expression (evaluated at zero) by a

constant (depending only on the signal types and the number of network types K), then the

first derivative of f will also be bounded by a constant.

Recall that S is the set of signal types and let S = |S|; index the signal types by numbers

ranging from 1 to S. To bound the column sums of Ci(0)−1, suppose that the agent observes

ri agents from each signal type 1 ≤ i ≤ S. Reordering so that all agents of each signal type

are grouped together, we can write

Ci(0) =



a111r1×r1 + b1Ir1 a121r1×r2 aS11r1×rS

a121r2×r1 a221r2×r2 + b2Ir2

...
. . .

a1S1rS×r1 · · · aSS1rs×rs + bsIrs



Therefore, Ci(0) can be written as a block matrix with blocks aij1ri×rj + biδijIri where

1 ≤ i, j ≤ S and δij = 1 for i = j and 0 otherwise.

We now have the following important approximation of the inverse of this matrix.46

Lemma 4 (Pinelis (2018)). Let C be a matrix consisting of S×S blocks, with its (i,j) block

46We are very grateful to Iosif Pinelis for suggesting this argument.
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given by

aij1ri×rj + biδijIri

and let A = aij1ri×rj be an invertible matrix. As n→∞, then the (i, i) block of C−1 is equal

to

1
bi
Iri −

1
biri

1ri×ri +O(1/n2)

while the off-diagonal blocks are O(1/n2).

Proof. First note that the ij-block of C−1 has the form

cij1ri×rj + diδijIri

for some real cij and di.

Therefore, CC−1 can be written in matrix form as

∑
k(aik1ri×rk + biδikIri)(ckj1rk×rj + dkδkjIrk) =

(aijdj +∑
k(aikrk + δikbk)ckj) 1ri×rj + bidiδijIri . (Appendix B.C.2)

Note that the last summand is the identity matrix.

Let Dd denote the diagonal matrix with di in the (i, i) diagonal entry, let D1/b denote the

diagonal matrix with 1/bi in the (i, i) diagonal entry, etc. Breaking up the previous display

(Appendix B.C.2) into its diagonal and off-diagonal parts, we can write

ADd + (ADr +Db)C = 0 and Dd = D1/b.
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Hence,

C = −(ADr +Db)−1ADd

= −(Iq +D−1
r A−1Db)−1(ADr)−1AD1/b

= −(Iq +D−1
r A−1Db)−1D1/(br)

= −D1/(br) +O(1/n2)

where br := (b1r1, . . . , bqrq). Therefore as n → ∞ the off-diagonal blocks will be O(1/n2)

while the diagonal blocks are

1
bi
Iri −

1
biri

1ri×ri +O(1/n2)

as desired.

Using Lemma 4 we can analyze the column sums of47

Ci(0)−1MCi(0)−1.

In more detail, we use the formula of the lemma to estimate both copies of Ci(0)−1, and

then expand this to write an expression for any column sum of Ci(0)−1MCi(0)−1. It follows

straightforwardly from this calculation that all these column sums are O(1/n) whenever all

entries of M are in [−1, 1].

We can bound the higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion by the same technique: by

differentiating equation Appendix B.C.1 repeatedly in x, we obtain an expression for the kth

derivative in terms of Ci(0)−1 and M :

f (k)(0) = k!Ci(0)−1MCi(0)−1MCi(0)−1 · . . . ·MCi(0)−1,

47Recall we wrote A(x) = A(0) + xM , and in (Appendix B.C.1) we expressed the derivative of f in x in
terms of the matrix we exhibit here.
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where M appears k times in the product. By the same argument as above, we can show

that the column sums of f (k)(0)
k! are bounded by a constant independent of n. The Taylor

expansion is

f(A) =
∑
k

f (k)(0)
k! xk.

Since we take A ∈ Wψ,ζ , we can assume that x is O(1/n). Because the column sums of each

summand are bounded by a constant times xk, the column sums of f(A) are bounded by a

constant.

Finally, because the variation in the column sums is O(1/n) and the weights are pro-

portional to the column sums, each weight varies by at most a multiplicative factor of γ1/n

for some γ1. We find that the first part of the lemma, which bounded the ratios between

weights Wij,t+1/Wi′j′,t+1, holds.

B.C.3.3 Step 3

We complete the proof of Lemma 1, which states that the covariance matrix of ri,t+1 is in

Wψ,ζ′ . Recall that ζ ′ = λ/n for some constant n, so we are showing that if the covariance

matrix of the ri,t is in a neighborhoodWψ,ζ , then the covariance matrix in the next period is

in a somewhat larger neighborhood Wψ,ζ′ . The remainder of the argument then follows by

the same arguments as in the proof of the first part of the lemma: we now bound the change

in time-(t + 2) weights as we vary the covariances of time-(t + 1) social signals within this

neighborhood.

Recall that we decomposed each covariance Cov(ri,t − θt−1, rj,t − θt−1) = ψkk′ + ζij into

a term ψkk′ depending only on the types of the two agents and a term ζij, and similarly

for variances. To show the covariance matrix is contained in Wψ,ζ′ , we bound each of these

terms suitably.
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We begin with ζij (and ζi). We can write

ri,t+1 =
∑
j

Wij,t+1

1− wsi,t+1
ai,t =

∑
j

Wij,t+1

1− wsi,t+1
(wsj,tsj,t + (1− wsj,t)rj,t).

By the first part of the lemma, the ratio between any two weights (both of the form Wij,t+1,

wsi,t+1, or wsj,t) corresponding to pairs of agents of the same types is in [1−γ1/n, 1+γ1/n] for

a constant γ1. We can use this to bound the variation in covariances of ri,t+1 within types

by ζ ′: we take the covariance of ri,t+1 and rj,t+1 using the expansion above and then bound

the resulting summation by bounding all coefficients.

Next we bound ψkk′ (and ψk). It is sufficient to show that Var(ri,t+1 − θt) is at most ψ.

To do so, we will give an estimator of θt with variance less than β/n, and this will imply

Var(ri,t+1−θt) < β/n = ψ (recall ri,t+1 is the estimate of θt given agent i’s social observations

in period t + 1). Since this bounds all the variance terms by ψ, the covariance terms will

also be bounded by ψ in absolute value.

Fix an agent i of network type k and consider some network type k′ such that pkk′ > 0.

Then there exists two signal types, which we call A and B, such that i observes Ω(n) agents

of each of these signal types in Gk
n.48 The basic idea will be that we can approximate θt

well by taking a linear combination of the average of observed agents of network type k and

signal type A and the average of observed agents of network type k and signal type B.

In more detail: Let Ni,A be the set of agents of type A in network type k observed by i

and Ni,B be the set of agents of type B in network type k observed by i. Then fixing some

agent j0 of network type k,

1
|Ni,A|

∑
j∈Ni,A

aj,t−1 = σ−2
A

1 + σ−2
A

θt + 1
1 + σ−2

A

rj0,t−1 + noise

where the noise term has variance of order 1/n and depends on signal noise, variation in rj,t,

and variation in weights. These bounds on the noise term follow from the assumption that

48We use the notation Ω(n) to mean greater than Cn for some constant C > 0 when n is large.
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the covariance matrix of the ri,t is in a neighborhood Wψ,ζ and our analysis of variation in

weights.Similarly

1
|Ni,B|

∑
j∈Ni,B

aj,t−1 = σ−2
B

1 + σ−2
B

θt + 1
1 + σ−2

B

rj0,t−1 + noise

where the noise term has the same properties. Because σ2
A 6= σ2

B, we can write θt as a linear

combination of these two averages with coefficients independent of n up to a noise term of

order 1/n. We can choose β large enough such that this noise term has variance most β/n

for all n sufficiently large. This completes the Proof of Lemma 1.

B.C.3.4 Step 4:

We now give the two-step version of Lemma 3.

Lemma 5. Suppose that in period t the matrix A = At of covariances of social signals

satisfies A ∈ Wψ,ζ and all agents are optimizing in periods t + 1 and t + 2. Then there is a

γ so that for all n sufficiently large,

Wij,t+2

Wi′j′,t+2
∈
[
1− γ

n
, 1 + γ

n

]
.

whenever i and i′ have the same network and signal types and j and j′ have the same network

and signal types.

Given what we established about covariances in Step 3, the lemma follows by the same

argument as the proof of Lemma 3.

Step 5: Now that Lemma 5 is proved, we can apply it to show that

Φ̃2(Wψ,ζ) ⊂ Wψ,ζ .

We will do this by first writing the time-(t+2) behavior in terms of agents’ time-t observations

(Step 5(a)), which comes from applying Φ̃ twice. This gives a formula that can be used for
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bounding the covariances49 of time-(t+ 2) actions in terms of covariances of time-t actions.

Step 5(b) then applies this formula to show we can take ζij and ζi to be sufficiently small.

(Recall the notation introduced in Section B.C.1 above.) We split our expression for ri,t+2

into several groups of terms and show that the contribution of each group of terms depends

only on agents’ types up to a small noise term. Step 5(c) notes that we can also take ψkk′

and ψk to be sufficiently small.

Step 5(a): We calculate:

ri,t+2 =
∑
j

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
ρaj,t+1

= ρ(
∑
j

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
wsj,t+1sj,t+1 +

∑
j,j′

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
Wjj′,t+1ρaj′,t)

= ρ(
∑
j

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
wsj,t+1sj,t+1 + ρ(

∑
j,j′

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
Wjj′,t+1w

s
j′,tsj′,t

+
∑
j,j′

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
Wjj′,t+1(1− wsj′,t)rj′,t)).

Let cij′,t be the coefficient on rj′,t in this expansion of ri,t+2. Explicitly,

cij′,t =
∑
j

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
Wjj′,t+1(1− wsj′,t). (Appendix B.C.3)

The coefficient cij′,t adds up the influence of rj′,t on ri,t+2 over all paths of length two.

First, we establish a lemma about how much these weights vary.

Lemma 6. There exists γ such that for n sufficiently large, when i and i′ have the same

network types and j′ and j′′ have the same network and signal types, the ratio cij′,t/ci′j′′,t is

in [1− γ/n, 1 + γ/n].

Proof. Fix i and j′. For each network type k′′ and signal type s, consider the number of

agents j of network type k′′ and signal type s who are observed by i and who observe j′. This

number varies by at most a factor ζ2 as we change i and j′, preserving signal and network

49We take this term to refer to variances, as well.
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types. For each such j, the contribution of that agent’s action to cij′,t is (recalling (Appendix

B.C.3))
Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
Wjj′,t+1(1− wsj′,t).

By applying Lemma 3 repeatedly, we can choose γ1 such that each of these contributions

varies by at most a factor of γ1/n as we change i in Gk and j′ in Gk′ . Thus, cij′,t is a sum of

terms which vary by at most a multiplicative factor of γ1/n as we change i and j′ preserving

signal and network types. If we can show that the sum of the absolute values of these terms

is bounded, then it will follow that cij′,t varies by at most a multiplicative factor of γ/n for

some n. This bound on the sum of absolute values follows from the calculation of weights

in the proof of Lemma 3.

Step 5(b): We first show that fixing the values of ψkk′ and ψk in period t, the variation in

the covariances Cov(ri,t+2−θt+1,ri′,t+2−θt+1) of these terms as we vary i and i′ over network

types is not larger than ζ. From the formula above, we observe that we can decompose

ri,t+2 − θt+1 as a linear combination of three mutually independent groups of terms:

(i) signal error terms ηj,t+1 and ηj′,t;

(ii) the errors rj′,t − θt in the social signals from period t; and

(iii) changes in state νtand νt+1 between periods t and t+ 2.

Note that the terms rj′,t − θt are linear combinations of older signal errors and changes

in the state. We bound each of the three groups in turn:

(i) Signal Errors: We first consider the contribution of signal errors. When i and i′ are

distinct, the number of such terms is close to its expected value because we are conditioning

on the events E2 and E4 defined in Section B.C.1. Moreover the weights are close to their

expected values by Step 2, so the variation is bounded suitably. When i and i′ are equal,

we use the facts that the weights are close to their expected values and the variance of an

average of Ω(n) signals is small.

(ii) Social Signals: We now consider terms rj′,t − θt, which correspond to the third
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summand in our expression for ri,t+2. Since we will analyze the weight on νt below, it is

sufficient to study the terms rj′,t − θt−1.

By Lemma 6, the coefficients placed on rj′,t by i and on rj′′,t by i′ vary by a factor of at

most 2γ/n. Moreover, the absolute value of each of these covariances is bounded above by

ψ and the variation in these terms is bounded above by ζ. We conclude that the variation

from these terms has order 1/n2.

(iii) Innovations: Finally, we consider the contribution of the innovations νt and νt+1.

We treat νt+1 first. We must show that any two agents of the same types place the same

weight on the innovation νt+1 (up to an error of order 1
n2 ). This will imply that the contribu-

tions of timing to the covariances Cov(ri,t+2 − θt+1,ri′,t+2 − θt+1) can be expressed as a term

that can be included in the relevant ψkk′ and a lower-order term which can be included in

ζii′ .

The weight an agent places on νt+1 is equal to the weight she places on signals from

period t+ 1. So this is equivalent to showing that the total weight

ρ
∑
j

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
wsj,t+1

agent i places on period t + 1 depends only on the network type k of agent i and O(1/n2)

terms. We will first show the average weight placed on time-(t+ 1) signals by agents of each

signal type depends only on k. We will then show that the total weights on agents of each

signal type do not depend on n.

Suppose for simplicity here that there are two signal types A and B; the general case is

the same. We can split the sum from the previous paragraph into the subgroups of agents

with signal types A and B:

ρ
∑

j:σ2
j=σ2

A

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
wsj,t+1 + ρ

∑
j:σ2

j=σ2
B

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
wsj,t+1.
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Letting WA
i = ∑

σ2
j=σ2

A

Wij,t+2
1−wsi,t+2

be the total weight placed on agents with signal type A and

similarly for signal type B, we can rewrite this as:

WA
i ρ

∑
j:σ2

j=σ2
A

Wij,t+2

WA
i (1− wsi,t+2)w

s
j,t+1 +WB

i ρ
∑

j:σ2
j=σ2

B

Wij,t+2

WB
i (1− wsi,t+2)w

s
j,t+1.

The coefficients Wij,t+2
WA
i (1−wsi,t+2) in the first sum now sum to one, and similarly for the second.

We want to check that the first sum ∑
j:σ2

j=σ2
A

Wij,t+2
WA
i (1−wsi,t+2)w

s
j,t+1 does not depend on k, and

the second sum is similar.

For each j in group A,

wsj,t+1 = σ−2
A

σ−2
A + (ρ2κj,t+1 + 1)−1 ,

where we define κ2
j,t+1 = Var(rj,t+1−θt) to be the error variance of the social signal. Because

κj,t+1 is close to zero, we can approximate wsj,t+1 locally as a linear function µ1κj,t+1 + µ2

where µ1 < 1 (up to order 1
n2 terms).

So we can write the sum of interest as

∑
j:σ2

j=σ2
A

Wij,t+2

WA
i (1− wsi,t+2)(µ1

∑
j′,j′′

Wjj′,t+1Wjj′′,t+1(ρ2Vj′j′′,t + 1) + µ2).

By Lemma 3, the weights vary by at most a multiplicative factor contained in [1− γ/n, 1 +

γ/n]. The number of paths from i to j′ passing through agents of any network type k′′ and

any signal type is close to its expected value (which depends only on i’s network type), and

the weight on each path depends only on the types involved up to a factor in [1−γ/n, 1+γ/n].

The variation in Vj′j′′,t consists of terms of the form ψk′k′′ , ψk′ , and ζj′j′′ , all of which are

O(1/n), and terms from signal errors ηj′,t. The signal errors only contribute when j = j′,

and so only contribute to a fraction of the summands of order 1/n. So we can conclude the

total variation in this sum as we change i within the network type k has order 1/n2.

Now that we know each the average weight on private signals of the observed agents of
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each signal type depends only on k, it remains to check that WA
i and WB

i only depend on

k. The coefficients WA
i and WB

i are the optimal weights on the group averages

∑
j:σ2

j=σ2
A

Wij,t+2

WA
i (1− wsi,t+2)ρaj,t+1 and

∑
j:σ2

j=σ2
B

Wij,t+2

WB
i (1− wsi,t+2)ρaj,t+1,

so we need to show that the variances and covariance of these two terms depend only on k.

We check the variance of the first sum: we can expand

∑
σ2
j=σ2

A

Wij,t+2

WA
i (1− wsi,t+2)ρaj,t+1 =

∑
σ2
j=σ2

A

Wij,t+2

WA
i (1− wsi,t+2)ρ(wsj,t+1sj,t+1 + (1− wsj,t+1)rj,t+1).

We can again bound the signal errors and social signals as in the previous parts of this proof,

and show that the variance of this term depends only on k and O(1/n2) terms. The second

variance and covariance are similar, so WA
i and WB

i depend only on k and O(1/n2) terms.

This takes care of the innovation νt+1. Because we have included any innovations prior

to νt in the social signals rj′,t, to complete Step 5(b) we need only show the weight on νt

depends only on the network type k of an agent.

The analysis is a simpler version of the analysis of the weight on νt+1. It is sufficient to

show the total weight placed on period t social signals depends only on the network type of

k of an agent i. This weight is equal to

ρ2∑
j,j′

Wij,t+2

1− wsi,t+2
·Wjj′,t+1 · (1− wsj′,t).

As in the νt+1 case, we can approximate (1−wsj′,t) as a linear function of κj′,t up to O(1/n2)

terms. Because the number of paths to each agent j′ though a given type and the weights

on each such path cannot vary too much within types, the same argument shows that this

sum depends only on k and O(1/n2) terms.

Step 5(b) is complete.
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Step 5(c): The final step is to verify that we can take ψkk′ and ψk to be smaller than

ψ. It is sufficient to show that the variance Var(ri,t+2− θt+1) of each social signal about θt+1

is at most ψ. The proof is the same as in Step 2(b).

Appendix B.D Model with a starting time

In introducing the model (Section B.2), we made the set of time indices T equal to Z, the

set of all integers. Here we study the variant with an initial time period, t = 0: thus, we

take T to be Z≥0, the nonnegative integers.

We let θ0 be drawn according to the stationary distribution of the state process: θ0 ∼

N
(
0, 1

1−ρ

)
. After this, the state random variables θt satisfy the AR(1) evolution

θt+1 = ρθt + νt+1,

where ρ is a constant with 0 < |ρ| < 1 and νt+1 ∼ N (0, σ2
ν) are independent innovations.

Actions, payoffs, signals, and observations are the same as in the main model, with the

obvious modification that in the initial periods, t < m, information sets are smaller as there

are not yet prior actions to observe.50 To save on notation, we write actions as if agents had

an improper prior, understanding that the adjustment for actions taken under the natural

prior θt ∼ N
(
0, 1

1−ρ

)
is immediate.

In this model, there is a straightforward prediction of behavior. A Nash equilibrium here

refers to an equilibrium of the game involving all agents (i, t) for all time indices in T .

Fact 2. In the model with T = Z≥0, there is a unique Nash equilibrium, and it is in linear

strategies. The initial generation (t = 0) plays a linear strategy based on private signals only.

In any period t > 0, given linear strategies from prior periods, players’ best responses are

50The actions for t < 0 can be set to arbitrary (commonly known) constants.
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linear. For time periods t > m, we have

Vt = Φ(Vt−1).

This fact follows from the observation that the initial (t = 0) generation faces a problem

of forming a conditional expectation of a Gaussian state based on Gaussian signals, so their

optimal strategies are linear. From then on, the analysis of Section B.3.1 characterizes best-

response behavior inductively. Note that for arbitrary environments, the fact does not imply

that Vt must converge.

Our main purpose in this section is to give analogues of the main results on learning in

large networks. We use the same definition of an environment—in terms of the distribution

of networks and signals—as in Section B.4.1. For simplicity, we work with m = 1, though

the arguments for our positive result extend straightforwardly.

The analogue of Theorem 1 is:

Theorem 3. Consider the T = Z≥0 model. If an environment satisfies signal diversity,

there is C > 0 such that asymptotically almost surely κ̂2
i,t < C/n for all i at all times t ≥ 1

in the unique Nash equilibrium.

In particular, this implies that the covariance matrix in each period t ≥ 1 is very close

(in the Euclidean norm) to the good-learning equilibrium from Theorem 1. We sketch the

proof, which uses the material we developed in Appendix Appendix B.C. We define At as in

that proof (Section B.C.1). Take a β > 0, to be specified later, and consider

W =W β
n
, 1
n
∪ Φ̃(W β

n
, 1
n
).

First, for large enough β, we have that A1 ∈ W : In the unique Nash equilibrium, at

t = 1, agents simply take weighted averages of their neighbors’ signals, weighted by their

precisions. So A1 ∈ W by the central limit theorem for β sufficiently large. Second, we
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use the previously established fact (recall Section B.C.2.2) that Φ̃(W) ⊂ W to deduce that

At ∈ W at all future times. Finally, we observe that W ⊆W β
n
, 1
n
by construction.

Without signal diversity, bad learning can occur forever, in the unique equilibrium. The

analogue of Proposition 2 is immediate. In graphs with symmetric neighbors, Φ is a con-

traction when m = 1. So iteration of it arrives at the unique fixed point, and thus a learning

outcome far from the benchmark.

Appendix B.E Simulations on Random Networks

In Section B.7.1, we found that private signal diversity substantially improved learning out-

comes. To give some intuition for the speed of convergence for our main results, we now

provide an illustration via simulations on Erdos-Renyi random networks. We find that signal

diversity cuts average social signal variances by factors of two or more in random networks

with expected degrees of less than or equal to 100.

We consider directed random networks with n agents. Each edge is drawn independently

with probability p = .25. For each network size and each signal variances, we simulate 100

random networks with ρ = 0.9 and compute the average equilibrium social signal variance

across all agents and all networks. We consider a homogeneous treatment, in which all private

signal variances are 2, and a heterogeneous treatment, in which half of private signal variances

are 3
2 and half of private signal variances are 3. Private signal assignments are independent

of the network. The two treatments have the same average private signal precision, as in

Section B.7.1.

Table B.1: Social Signal Variance In Indian Villages
Network Size (n) Homogeneous Heterogeneous

100 0.496 0.309
200 0.490 0.221
400 0.487 0.140

Average social signal variances across all villages with homogeneous and heterogeneous pri-
vate signals for Erdos-Renyi networks of size n = 100, 200, and 400.
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Results are displayed in Figure B.1. When the expected degree is 50, the average social

signal error in the homogeneous case is more than twice as large as in the heterogeneous

case. When the expected degree is 100, the average social signal error in the homogeneous

case is more than three times as large as in the heterogeneous case.
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Appendix B.F Remaining proofs (online appendix)

B.F.1 Proof of Corollary 1

Suppose the social influence

SI(i) =
∑
j∈N

∞∑
k=0

(ρŴ )kjiŵsi = [1′(I − ρŴ )−1]iŵsi

does not converge for some i. Then in particular, there exists j such that ∑∞k=0(ρŴ )kjiŵsi

does not converge. We can write

aj,t =
∞∑
τ=0

∑
j′∈N

(ρŴ )τjj′ŵsj′sj′,t−τ .

This expression is the sum of
∞∑
τ=0

(ρŴ )τjiŵsi ηi,t−τ

and independent terms corresponding to signal errors of agents other than i and changes in

the state. Because ∑∞τ=0(ρŴ )τjiŵsi does not converge, the payoff to action aj,t must therefore

be −∞. But we showed in the proof of Proposition 1 that agent j’s equilibrium payoff is at

least −σ2
j , which gives a contradiction.

Given convergence, the expression for SI(i) follows from the identity (I − M)−1 =∑∞
k=0 M

k.

B.F.2 Proof of Proposition 2

We first check there is a unique equilibrium and then prove the remainder of Proposition 2.

Lemma 7. Suppose G has symmetric neighbors. Then there is a unique equilibrium.

Proof of Lemma 7. We will show that when the network satisfies the condition in the propo-

sition statement, Φ induces a contraction on a suitable space. For each agent, we can consider

the variance of the best estimator for yesterday’s state based on observed actions. These vari-
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ances are tractable because they satisfy the envelope theorem. Moreover, the space of these

variances is a sufficient statistic for determining all agent strategies and action variances.

Let ri,t be i’s social signal—the best estimator of θt−1 based on the period t− 1 actions

of agents in Ni—and let κ2
i,t be the variance of ri,t − θt−1.

We claim that Φ induces a map Φ̃ on the space of variances κ2
i,t, which we denote Ṽ .

We must check the period t variances (κ2
i,t)i uniquely determine all period t + 1 variances

(κ2
i,t+1)i: The variance Vii,t of agent i’s action, as well as the covariances Vii′,t of all pairs

of agents i, i′ with Ni = Ni′ , are determined by κ2
i,t. Moreover, by the condition on our

network, these variances and covariances determine all agents’ strategies in period t+ 1, and

this is enough to pin down all period t+ 1 variances κ2
i,t+1.

The proof proceeds by showing Φ̃ is a contraction on Ṽ in the sup norm.

For each agent j, we have Ni = Ni′ for all i, i′ ∈ Nj. So the period t actions of an agent

i′ in Nj are

ai′,t =
(ρ2κ2

i,t + 1)−1

σ−2
i′ + (ρ2κ2

i,t + 1)−1 · ri,t + σ−2
i′

σ−2
i′ + (ρ2κ2

i,t + 1)−1 · si′,t (Appendix B.F.1)

where si′,t is agent (i′)’s signal in period t and ri,t the social signal of i (the same one that

i′ has). It follows from this formula that each action observed by j is a linear combination

of a private signal and a common estimator ri,t, with positive coefficients which sum to one.

For simplicity we write

ai′,t = b0 · ri,t + bi′ · si′,t (Appendix B.F.2)

(where b0 and bi′ depend on i′ and t, but we omit these subscripts). We will use the facts

0 < b0 < 1 and 0 < bi′ < 1.

We are interested in how κ2
j,t+1 = Var(rj,t+1 − θt) depends on κ2

i,t = Var(ri,t − θt−1).

The estimator rj,t+1 is a linear combination of observed actions ai′,t, and therefore can be
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expanded as a linear combination of signals si′,t and the estimator ri,t. We can write

rj,t+1 = c0 · (ρri,t) +
∑
i′
ci′si′,t (Appendix B.F.3)

and therefore (taking variances of both sides)

κ2
j,t+1 = Var(rj,t+1 − θt) = c2

0Var(ρri,t − θt) +
∑
i′
c2
i′σ

2
i′

= c2
0(ρ2κ2

i,t + 1) +
∑
i′
c2
i′σ

2
i′

The desired result, that Φ̃ is a contraction, will follow if we can show that the derivative
dκ2
j,t+1
dκ2
i,t

= c2
0ρ

2 ∈ [0, δ] for some δ < 1. By the envelope theorem, when calculating this

derivative, we can assume that the weights placed on actions ai′,t by the estimator rj,t do

not change as we vary κ2
i,t, and therefore c0 and the ci′ above do not change. So it is enough

to show the coefficient c0 is in [0, 1].

The intuition for the lower bound is that anti-imitation (agents placing negative weights

on observed actions) only occurs if observed actions put too much weight on public informa-

tion. But if c0 < 0, then the weight on public information is actually negative so there is no

reason to anti-imitate. This is formalized in the following lemma.

Lemma 8. Suppose j has symmetric neighbors. Then agent j’s social signal places non-

negative weight on a neighbori’s social signal from the previous period, i.e., c0 ≥ 0.

Proof. To check this formally, suppose that c0 is negative. Then the social signal rj,t+1 puts
negative weight on some observed action—say the action ak,t of agent k. We want to check
that the covariance of rj,t+1 − θt and ak,t − θt is negative. Using (Appendix B.F.2) and
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(Appendix B.F.3), we compute that

Cov(rj,t+1 − θt, ak,t − θt) = Cov

c0(ρri,t − θt) +
∑

i′∈Nj

ci′(si′,t − θt)), b0(ρri,t − θt) + bk(sk,t − θt)


= c0b0Var(ρri,t − θt) + ckbkVar(sk,t − θt)

because all distinct summands above are mutually independent. We have b0, bk > 0, while

c0 < 0 by assumption and ck < 0 because the estimator rj,t+1 puts negative weight on ak,t.

So the expression above is negative. Therefore, it follows from the usual Gaussian Bayesian

updating formula that the best estimator of θt given rj,t+1 and ak,t puts positive weight on

ak,t. However, this is a contradiction: the best estimator of θt given rj,t+1 and ak,t is simply

rj,t+1, because rj,t+1 was defined as the best estimator of θt given observations that included

ak,t.

We now complete the proof of Lemma 7.

Proof. Now, for the upper bound c0 ≤ 1, the idea is that rj,t+1 puts more weight on agents

with better signals while these agents put little weight on public information, which keeps

the overall weight on public information from growing too large.

Note that rj,t+1 is a linear combination of actions ρai′,t for i′ ∈ Nj, with coefficients

summing to 1. The only way the coefficient on ρri,t in rj,t+1 could be at least 1 would be

if some of these coefficients on ρai′,t were negative and the estimator rj,t+1 placed greater

weight on actions ai′,t which placed more weight on ri,t.

Applying the formula (Appendix B.F.1) for ai′,t, we see that the coefficient b0 on ρri,t

is less than 1 and increasing in σi′ . On the other hand, it is clear that the weight on ai′,t

in the social signal rj,t+1 is decreasing in σi′ : more weight should be put on more precise

individuals. So in fact the estimator rj,t+1 places less weight on actions ai′,t which placed

more weight on ri,t.

Moreover, the coefficients placed on private signals are bounded below by a positive

constant when we restrict to covariances in the image of Φ̃ (because all covariances are
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bounded as in the proof of Proposition 1). Therefore, each agent i′ ∈ Nj places weight at

most one on the estimator ρri,t−1. Agent j’s social signal rj,t+1 is a sum of these agents’

actions with coefficients summing to 1 and satisfying the monotonicity property above. We

conclude that the coefficient on ρri,t in the expression for rj,t+1 is at most one.

This completes the proof of Lemma 7. We now prove Proposition 2.

Proof of Proposition 2. By Lemma 7 there is a unique equilibrium on any network G with

symmetric neighbors. Let ε > 0.

Consider any agent i. Her neighbors have the same private signal qualities and the same

neighborhoods (by the symmetric neighbors assumption). So there exists an equilibrium

where for all i, the actions of agent i’s neighbors are exchangeable. By uniqueness, this in

fact holds at the sole equilibrium.

So agent i’s social signal is an average of her neighbors’ actions:

ri,t = 1
|Ni|

∑
j∈Ni

aj,t−1.

Suppose the ε-aggregation benchmark is achieved. Then all agents must place weight at

least (1+ε)−1

(1+ε)−1+σ−2 on their social signals. So at time t, the social signal ri,t places weight at

least (1+ε)−1

(1+ε)−1+σ−2 on signals from at least two periods ago. Since the variance of any linear

combination of such signals is at least 1 + ρ, for ε sufficiently small the social signal ri,t is

bounded away from a perfect estimate of θt−1. This gives a contradiction.

B.F.3 Proof of Corollary 2

Consider a complete graph in which all agents have signal variance σ2 and memory m = 1.

By Proposition 2, as n grows large the variances of all agents converge to A > (1 + σ−2)−1.

Choose σ2 large enough such that A > 1. To see that we can do this, note that as σ2

grows large, the weight each agent places on their private signal vanishes. So the weight on

signals from at least k periods ago approaches one for any k. Taking σ2 such that this holds
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for k sufficiently large, we haveA > 1.

Now suppose that we increase σ2
1 to ∞. Then a1,t = r1,t in each period, so all agents can

infer all private signals from the previous period. As n grows large, the variance of agent 1

converges to 1 and the variances of all other agents converge to (1 + σ−2)−1. By our choice

of σ2, this gives a Pareto improvement. We can see by continuity that the same argument

holds for σ2
1 finite but sufficiently large.

B.F.4 Proof of Theorem 2

Suppose that all private signals have variance σ2 > 0. Fix a sequence of networks Gn and
an equilibrium on each Gn. We will show that given any constant C > 0 and any sequence
of equilibria, the fraction of agents i such that

κ̂2
i ≤

C

n

is bounded away from one.
We first prove the result in the case m = 1. For each n, let Gn be the set of agents i

satisfying
κ̂2
i ≤

C

n
,

i.e., the set of agents who do learn well. Assume for the sake of contradiction that |Gn|
n
→ 1

as n→∞ along some subsequence and pass to that subsequence.
For each j, we can express the action aj,t as a weighted sum of innovations and signal

errors,51 with all terms on the right-hand side conditionally independent:

aj,t = θt −
∞∑
l=0

wj,t(νt−l)(ρlνt−l) +
∑
l,j′
wj,t(ηj′,t−l)(ρlηj′,t−l).

This expression is unique.

Lemma 9. For all j ∈ Gn we must have

wj,t(νt) ∈ ( 1
σ−2 + 1 −

C ′

n
,

1
σ−2 + 1)

51To simplify calculations, we write this expression with a negative coefficient on the first sum so that the
terms wj,t(νt−l) are positive. The weight that j places on νt−l is in fact −wj,t(νt−l).
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for some C ′ > 0 (independent of j and n).

Proof. By the standard updating formula, the optimal weight wj,t(νt) is (ρ2κ2
j,t+1)−1

(ρ2κ2
j,t+1)−1+σ−2 ,

where κ2
j,t is the variance of the best estimator of θt−1 based on (j, t)’s social observations.

The upper bound follows because this is minimized when κ2
j,t = 0. For the lower bound,

wj,t(νt) =
(ρ2κ2

j,t + 1)−1

(ρ2κ2
j,t + 1)−1 + σ−2

= 1
(1 + σ−2) + σ−2ρ2κ2

j,t

= 1
1 + σ−2 −

σ−2ρ2

(1 + σ−2)2κ
2
j,t +O(κ4

j,t).

For κ2
j,t in any neighborhood of zero, we can choose C ′ such that the non-constant terms in

the final expression are bounded below by −C ′κ2
j,t. Since by assumption we have κ2

j,t ≤ C
n
,

the lemma follows.

Now consider the action of agent i ∈ Gn in period t+ 1 observing Ni. Since

κ2
i,t+1 ≤

C

n
,

the weight on the innovation from the previous period satisfies

(wi,t+1(νt)ρ)2 ≤ C

n
. (Appendix B.F.4)

On the other hand, we can express this weight in terms of neighbors’ weights as

wi,t+1(νt) =
∑
j

ρwij,t+1wj,t(νt).

Here ∑j wij,t+1 = wi,t(νt−1) converges to 1
1+σ−2 at rate O( 1

n
) as n→∞ by Lemma 9. We will

show that if this weight wi,t+1(νt) vanishes, then the contribution of private signal errors to
κi,t+1 must be larger than O( 1

n
).

We can split this summation as

wi,t+1(νt) = ρ
∑
j∈Gn

wij,t+1wj,t(νt) + ρ
∑
j /∈Gn

wij,t+1wj,t(νt).
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We now consider two cases, depending on whether ∑j /∈Gn |wij,t+1| → 0, i.e., whether the

sum of the absoulte values of the weights on agents outside Gn is vanishing.

Case 1: lim infn
∑
j /∈Gn |wij,t+1| = 0. We can pass to a subsequence along which∑j /∈Gn |wij,t+1| →

0.
We claim that it follows from the bounds on wj,t(νt) in Lemma 9 that this can only occur

if ∑j |wij,t+1| → ∞. If ∑j |wij,t+1| is bounded,

wi,t+1(νt) = ρ
∑
j∈Gn

wij,t+1wj,t(νt) + ρ
∑
j /∈Gn

wij,t+1wj,t(νt) = ρ
∑
j∈Gn

wij,t+1wj,t(νt) + o(1).

The second equality holds because∑j /∈Gn |wij,t+1| → 0 and wj,t(νt) ∈ [0, 1] for all j. Therefore,

wi,t+1(νt) = ρ
∑
j∈Gn

wij,t+1wj,t(νt) + o(1) ≥
(
ρ

1
1 + σ−2

σ−2

σ−2 + 1 − o (1)
)

+ o(1),

and the right-hand side is non-vanishing. Here the first term on the right-hand side is the

limit of the sum if all of the terms wj,t(νt) were equal to the upper bound σ−2

σ−2+1 . The first

o(1) error term corresponds to the variation in wj,t(νt) across j, which is O( 1
n
) by Lemma

9 and has bounded coefficients. Thus wi,t+1(νt) is non-vanishing, but this contradicts the

inequality (Appendix B.F.4). We have proven the claim.
The contribution to κ2

i,t+1 from signal errors ηj,t is ∑j |wij,t+1|2(wsj,t)2σ2. Since wsj,t =
1 − wj,t(νt) converge uniformly to a constant σ−2

σ−2+1 , we can bound this contribution below
by an expression that is proportional to

∑
j

|wij,t+1|2.

Applying the standard bound ‖v‖1 ≤
√
n‖v‖2 on Lp norms,

∑
j

|wij,t+1|2 ≥
1
n

(
∑
j

|wij,t+1|)2.

The right-hand side of this inequality grows at a rate faster than 1
n
by the claim∑

j |wij,t+1| →
∞, and so the social signal error grows at a rate faster than 1

n
. This gives a contradiction.

Case 2: lim infn
∑
j /∈Gn |wij,t+1| > 0.
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As in Case 1, the contribution to signal errors from neighbors j /∈ Gn is proportional to

∑
j /∈Gn

|wij,t+1|2.

By the same standard bound on Lp norms,

∑
j /∈Gn

|wij,t+1|2 ≥
1

n− |Gn|
(
∑
j∈Gn

|wij,t+1|)2.

By assumption, the cardinality n−|Gn| of the complement of Gn is o(n) and (∑j∈Gn |wij,t+1|)2

is non-vanishing. So the right-hand side grows at a rate faster than 1
n
. Thus the social signal

error grows at a rate faster than 1
n
, which again gives a contradiction.

Now, suppose m ≥ 1 is arbitrary. As before, for each agent (j, t),we can write:

aj,t = θt −
∞∑
l=0

wj,t(νt−l)(ρlνt−l) +
∑
l,j′
wj,t(ηj′,t−l)(ρlηj′,t−l).

For each n, let Gn be the set of agents i satisfying

κ̂2
i ≤

C

n
.

Suppose lim supn |Gn|/n = 1. Passing to a subsequence, we can assume that limn |Gn|/n = 1,
i.e., the fraction of agents in Gn converges to one.

Consider an agent (i, t) with i ∈ Gn, who observes neighbors’ actions in periods t −

1, . . . , t −m. For each 1 ≤ l ≤ m, we will write w(i,t),(j,t−l) for the weight that agent (i, t)

places on the action of agent (j, t − l). By the same argument as in Case 2 of the m = 1

proof above, lim infn
∑
j /∈Gn |w(i,t),(j,t−l)| = 0 for each l (since the fraction of agents outside Gn

is vanishing). Passing to a subsequence, we can assume that limn
∑
j /∈Gn |w(i,t),(j,t−l)| = 0.

We can express agent (i, t)’s action:

ai,t =
∑

1≤l≤m

∑
j∈Gn

w(i,t),(j,t−l)ρ
laj,t−l +

∑
j /∈Gn

w(i,t),(j,t−l)ρ
laj,t−l

 .
We will show that this expression places non-vanishing weight on the innovation νt−l for
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some l ≥ 1. This will contradict our assumption that i ∈ Gn.

Since limn
∑
j /∈Gn |w(i,t),(j,t−l)| = 0 and the weight each agent places on νt−l is bounded, it

is sufficient to show that ∑
1≤l≤m

∑
j∈Gn

w(i,t),(j,t−l)ρ
laj,t−l

places non-vanishing weight on the innovation νt−l for some l ≥ 1.

For each (j, t′) such that j ∈ Gn, we have

aj,t′ = θt′−1 + σ−2sj,t′

1 + σ−2 + εj,t′ ,

where Var(εj,t′)→ 0. This is because

aj,t′ =
(ρ2κ2

i,t + 1)−1ri,t + σ−2sj,t′

(ρ2κ2
i,t + 1)−1 + σ−2 ,

and we have κ2
i,t = Var(ri,t − θt−1)→ 0.

Using this expression for aj,t′ , we obtain

∑
1≤l≤m

∑
j∈Gn

w(i,t),(j,t−l)ρ
laj,t−l =

∑
1≤l≤m

∑
j∈Gn

w(i,t),(j,t−l)ρ
l

(
θt−l−1 + σ−2sj,t−l

1 + σ−2 + εj,t−l

)

By the same argument as in Case 1 of the m = 1 proof above,

∑
1≤l≤m

∑
j∈Gn

|w(i,t),(j,t−l)|

must be bounded (or else the contributions of signal errors to κ̂2
i would be too large to have

i ∈ Gn). Therefore, it is sufficient to show that

∑
1≤l≤m

∑
j∈Gn

w(i,t),(j,t−l)ρ
l · θt−l−1 + σ−2sj,t−l

1 + σ−2

places non-vanishing weight on the innovation νt−l for some l ≥ 1.

This holds for the largest l such that ∑j∈Gn w(i,t),(j,t−l) is non-vanishing. Such an l must
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exist, because ∑
1≤l≤m

∑
j∈Gn

w(i,t),(j,t−l) →
1

1 + σ−2

since i ∈ Gn.

B.F.5 Proof of Proposition 3

For each agent i, we can write

ai,t = wsi si,t +
∑
j

Wijρaj,t−1 = wsi si,t +
∑
j

Wij(ρwsjsj,t +
∑
j′
Wjj′ρaj′,t−2).

Because we assume wsi < w < 1 andwsj < w < 1 for all j, the total weight ∑j,j′WijWjj′ρ

on terms aj′,t−2 is bounded away from zero. Because the error variance of each of these terms

is greater than 1, this implies agent i fails to achieve the ε-aggregation benchmark for ε > 0

sufficiently small.

B.F.6 Proof of Proposition 4

We prove the following statement, which includes the proposition as special cases.

Proposition 5. Suppose the network G is strongly connected. Consider weights W and ws

and suppose they are all positive, with an associated steady state Vt. Suppose either

(1) there is an agent i whose weights are a Bayesian best response to Vt, and some agent

observes that agent and at least one other neighbor; or

(2) there is an agent whose weights are a naive best response to Vt, and who observes

multiple neighbors.

Then the steady state Vt is Pareto-dominated by another steady state.

We provide the proof in the case m = 1 to simplify notation. The argument carries

through with arbitrary finite memory.

Case (1): Consider an agent l who places positive weight on a rational agent k and

positive weight on at least one other agent. Define weights W by W ij = Wij and wsi = wsi
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for all i 6= k, W kj = (1 − ε)Wkj for all j ≤ n, and wsk = (1 − ε)wsk + ε, where Wij and wsi

are the weights at the initial steady state. In words, agent k places weight (1 − ε) on her

equilibrium strategy and extra weight ε on her private signal. All other players use the same

weights as at the steady state.

Suppose we are at the initial steady state until time t, but in period t and all subsequent

periods agents instead use weights W . These weights give an alternate updating function

Φ on the space of covariance matrices. Because the weights W are positive and fixed,

all coordinates of Φ are increasing, linear functions of all previous period variances and

covariances. Explicitly, the diagonal terms are

[Φ(Vt)]ii = (wsi )2σ2
i +

∑
j,j′≤n

W ijW ij′Vjj′,t

and the off-diagonal terms are

[Φ(Vt)]ii′ =
∑
j,j′≤n

W ijW i′j′Vjj,t′ .

So it is sufficient to show the variances Φh(Vt) after applying Φ for h periods Pareto dominate

the variances in Vt for some h.

In period t, the change in weights decreases the covariance Vjk,t of k and some other

agent j, who l also observes, by f(ε) of order Θ(ε). By the envelope theorem, the change in

weights only increases the variance Vkk by O(ε2). Taking ε sufficiently small, we can ignore

O(ε2) terms.

There exists a constant δ > 0 such that all initial weights on observed neighbors are at

least δ. Then each coordinate [Φ(V )]ii is linear with coefficient at least δ2 on each variance

or covariance of agents observed by i.

Because agent l observes k and another agent, agent l’s variance will decrease below its

equilibrium level by at least δ2f(ε) in period t+ 1. Because Φ is increasing in all entries and

we are only decreasing covariances, agent l’s variance will also decrease below its initial level
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by at least δ2f(ε) in all periods t′ > t+ 1.

Because the network is strongly connected and finite, the network has a diameter. After

d + 1 periods, the variances of all agents have decreased by at least δ2d+2f(ε) from their

initial levels. This gives a Pareto improvement.

Case (2): Consider a naive agent k who observes at least two neighbors. We can write

agent k’s period t action as

ak,t = wsksi,t +
∑
j∈Ni

Wkjρaj,t−1.

Define new weights W as in the proof of case (1). Because agent k is naive and the sum-

mation ∑j∈NiWkjρaj,t−1 has at least two terms, she believes the variance of this summation

is smaller than its true value. So marginally increasing the weight on sk,t and decreasing the

weight on this summation decreases her action variance. This deviation also decreases her

covariance with any other agent. The remainder of the proof proceeds as in case (1).

Appendix B.G Naive Agents (online appendix)

In this section we provide rigorous detail for the analysis given in B.5.1. We will describe

outcomes with two signal types, σ2
A and σ2

B.52 We use the same random network model as

in Section B.4.2 and assume each network type contains equal shares of agents with each

signal type.

We can define variances

V ∞A = ρ2κ2
t + 1 + σ−2

A(
1 + σ−2

A

)2 , V ∞B = ρ2κ2
t + 1 + σ−2

B(
1 + σ−2

B

)2 (Appendix B.G.1)

where

52The general case, with many signal types, is similar.
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κ−2
t = 1− 1

(σ−2
A + σ−2

B )

(
σ−2
A

1 + σ−2
A

+ σ−2
B

1 + σ−2
B

)
.

Naive agents’ equilibrium variances converge to these values.

Proposition 6. Under the assumptions in this subsection:

(1) There is a unique equilibrium on Gn.

(2) Given any δ > 0, asymptotically almost surely all agents’ equilibrium variances are

within δ of V ∞A and V ∞B .

(3) There exists ε > 0 such that asymptotically almost surely the ε-aggregation benchmark

is not achieved, and when σ2
A = σ2

B asymptotically almost surely all agents’ variances are

larger than V ∞.

Aggregating information well requires a sophisticated response to the correlations in

observed actions. Because naive agents completely ignore these correlations, their learning

outcomes are poor. In particular their variances are larger than at the equilibria we discussed

in the Bayesian case, even when that equilibrium is inefficient (σ2
A = σ2

B).

When signal qualities are homogeneous (σ2
A = σ2

B), we obtain the same limit on any

network with enough observations. That is, on any sequence (Gn)∞n=1 of (deterministic)

networks with the minimum degree diverging to ∞ and any sequence of equilibria, the

equilibrium action variances of all agents converge to V ∞A .

B.G.1 Proof of Proposition 6

We first check that there is a unique naive equilibrium. As in the Bayesian case, covariances

are updated according to equations (B.3.3):

Vii,t = (wsi,t)2σ2
i +

∑
Wik,tWik′,t(ρ2Vkk′,t−1 + 1) and Vij,t =

∑
Wik,tWi′k′,t(ρ2Vkk′,t−1 + 1).
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The weights Wik,t and wsi,t are now all positive constants that do not depend on Vt−1. So

differentiating this formula, we find that all partial derivatives are bounded above by 1−wsi,t <

1. So the updating map (which we call Φnaive) is a contraction in the sup norm on V . In

particular, there is at most one equilibrium.

The remainder of the proof characterizes the variances of agents at this equilibrium. We

first construct a candidate equilibrium with variances converging to V ∞A and V ∞B , and then

we show that for n sufficiently large, there exists an equilibrium nearby in V .

To construct the candidate equilibrium, suppose that each agent observes the same num-

ber of neighbors of each signal type. Then there exists an equilibrium V̂ sym where covariances

depend only on signal types, i.e., V̂ sym is invariant under permutations of indices that do

not change signal types. We now show variances of the two signal types at this equilibrium

converge to V ∞A and V ∞B .

To estimate θt−1, a naive agent combines observed actions from the previous period with

weight proportional to their precisions σ−2
A or σ−2

B . The naive agent incorrectly believes this

gives an almost perfect estimate of θt−1. So the weight on older observations vanishes as

n → ∞. The naive agent then combines this estimate of θt−1 with her private signal, with

weights converging to the weights she uses if the estimate is perfect.

Agent i observes |Ni|2 neighbors of each signal type, so her estimate rnaivei,t of θt−1 is

approximately:

rnaivei,t = 2
|Ni|(σ−2

A + σ−2
B )

σ−2
A

∑
j∈Ni,σ2

j=σ2
A

aj,t−1 + σ−2
B

∑
j∈Ni,σ2

j=σ2
B

aj,t−1

 .

The actual variance of this estimate converges to:

Var(rnaivei,t − θt−1) = 1
(σ−2

A + σ−2
B )

[
σ−4
A Cov∞AA + σ−4

B Cov∞BB + 2σ−2
A σ−2

B Cov∞AB
]

(Appendix B.G.2)
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where Cov∞AA is the covariance of two distinct agents of signal type A and Cov∞BB and Cov∞AB

are defined similarly.

Since agents believe this variance is close to 1, the action of any agent with signal variance

σ2
A is approximately:

ai,t =
rnaivei,t + σ−2

A si,t

1 + σ−2
A

.

We can then compute the limits of the covariances of two distinct agents of various signal

types to be:

Cov∞AA = ρ2κ2
t + 1(

1 + σ−2
A

)2 ; Cov∞BB = ρ2κ2
t + 1(

1 + σ−2
B

)2 ; Cov∞AB = ρ2κ2
t + 1(

1 + σ−2
A

) (
1 + σ−2

B

) .

Plugging into Appendix B.G.2 we obtain

κ−2
t = 1− 1

(σ−2
A + σ−2

B )

(
σ−2
A

1 + σ−2
A

+ σ−2
B

1 + σ−2
B

)
.

Using this formula, we can check that the limits of agent variances in V̂ sym match equa-

tions Appendix B.G.1.

We must check there is an equilibrium near V̂ sym with high probability. Let ζ = 1/n.

Let E be the event that for each agent i, the number of agents observed by i with private

signal variance σ2
A is within a factor of [1 − ζ2, 1 + ζ2] of its expected value, and similarly

the number of agents observed by i with private signal variance σ2
B is within a factor of

[1 − ζ2, 1 + ζ2] of its expected value. This event implies that each agent observes a linear

number of neighbors and observes approximately the same number of agents with each signal

quality. We can show as in the proof of Theorem 1 that for n sufficiently large, the event E

occurs with probability at least 1− ζ. We condition on E for the remainder of the proof.

Let Vε be the ε-ball around in V̂ sym the sup norm. We claim that for n sufficiently large,

the updating map preserves this ball: Φnaive(Vε) ⊂ Vε. We have Φnaive(V̂ sym) = V̂ sym up to
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terms of O(1/n). As we showed in the first paragraph of this proof, the partial derivatives

of Φnaive are bounded above by a constant less than one. For n large enough, these facts

imply Φnaive(Vε) ⊂ Vε. We conclude there is an equilibrium in Vε by the Brouwer fixed point

theorem.

Finally, we compare the equilibrium variances to the ε-aggregation benchmark and to

V ∞. It is easy to see these variances are worse than the ε-aggregation benchmark for n large

for some ε > 0, and therefore by Theorem 1 also asymptotically worse than the Bayesian

case when σ2
A 6= σ2

B.

In the case σ2
A = σ2

B, it is sufficient to show that Bayesian agents place more weight on

their private signals (since asymptotically action error comes from past changes in the state

and not signal errors). Call the private signal variance σ2. For Bayesian agents, we showed

in Theorem 1 that the weight on the private signal is equal to σ−2

σ−2+(ρ2Cov∞+1)−1 where Cov∞

solves

Cov∞ = (ρ2Cov∞ + 1)−1

[σ−2 + (ρ2Cov∞ + 1)−1]2 .

For naive agents, the weight on the private signal is equal to σ−2

σ−2+1 , which is smaller since

Cov∞ > 0.

Appendix B.H Socially optimal learning outcomes with non-diverse signals (on-
line appendix)

In this section, we show that a social planner can achieve vanishing aggregation errors even

when signals are non-diverse. Thus, slower rate of learning at equilibrium with non-diverse

signals is a consequence of individual incentives rather than a necessary feature of the envi-

ronment.

Let Gn be the complete network with n agents. Suppose that σ2
i = σ2 for all i and m = 1.

Proposition 7. Let ε > 0. Under the assumptions in this section, for n sufficiently large

there exist weights weights W and ws such that at the corresponding steady state on Gn, the

ε-aggregation benchmark is achieved.
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Proof. An agent with a social signal equal to θt−1 would place weight σ−2

σ−2+1 on her private

signal and weight 1
σ−2+1 on her social signal. Let wsA = σ−2

σ−2+1 + δ and wsB = σ−2

σ−2+1 − δ, where

we will take δ > 0 to be small.

Assume that the first bn/2c agents place weight wsA on their private signals and weight

1−wsA on a common social signal rt we will define, while the remaining agents place weight

wsB on their private signals and weight 1 − wsB on the social signal rt. As in the proof of

Theorem 2,

1
bn/2c

bn/2c∑
j=1

aj,t−1 = wsAθt−1 + (1− wsA)rt−1 +O(n−1/2),

1
dn/2e

n∑
j=bn/2c+1

aj,t−1 = wsBθt−1 + (1− wsB)rt−1 +O(n−1/2).

There is a linear combination of these summations equal to θt−1 +O(n−1/2), and we can take

rt equal to this linear combination. Taking δ sufficiently small and then n sufficiently large,

we find that ε-perfect aggregation is achieved.

In Figure B.1, we consider equilibrium and socially optimal outcomes with n = 600. Half

of agents are in group A, with signal variance σ2
A = 2, while the other half are in group B,

with signal variance σ2
B changing. In blue we plot average equilibrium aggregation errors for

group A. In green we plot the average aggregation errors of group A when a social planner

minimizes the total action variance (of both groups). The weights that each agent puts on

her own private signal and the other agents are set to depend only on the groups. Under

these socially optimal weights agents learn very well, and heterogeneity in signal variances

only has a small impact.
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Figure B.1: Social Planner and Bayesian Learning
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C.1 Introduction

In many areas of life, people seek the opinions of experts. A patient consults her doctor

for a drug that will effectively treat her condition; a client consults his financial adviser in

order to make a sound investment. They rely on these experts’ opinions to help them make

important decisions about their lives. It is extremely important, then, that such advice be

not only accurate, but also unbiased. Biases in recommendations could lead to errors and,

in more serious cases, harm or injustice.

One potential source of bias today is the television (TV). Gerbner et al. (1986), in their

highly influential Cultivation Theory, suggest that the more time people spend watching TV,

the more likely they are to believe the reality portrayed on it. This type of influence that TV

has on watchers has since been demonstrated many times and is known as the Cultivation

Effect. Shrum (1999) suggests that the Cultivation Effect is a result of heuristic thinking:

even when agents are not paying close attention to a source they still may be processing the

input. This, in turn, might lead to their updating beliefs according to signals that actually

contain no information. In effect, this means that a repeated advertisement that a person

gives little attention to may still be influencing his or her thinking.

Most people, but especially experts, tend to believe and claim that other people are

influenced by ads more than themselves (Davison, 1983). Examples from the medical liter-

ature, however, show that doctors are influenced by direct-to-consumer ads. Peyrot et al.

(1998) find that exposure to direct-to-consumer ads increases consumer requests for a drug;

Herzenstein et al. (2004) show that physicians are more likely to prescribe a drug if the

patient researched it and specifically asked for it. This is while medical doctors believe that

the information presented in these ads is unbalanced and causes people to seek unnecessary

treatment Hollon (2008). Therefore, even though the effect might not be direct, doctors

appear to be influenced by ads and consequently prescribe drugs that they may not have

prescribed otherwise. Similar evidence can be found in the financial literature. Reuter and

Zitzewitz (2006) show that even when differences in performance of Mutual Funds were in-
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significant, advertising in major financial journals in one period led to increased positive

mention of these funds in personal finance publications - who often claim to be unbiased - in

the next period. Both examples illustrate that experts’ opinions can, in fact, be influenced

by factors outside of their expertise, resulting in biased assessments and recommendations.

In this paper, I examine the bias of expert opinion, but in a different arena: college football.

College football is a huge industry. Of the 655 competitive college football teams, the

fifteen schools with the highest revenue in 2012 topped $1 Billion (Business Insider). Broad-

casting championships brings in hefty revenues to sports stations, who paid about $155

million for the rights to broadcast the five bowl games in 2012 (Forbes). Teams that make it

to bowl games also earn large sums of money; for example, Alabama and Notre Dame made

$23.6 million1 and $6.2 million, respectively, when they made it to the BCS Bowl (Forbes).

The experts’ opinions that affect this industry, therefore, have a far-reaching impact on the

livelihoods of thousands of players and hundreds of coaches, and on the vested interests of

hundreds of millions of people who define themselves as college football fans.

In this paper, I analyze college football games that took place in the 2012-2013 NCAA

football season. In the fifteen years prior to this season, the college football championship

system (Bowl Championship Series, BCS) made no major changes to the championship

games, the structure of conferences, or the championship qualification system. In the 2014-

2015 season there were many changes to the systems; in anticipation of those changes,

some teams made new contracts and moved to new conferences in the preceding year, 2013-

2014. Although the analysis in this paper should not be affected by these changes, to avoid

complications, I have decided to use data from the 2012-2013 season, prior to the mentioned

changes. It should be noted, however, that similar analysis could be done in other years.

In 2012, there were 655 teams competing at the college level, 246 of which were competing

in the major division (Division I). Each season, a team plays a maximum of fourteen games2.

1Divided between Alabama’s conference members.

2Due to the aggressive nature of the game, the college football season is short to minimize injuries.
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Therefore, in Division I, less than 6% of possible interactions between teams actually occur.

At the end of the season, ten teams from Division-I-A were chosen to play in the five most

important bowls (BCS, Rose, Sugar, Orange and Fiesta). The limited number of games

creates a challenge in choosing teams to play in bowls when most of them have not played

each other.

The way the league chooses to deal with this problem is to select teams according to a set

of rules that rely heavily on a ranking of the teams. It is produced by the league and called

the BCS ranking (BCSR). BCSR is supposed to determine each team’s performance level,

where the top two teams according to the BCSR play in the BCS championship game3. The

BCSR is a simple average of three rankings. The Coaches Poll and the Harris Poll are based

purely on experts’ opinions and advertised to the public weekly, creating a unique case in

which experts provide their opinion numerically. The third is composed of six algorithms,

five of which are trade secrets. The fact that the ranking is mostly composed of people’s

opinions (albeit “expert” people) makes it vulnerable to various biases.

In this paper I investigate the influence of television on expert opinion. I demonstrate

that expert opinion appears to favor teams with higher TV ratings (controlling for their per-

formance). One way they could be affected is through the Cultivation Effect, as teams with

higher TV ratings appear more on TV - before the game on advertisements and pregame

shows, during the game with analysis, and after the game with highlights and recaps. An-

other possible explanation for such bias is that college football experts are incentivized by

TV channels or other entities that will benefit from higher viewership of the bowl games to

pick teams that will produce also higher rating later in the bowls. They could also have an

intrinsic incentive as they might wish for the benefit of the organization they work for. In

this paper I first show that TV rating is correlated with both the BCSR and with the expert

opinion that composes the BCSR in particular.

To alleviate some concerns about the possible confounding effect, that the correlation

3BCSfootball.org
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is a result of the playing quality of teams that affects both their TV rating and experts

opinion, I created a clean, simple, and unbiased4 alternative to the BCSR, which I will refer

to as the Alternative Performance Ranking (APR). The APR is an algorithm similar to

Google’s PageRank5 (Page et al., 1998) and uses only a team’s wins to rank them. Relying

on eigenvector centrality, this system provides a solution to the main problem when ranking

many teams with relatively small amount of interactions (games). To motivate the use of

the APR as an a measure that can control for teams’ playing level, I compared the ability of

the two to predict winners. It turns out that the APR, which is transparent and relatively

simple ranking predicts winners at least as well as the complicated and expensive BCSR.6

Therefore, the APR can be used to control, at least in part, for the playing quality of teams.

In the next step of the analysis, I show that lagged TV rating was highly correlated with

the experts’ baseline rankings and the BCSR. It was not, however, significantly correlated

with the baseline of quality established by the APR, suggesting that experts are biased. In

addition I repeat the analysis using an experts ranking produced by Associated Press. This

ranking is produced in a similar fashion to the ranking of experts that is used in the BCSR,

by a different set of experts. The important difference between the two rankings is that the

ranking by Associated Press is not used to determine the participants in the post-season

bowl games, therefore less prone to biases that are a result of incentives. It turns out that

this ranking predicts the winners in games better than the BCSR. Moreover, controlling for

the same set of variables, the lagged TV rating is not correlated with the Associated Press

Poll. This result suggests that the effect TV rating has on the BCSR may be due to potential

incentives that the experts that determine the participants in the bowls might have, either

4The ranking is unbiased in the sense that it is not influenced by humans’ opinion.

5Saaty and Hu (1998) showed that the eigenvalue method is necessary and sufficient to uniquely capture
the ratio scale rank order inherent in inconsistent pairwise comparison judgments

6The specific ranking I have used is by no mean the only possible way to rank these teams, Fainmesser
et al. (2009) used a simple consistent weighted ranking to rank college football teams, trying to predict the
outcomes of the bowl games. Volij et al. [2004, 2005, 2006] used methods similar to the method used in this
article to provide tournament’s rankings (such as chess) and to measure intellectual influence.
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external or internal.

C.2 Ranking the teams - BCSR

In Division I there is a total of 246 teams, divided into two subdivisions: Division I-A

(Football Bowls Subdivision) and Division I-AA (Football Championship Subdivision). Each

team in Division I competes with between twelve and fourteen other teams every year. At

the end of the year the top teams participate in prestigious televised bowl matches which

tens of millions of Americans watch, Competing in a more prestigious bowl generates greater

income to the participating teams and their conferences, it also leads to greater exposure of

the senior players that may end up as candidates in the NFL’s draft. In order to choose the

teams that participate in these bowls a ranking of the teams has to be produced. The issue:

there are many teams with relatively few bilateral comparisons (matches).

In order to solve this issue, the NCAA devised a called the BCSR. The BCSR is the

most dominant ingredient in deciding which teams will participate in the different bowls,

and other than a few exceptions it determines the participants in the different main bowls.

BCSR consists of two human elements. The USA Today Coaches Poll consists of 59

head coaches from Bowl Subdivision schools, all of whom belong to the American Football

Coaches Association7. The second is the Harris Interactive College Football Poll, which is

described as:

“The Harris Interactive College Football Poll ranks the Top 25 teams each week

from late September through the end of the regular season. The Harris panel is

comprised of former coaches, student-athletes, administrators and media repre-

sentatives with a goal of 115 participants. The Football Bowl Subdivision con-

ferences and independent institutions nominate prospective panelists and Harris

Interactive randomly selects the actual panel ... The panel is a statistically reli-

able representation of all FBS conferences and independent institutions. Harris

7This description and other information about the Coaches Poll can be found on the USA Today website.
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Interactive posts the poll results to its website each Sunday. For the final poll in

December, individual votes are made public.”8

Each poll assigns a score between 0 and 1 to each team, which provides one third of the

team’s BCSR. Both rankings are defined here as Expert Rankings and are supposed to reflect

those experts’ opinions about each team’s quality.

The third component of the BCSR is the Computer Poll. Six parties – Peter Wolfe,

Wes Colley, Sagarin, Seattle Times, Richard Billingsley and Kenneth Massey – rank the top

twenty five teams according to computer-based formulas, most of which are considered trade

secrets and therefore classified. In this ranking, each team receives six different scores; the

highest ranked team in each poll receives a score of 25, the second 24, and so forth. Cutting

the two outliers (highest and lowest scores), each team’s Computer Poll that provides the

last third of the BCSR is the sum of the four remaining rankings divided by 100.

The fact that the BCSR relies mainly on experts’ rankings exposes it to many biases,

the voters may be influence by some hype around a team or a player (for example a star

player that gets a lot of attention), by the environment they are in (they have many friends

or family that are fans of one team or another) or incentives to vote dishonestly as there

are many entities that could profit from the success of one team or another. Additionally,

The fact that the Computer Poll is classified creates a lack of transparency, raising questions

about the league’s methods.

C.3 Alternative Ranking

To deal with these potential biases I create an alternative ranking that is base only on teams’

wins and losses, this ranking solves the potential issues that arise from the fact that the BSCR

is composed from experts’ opinions. The alternative performance ranking presented in this

paper (APR) is a method that relies in spirit on Google’s PageRank. Like in PageRank, the

APR relies on directional links between elements that represent bilateral interactions.

8This description and other information about Harris Poll can be found on the BCS homepage.
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The APR is a vector v with length equal to the number of teams n, where each element

of the vector represents the quality of the team, where the quality of each team equals to

the sum of qualities of the teams it beat, and the quality of teams that always lost is some

small predefined fixed number ε < 1
n
.

In order to find the vector v that satisfies the conditions, I define a matrix Gn×n which

its rows and columns represent the teams, where the ij entry of G is 1 if team i beat team

j, and 0 otherwise.

Following the method used in page rank, I find the value of v iteratively, starting with

some vector of strictly positive numbers v0 of length n. In each iteration m, v′m = Gvm−1 +

ε1n×1 where 1n×1 is a vector of ones. Then normalize vm = v′
m∑
v′

m
. I repeat the process for a

large number M , where the entries vM converge to approximately the eigenvector of G (for

ε = 0 the values of vM converge exactly to the eigenvector of G).

The main advantage of this ranking is that as long as the graph is (weakly) connected

it provides a complete ranking of all teams even when there are a relatively little bilateral

comparisons. This in turn allows me to created a ranking based on Division-I teams’ wins

and losses only. An alternative ranking in which wins are weighted by the point difference

were also introduced, and the results in the paper remained similar. Although the ranking

has many advantages, there are also issues one should be concerned with - since there are

not many bilateral comparisons some teams might not have the opportunity the compete

with high ranking teams. An extreme example to that would be the case in which a team

plays only against other teams that lost all of their games, therefore it’s ranking would be

by definition very small (order of magnitude of ε). Additionally, all teams that lost all of

their games would have a ranking of ε, regardless of whom they lost to, one would think that

losing to “the best” team is a less negative signal compared to losing to a very bad team

which maybe a strong signal about the quality of the team. These types of effects are ruled

out by this method.9

9See appendix Appendix C.A for additional details on APR and its comparison to PageRank and appendix
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The APR is one of many potential rankings one could think of, and is introduced merely

to provide an alternative quality rating that is not prone to the biases that opinion based

ranking are exposed to. Using an alternative ranking that captures teams’ quality of play I

can control, at least to some extent to the level of play of some teams.

C.4 Comparison of the Rankings

In order to see if the suggested APR reasonably captures the quality of play of the teams,

I ran series of comparisons to measure the performance of the APR predicting outcomes of

games compared to the NCAA’s BCSR, these are used as a proof of concept that motivates

the use of the APR as a measure of the teams qualities. I make the comparison between the

two rankings for the set of games in which at least one of the teams had a positive ranking.

The BCSR is published weekly starting at the end of week 7. In the 2012-2013 season,

fifty-nine teams received a positive BCSR at some point in the season, and those fifty-nine

teams are the basic group of comparison. To compare the two rankings and assure that

my suggested ranking is a plausible alternative, a weekly APR was generated based on the

method mentioned above starting with the games played up to week 7. As a result, I was

left with sixteen different rankings, eight BCSRs and eight APRs. Using the two sets of

rankings, their abilities to predict the winners of the following week’s games were compared.

For example, using the BCSR that was published after week 9 and the APR for weeks 1 to

9, a prediction of week 10 winners was made: If team A’s ranking was higher than team B’s

ranking, it was treated as if this ranking predicted that team A would beat team B.

The prediction yields that the APR predicts 158 out of the 212 relevant games (those

in which at least one team has a positive BCSR), while the BCSR predicts only 156, which

reflects an accuracy of 74.52% and 73.58%, respectively. This may be an insignificant im-

provement, but it shows that similar and possibly better results can be achieved with little

effort. In an additional comparison, I define for each rank the “hardest game to predict” as

Appendix C.B for the final ranking of the top 50 teams.
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Figure 16: The BCSR’s and the APR’s Prediction Quality

APR

BCSR

Prediction ratio as a function of the amount of dropped “hardest games to predict”.

the game that has the smallest difference between the ranks of the two teams, and the k

“hardest games to predict” as the k games with the smallest differences for each ranking. As

seen in Figure 1, though both ratings perform better as “easier” games to predict are left,

the APR dominates the BCSR outperforming it for every k.

To further strengthen the claim that the APR performs better, I conducted additional

tests. The purpose behind each test is to check which ranking better predicts both the

number of wins and the strength of the prediction. For example, if the system ranks team

A as 0.5, team B as 0.6, and team A wins, the system failed to predict the results of the

game. However, if team A’s rating was 0.1 the magnitude of the mistake would have been

greater. The magnitude of each mistake comes from an implied probability of an upset that

one might put on these two events.

To run the tests, I defined three variables. The first is the probability of the home team

beating the visiting team according to the APR

homeWProbAPR = rankHomeAPR

rankHomeAPR + rankV isAPR

and similarly for homeWProbBCS. The variable homeW is a dummy variable that gets 1
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if the home team wins the game and 0 if it loses. The third variable is homePtDiff which

is the home team points minus the away team points. A total of six tests were made:

1. Running a logistic regression of homeW on homeWProbBCS and onhomeWProbAPR

yield a fit in the sense pseudo-R2 of 0.1932 and 0.2364 respectively.

2. Running a logistic regression of homeW once on homeBCSR and onawayBCSR, and

once on homeAPR and awayAPR yield a fit in the sense pseudo-R2 of 0.1973 and

0.2331 accordingly.

3. Running an OLS regression of homeW once on homeWProbBCS and once onhomeWProbAPR

yield a fit in the sense R2 of 0.2519 (Adjusted 0.2483) and 0.2963 (Adjusted 0.2930)

accordingly.

4. Running an OLS regression of homeW once on homeBCSR and awayBCSR, and once

onhomeAPR and awayAPR yield a fit in the sense R2 of 0.2330 (Adjusted 0.2257)

and 0.2737 (Adjusted 0.2268) accordingly.

5. Running an OLS regression of homePtDiff once on homeWProbBCS and once

onhomeWProbAPR yield a fit in the sense R2 of 0.3109 (Adjusted 0.3076) and 0.3665

(Adjusted 0.3634) accordingly.

6. Running an OLS regression of homePtDiff once on homeBCSR and awayBCSR,

and once onhomeAPR and awayAPR yield a fit in the sense R2 of 0.2533 (Adjusted

0.2462) and 0.3013 (Adjusted 0.2946) accordingly.

All six tests indicate that the APR fits better than the BCSR in predicting the results both

for the winning teams and the difference in points. These results demonstrate that a simple

algorithm provides a better ranking then the complicated BCSR. The APR is also free of

the risk for bias, unlike the BCSR, due to the fact it is based on wins only.
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C.5 Potential BCSR Biases

As college football is a competitive sport, it is expected that the teams chosen to play in the

championship bowls are those that outperformed their competitors by producing the highest

quality of football that season. Therefore, the teams should be chosen based on objective

measures, such as the number of wins and losses, and other possible stats produced by the

team’s performance throughout the season. The ranking could also be a function of other

variables that some might think are questionable, such as team’s “star quality” and overall

“strength,” which can be measured by the number of players expected to be selected in the

following NFL draft, and the average weight and height of the team’s players, respectively,

as proxies. With that said, there may always be other sports-related qualities, sometimes

referred to as “X-Factors,” which are hard to evaluate numerically. Such factors not be found

in the available statistics, yet the experts might rely them on when making their decision,

describing them as qualities someone “needs to watch the game to understand.” Nevertheless,

no other factors, especially those related to business, such as the viewership on TV (rating)

throughout the season or the history and prestige of a school, should have any effect on a

how teams’ ranking in general and on the BCSR in general.

In this part of the paper, I show that non-performance-related factors most likely have

effect on expert-opinion rankings and, consequently, the BCSR. I show that expert opinion

as a ranking of the teams is significantly positively correlated with the average TV rating

of a team’s games, even when controlling for team playing quality (APR) and many other

potential factors. This correlation is most likely not explained by the team’s quality both

affecting TV rating and the experts opinion; while controlling for many teams statistics

and characteristics, although APR is correlated with experts opinion, it is not significantly

correlated with the teams’ average rating on television. Another interesting result is that,

while controlling for dozens of variable and including teams fixed effects, one of the lone

variables that still has a strong significant effect on expert opinion, the Computer Polls and

the BCSR is the number of players drafted in the proceeding season in the NFL, which could
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be due to some stardom effect. I found no such effect using the APR. These results suggests

that there are many factors that affect an expert’s opinion that are not purely related to a

team’s performance.

C.5.1 TV subscription and Draft Picks as proxies

The higher the expected viewership is at the televised championship games is, potential

advertisers are willing to pay more for commercials advertised during the games. It is

expected that teams that produced higher television ratings during the season will also

attract more viewers if they were to play in the bowl games. Television rating data of all

college football games broadcasted during the season are expected to have some predictive

power on the effect that each team playing at the bowl games would have on the total

viewership at this bowl game. However, due to the fact that TV rating data is not available

freely for most games, and that the purchase price of the data is very high, I used the number

of household subscribed to the channels the games were broadcasted on as proxies for the

TV ratings.

The number of households subscribed to each channel serves as a proxy for the TV rating

the teams produced. Each week the average of this measure was taken and normalized by

dividing by the total rating of that week that was produced by the teams relevant in my

analysis. This determines what share of the rating was attributed to each team up to that

week.

One other potential bias of experts could be due to teams having “stars” or exciting

players in their teams. Superstars that play for team should of course have a direct positive

effect on the teams’ quality and level of play, with that said, having more stars in a team

could make the team more salient. Therefore, it is possible that superstars will be have a

larger effect on the BSCR that their actual contribution to their team’s playing quality. The

number of players from each college team drafted in the NFL in the following year (2013),

is used as a proxy for the number of star players on each team and the subsequent media
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hype the team receives, this represents the stardom level in each team.

C.6 Analysis

C.6.1 Data

During the 2012-2013 season there were 59 teams that received a positive BCSR; the others

never made it to the top 25 lists of any of the weekly polls and therefore have no rank. The

BCSR is officially released after every week’s games are over, starting at the end of week

7. Therefore the data in this paper is a panel data of 59 teams with 8 observations for

each team. The data contains the weekly Harris experts rating, the weekly Coaches rating,

the weekly Computer Polls, and the BCS score, and the APR 10. Additionally, the data

contains about 70 explanatory variables including game results (wins, points, etc.), in-game

stats (rush attempts, interceptions, etc.), and team stats (player’s height, drafted players,

etc.)11,12. To match the process of creation of the previous rankings and to reduce noise,

each weekly observation of the different explenatory variables is the average of that statistic

up to that week.

C.6.2 Models and Results

The multiple rankings produced by the league should be based on performance-related fac-

tors. In reality, the rankings are based on mostly-unknown algorithms and experts’ opinions,

which have been shown to be vulnerable to bias from non-sports-related factors. One pos-

sible conjecture for biased ranking is that teams with higher TV rating are more likely to

receive more attention from the media before, during, and after the game. This will lead

expert voters to encounter the names of certain teams more frequently, when the television

10The points weighted ranking produces very similar results therefore is not included in further analysis.

11Parts of the data used in this paper belongs to college football data warehouse:
www.cfbdatawarehouse.com

12See appendix Appendix C.C for full list of variables.
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station advertise coming games and show highlights of games in which these teams partic-

ipated. This, in turn, might change the experts’ perceptions of certain teams through the

Cultivation Effect. Additionally, the league and the TV stations might have incentives to

ensure that teams with higher TV ratings will participate in the bowl games; higher TV

rating means higher profits for the TV stations and higher payments to the league in future

broadcasting contracts. The former case may lead to misinformed voting, the latter to dis-

honest voting. Therefore, the Harris Poll, the Coaches Poll, and the BCSR in week t should

be explained by the TV rating in time t− 1 (up to that period), and the number of drafted

players in the following year, and all the other sports-related factors:

Rankingt = α0 + α1TV ratingt−1 + α2#draft picks+Xβ

Regressing according to the model, with team clustering, provides significant coefficients

on both TV rating and the number of draft picks for any combination of explanatory variables

for any of the four rankings, even when controlling for the quality by regressing on the quality

ranking suggested in the paper and other control variables. I ran all tests on two sets of

additional variables X. One is the whole set of about 70 variables (denote Xlarge). The other

is a subset that seems to be the most important for determining performance; it contains

team results (such as wins, points), main in-game stats13, along with the average height and

weight of the players as a proxy for the physical strength of each team. This set is denoted

by Xsmall
14. While all of the coefficients of interest slightly shrunk with more explanatory

variables, they all remained positive with confidence in the 1% level. The fit (R2) was slightly

higher for the larger set of variables for obvious reasons.

Another interesting result is that when introducing fixed effects for the 59 teams, the

coefficients on most variables shrink to zero; the only coefficient that stays significant both

13The stats that appear on the main stats page of NFL.com

14See appendix Appendix C.C for full list of variables.
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economically and statistically is that of the number of drafted players. This might sug-

gest that the effect of big names and the hype around individual players is inflated when

estimating performance of the whole team. Results are in Table 115.

C.6.3 Causality and potential channels

The naive exercise in section C.6.2, in which experts’ ranking was regressed on the TV

rating yielded a significant correlation of the TV rating even when controlling for APR

which represents a measure of the teams’ performance. There is a possibility that a team’s

performance makes more people watch it; therefore, it yields a higher TV rating, and at the

same time experts update their estimations and rank these teams of higher quality in better

places, this issue would arise if the suggested quality measure (APR) and the other control

variables don’t control for the actual teams’ performance. This hypothesis is supported in

part by the fact that the Computer Poll is also highly correlated with TV ratings (column 6

in table 9). However, the algorithms used to produce the computer polls are not public, it

is unclear what information goes into them it’s hard to interpret the meaning of that result.

In this section I perform two exercises that support the claim that TV rating does affect

the opinion and therefore the votes made by experts when ranking the teams. In the first

exercise, I show that the controlling for other variable, teams’ APR is not predictive of

TV rating while experts opinion is. In the second exercise, I use another experts’ opinion

ranking produced by Associated Press to perform an exercise similar to the one in section

C.6.2. Although the ranking by Associated Press is produced in a way similar to the one by

Harris company, Associated Press’s ranking was not part of the ranking used to determine

the BCSR, suggesting that it is less prone biases that arise from being incentivzed by entities

related to the league. The result is that there is no correlation between the ranking produced

by Associated Press and TV rating.

15I report the result mostly for the Harris experts poll since experts are the main topic of this paper, ther
results are very similar for the other rankings.
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Table 9: The Effect of TV and Star Players on Expert Opinion

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Harris Harris Harris Harris Coaches CP BCSR

TVt−1 18.052∗∗∗ 14.406∗∗∗ 10.933∗∗∗ 1.344 14.151∗∗∗ 12.598∗∗ 13.718∗∗∗
(4.35) (4.97) (4.48) (0.26) (5.01) (2.62) (4.37)

APR 16.214∗∗∗ 7.200∗∗∗ 2.995∗ 15.668∗∗∗ 24.148∗∗∗ 18.676∗∗∗
(7.63) (4.79) (1.96) (7.77) (8.21) (8.48)

pf -0.001 -0.000 0.003 0.011 -0.000 -0.002 -0.001
(-0.86) (-0.29) (0.34) (1.35) (-0.27) (-0.98) (-0.62)

pa -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.000 0.001 0.000
(-0.44) (-0.27) (-0.25) (-1.22) (-0.31) (0.88) (0.24)

awayw 0.039 0.046∗ 0.230∗∗∗ 0.013 0.046∗ 0.075∗ 0.056∗∗
(1.23) (1.83) (4.91) (0.14) (1.85) (2.00) (2.06)

awayl -0.106∗∗∗ -0.062∗∗ 0.077∗ -0.127 -0.065∗∗ -0.012 -0.046
(-2.87) (-2.01) (1.78) (-1.34) (-2.14) (-0.27) (-1.42)

homew 0.067∗ 0.052∗∗ 0.209∗∗∗ -0.012 0.051∗∗ 0.096∗∗ 0.066∗∗
(1.96) (2.02) (4.28) (-0.15) (2.04) (2.36) (2.35)

homel -0.067∗ -0.051∗ 0.066 -0.161∗ -0.054∗ 0.002 -0.034
(-1.86) (-1.70) (1.54) (-1.77) (-1.82) (0.05) (-1.05)

pf^2 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000∗∗∗ -0.000 0.000 -0.000
(0.34) (-0.41) (-1.65) (-2.69) (-0.55) (0.28) (-0.17)

pa^2 0.000 -0.000 0.000∗ 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000
(0.68) (-0.15) (1.67) (1.67) (-0.21) (-0.84) (-0.47)

draft 0.042∗∗∗ 0.036∗∗∗ 0.036∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗∗ 0.038∗∗∗ 0.033∗∗∗ 0.036∗∗∗
(4.61) (4.79) (4.88) (3.66) (5.03) (2.89) (4.30)

height -0.007 -0.007 -0.089∗∗∗ 0.201 -0.007 -0.010 -0.008
(-0.13) (-0.17) (-3.08) (1.29) (-0.20) (-0.20) (-0.20)

weight -0.006 -0.006 0.002 -0.030 -0.007∗ -0.017∗∗ -0.010∗∗
(-1.16) (-1.52) (0.48) (-1.64) (-1.69) (-2.39) (-2.15)
(0.08) (0.03) (3.14) (0.92) (-0.10) (0.35) (0.13)

cons 1.778 1.582 5.863∗∗∗ -7.969 1.786 4.328 2.564
(0.47) (0.60) (3.02) (-0.67) (0.71) (1.15) (0.92)

r2 0.841 0.888 0.953 0.984 0.887 0.792 0.874
N 323 323 323 323 323 323 323
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Control variables according to columns are (1) Xsmall without controlling for quality. (2),
(5), (6) and (7) Xsmall controlling for quality. (3) Xlarge controlling for quality and (4)
Xlarge controlling for quality and team fixed effects.
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C.6.4 The effect of APR on TV rating

If the reverse causality explanation is true, meaning that the general playing quality of teams

affects both TV rating and one would expect to observe an effect of team performance or

playing quality on TV ratings. Therefore such a correlation should be apparent even when

controlling for other variables. In Table 10 I show that regressing TV rating on APR with

both sets of controlling variables shows no significant correlation. In contrast, the correlation

TVt−1 with the Harris ranking is very significant with both sets of control variables. These

results suggests that the alternative explanation is less likely.

C.6.5 The effect of TV rating on the Associated Press poll

There are two main channels that could explain the bias by experts. The first is an honest

bias due to their higher exposure to some teams that appear more on TV, the other potential

bias is due to incentives provided by the league or by TV stations, the incentives could be

direct (payments, perks, etc.), though it could be that simply members of an organization

wish that this organization would succeed and would be inclined to take actions that will

help the organization. If the first effect prevails, one would think that a ranking produced

by another group of experts that is not connected to the league would still be prone to the

bias, while if the second effect prevails a ranking that if produce by such group of experts

will not be prone to the bias.

Such independent experts ranking is produced by Associated Press. Associated Press is

an independent organization that used to provide ranking that were included in the BCSR,

the contract between the NCAA and Associated Press to provide the ranking expired prior

to the season that is used for analysis. Even though the contract expired, Associated Press

chose to keep producing the Associated Press poll (APP) and publish it online.

The APP is very similar to the Harris poll in structure, though since Associated Press is

a third party company that doesn’t have a direct influence on the teams that go to the bowl

games they are less likely to be incentivized to over-rank high viewership teams. Therefore, if
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that is the case, there should be less or no correlation between TV rating and the APP. And

in fact, in columns 5 and 6 of table 10 we see that there is no such correlation, suggesting that

the experts producing the Harris Poll have a bias that is not only due to greater exposure

to some teams on television.

Additionally, to make sure that the quality of the APP is at least on par with the other

available measurements I run an exercise similar to the one in section C.4, comparing the

performance on prediction of winners. It turns out that the APP predicts winners at least

as good as both the BCSR and the APR – conditioning on the set of games that all teams

have measures for, there are 188 games. Out of them BCR, AP and APR predicted correctly

139, 143, 139 respectively.

.

C.6.6 Inflating Stars’ Effect

One of the factors that determine the success and prestige of a college football organization

is its ability to produce players that later play professionally in the NFL. As a result, much of

the discussion surrounding college football is about which players are most likely to be drafted

by an NFL team and become professional football players. Even though only around 3% of

the active rosters of the top teams actually get drafted each year, this active conversation

creates another possibility for bias in expert opinion. It might be that the rankings provided

by the experts of the Harris poll overemphasize the contribution of individual superstars who

are expected to get drafted after the college football season ends.16

In table 10 we see that the number of drafted players has a strong and significant effect

on experts opinion. Some may argue it is a justified affect, that the contribution of the

players is so tremendous, and that while the rest of the statistics produced by the team and

the APR do not properly control for the effects. To check this possibility, I wanted to check

if after controlling for other variables that measure teams’ performance there is any effect

16See appendix Appendix C.D for distribution of number of drafted players from each team.
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Table 10: Explaining TV Rating

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
TVt−1 TVt−1 TVt−1 TVt−1 AP poll AP poll

APR 0.131 0.089 18.827∗∗∗
(1.32) (1.32) (6.97)

Harris 0.012∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗
(4.92) (4.42)

TVt−1 7.150 4.493
(1.40) (1.07)

Points for -0.000 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.000
(-0.54) (-1.45) (0.31) (-0.47) (-0.65) (-0.13)

Points against -0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001
(-0.19) (0.93) (-0.23) (1.26) (0.54) (0.93)

Away Wins 0.001 0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.039 0.051
(0.60) (0.92) (0.02) (-0.34) (0.96) (1.42)

Away Losses 0.002∗ 0.003∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ 0.003 -0.052 0.000
(1.88) (2.10) (2.86) (1.65) (-1.07) (0.00)

Home Wins 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.079∗ 0.062∗
(1.62) (1.59) (0.54) (0.20) (1.82) (1.69)

Home Losses 0.002 0.003∗∗ 0.001 0.002 -0.019 0.008
(1.52) (2.15) (1.57) (1.35) (-0.41) (0.19)

Points for2 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.15) (0.68) (-1.03) (1.42) (0.63) (0.20)

Points against2 -0.000 -0.000∗∗ -0.000 -0.000∗∗ -0.000 -0.000
(-0.58) (-2.11) (-0.03) (-2.44) (-0.26) (-1.08)

# draft players 0.001∗∗ 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.053∗∗∗ 0.044∗∗∗
(2.19) (1.44) (0.08) (-0.05) (5.14) (4.91)

Players’ av height -0.001 -0.003∗∗∗ -0.000 -0.001 0.007 0.002
(-0.55) (-3.06) (-0.02) (-0.69) (0.10) (0.04)

Players’ av weight 0.000 0.001∗∗∗ 0.000∗ 0.000∗∗∗ -0.006 -0.006
(1.12) (4.32) (1.98) (2.70) (-0.99) (-1.23)

Constant 0.014 0.095 -0.056 -0.032 0.868 1.009
(0.14) (1.22) (-0.61) (-0.39) (0.19) (0.27)

r2 0.410 0.741 0.557 0.799 0.711 0.770
N 413 413 323 323 413 413
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Control variables for regressions (1), (3), (5) and (6) are Xsmall. Control variables for (2)
and (4) are Xlarge.
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of the number of stars in the team on the APR. Table 11 illustrates that when controlling

for explanatory variables the effect doesn’t exist and only after removing many explenatory

variables, draft picks have a significant effect on the APR. Even when the effect exists, it

is one order of magnitude smaller than the effect draft has on the expert-opinion rankings,

suggesting that there is a tendency of experts to inflate the effect of superstars on their total

teams behavior, where the effect doesn’t influence the teams’ quality as much.
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Table 11: Effect Star Players on APR

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
APR APR APR APR APR

Harris 0.008∗ 0.018∗∗∗
(1.83) (5.87)

# Drafted players 0.000 0.001 0.000 -0.0003∗ 0.0004∗∗
(0.11) (0.49) (1.10) (-1.71) (2.47)

TVt−1 -0.150 -0.125 0.118 -0.100 0.141
(-0.66) (-0.70) (1.32) (-0.88) (1.35)

Points For 0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000
(0.52) (0.93) (-1.34) (-1.03) (-1.41)

Points Against -0.000∗∗ -0.000∗∗ -0.000 -0.000 -0.000
(-2.29) (-2.18) (-0.46) (-0.31) (-0.90)

Away Wins -0.004 -0.003 -0.001 -0.001∗∗ -0.001
(-0.93) (-0.96) (-0.49) (-2.12) (-0.95)

Away Losses -0.004 -0.004 -0.003∗ -0.001 -0.003∗∗∗
(-0.88) (-1.15) (-1.99) (-1.02) (-3.42)

Home Wins -0.004 -0.004 -0.001 -0.000 0.001
(-1.00) (-1.17) (-0.44) (-0.44) (1.09)

Home Losses -0.005 -0.005 -0.003∗ 0.000 -0.001∗
(-1.22) (-1.31) (-1.88) (0.28) (-1.77)

Points for2 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗ 0.000∗∗ 0.000 0.000
(3.16) (2.24) (2.14) (1.34) (1.02)

Points against2 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗ 0.000∗ 0.000∗∗
(3.73) (3.54) (2.19) (1.83) (2.32)

Players’ av height 0.002 0.000 -0.002 0.000 0.000
(0.23) (0.05) (-1.52) (0.12) (0.21)

Players’ av weight -0.002 -0.002∗ -0.000 0.000 0.000
(-1.59) (-1.80) (-0.74) (1.39) (0.11)

Constant 0.361 0.423 0.169∗ -0.020 -0.007
(0.56) (1.10) (1.94) (-0.30) (-0.09)

r2 0.864 0.855 0.744 0.627 0.525
N 323.000 413.000 413.000 323.000 413.000
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Control variables: (1) Xlarge with team fixed effects and contolling for Experts Opinion. (2)
Xlarge with team fixed effects. (3) Xlarge (4) Xsmall and Experts Opinion (5) Xsmall.

C.7 Conclusion

Experts in a field are defined as such because they have studied, gained experience, and

become sources of knowledge in that arena. With that said, experts are humans and remain
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vulnerable to errors and biases. Experts might accurately asses if one team has played better

than another and if a player will make it to the NFL, but their expertise is not infallible

and may not be the best measure for certain assessments. In this paper, I showed that

experts cannot aggregate the vast amount of information that is accumulated every week

to produce an unbiased ranking of the best teams in the league. Specifically, I showed that

experts favor teams with greater ratings on television, and there are suggestive evidence that

this bias disappears when the influence of the experts on outcomes disappears. Moreover,

experts cannot aggregate the pieces of a team - the players - into the real value of the team.

This results in over-estimation of the effects that star players and media hype have on their

teams.

From a policy perspective, this paper raises questions on how much trust we should put in

experts. As the availability of large data sets increases, and with the increased sophistication

of algorithms and techniques to make predictions, it is becoming easier to find complements

and alternatives to expert opinion. In this paper, I suggest such an alternative that is

easier (and cheaper) to produce and that performs as well as expert opinion. It also has

the advantage that we can trust that it is bias-free. There are arenas that have influences

on our lives that are greater than college football. Finding an unbiased ranking policy for

college football would assure that fans and athletes have a fair system that chooses the best

teams, thus honoring the integrity of the sport. Finding an unbiased system for financial

recommendations and drug perscriptions may be a harder task, but the benefits from it

would be much greater, and therefore are worth pursuing.

Going forward I plan to check if expert opinion helps in prediction at all. To do that,

I plan to use machine learning methods to see if when having factual variables, adding the

rankings made by experts actually helps to predict the outcomes of games.
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Appendix C.A PageRank and APR comparison

The algorithm used in this paper to create the ranking is a modified version of Google’s

PageRank. In this appendix I explain the new algorithm differences between the two algo-

rithms.

The APR and PageRank are (approximately) the eigenvectors of matrices of relations

between teams and websites respectively. When forming the PageRank matrix, a square

matrix of links is created; in this matrix, the cells in the i’th row are links going out of the

i’th webpage, while the cells in the i’th column are the links going into the i’th webpage.

Denoting each site’s i rank by ri and the number of outgoing links by ni, site j’s rank will

be

rj =
∑
i 6=j

1ij · ri

ni

and the rank vector r will be the fixed point that satisfies it for every website i.

Using the same method, but replacing web-pages with teams and links with games results,

where a link from i to j is equivalent to team j beating team i, would crate a ranking parallel

to PageRank. The meaning of this ranking is not yet suitable for ranking teams for two

reasons:

1. A team that won all the games it played in a season will be represented with a row of

zeros. The process of numerically finding a matrix’s eigenvector is done by multiplying the

matrix many times, taking a vector, and using it to multiply the result matrix. This will

result in a rank of zero for the teams that won all their games. It might work for webpages,

as a page with no outgoing links may not be very important, but it does not work for teams.

2. A team dividing its weight among all the teams it lost to is also not ideal. For example,

team A and team B have the same ranking, and presumably the same playing level, yet they

lost 1 and 2 games respectively. Team C beat team A and team D beat team B. C and D

beat teams that have the same performance level, yet team C receives twice as much credit
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to its ranking as team D, since C is the only team that beat A. This result is not reasonable

for a team’s performance-level ranking.

The solution to the second problem is to change the weights to 1. If a team gives its

weight to all the teams it has lost to, then all the values in the matrix are either 1’s or 0’s

and not divided by the amount of losses.

The PageRank algorithm relies on having a matrix with positive values that sum to 1.

Intuitively, the process of finding the eigenvector “shrinks” the rank of the worse teams

faster, and technically, the fact that the matrix is row stochastic results in first eigenvalue of

1, which also means that high powers of the matrix do not result in the values of the matrix

going to infinity. Changing the rows’ sums to values greater than 1 will now inflate the rank

of the worse teams faster. The transpose of the matrix above (Denoted by G) is the solution

to this problem and also solves the first problem. In G, if a team loses all of its games, it

receives a rank of 0 (or ε), not the other way around.

Other issues with the PageRank algorithm are “rank sinks,” which occur when a set

of webpages have outgoing links only to other webpages in that set. This results in a non-

proportional inflation of their rankings. The solution is to find the eigenvector by multiplying

some vector v byGM where (M is a large integer that is the power of G). This is not necessary

for the 2012-2013 season, since there are no “rank sinks” in the games’ matrix17, yet for the

generality of the algorithm, this step is executed.

17Choosing multiple values, including 0, have no affect on any of the results.
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Appendix C.B APR final rank

Rank Team Rank Value Rank Team Rank Value

1 Kansas St 0.034674088 26 USC 0.011999327

2 Oklahoma 0.029530633 27 Clemson 0.011072405

3 Notre Dame 0.029236188 28 Louisville 0.010526864

4 Stanford 0.028478967 29 North Carolina 0.008931616

5 Oregon 0.024222965 30 Cincinnati 0.008728782

6 Baylor 0.020705869 31 Northwestern 0.008688559

7 Florida 0.020079037 32 Syracuse 0.008664727

8 Oregon St 0.018971997 33 Penn St 0.008658265

9 Texas 0.017993198 34 Arizona St 0.008501378

10 Alabama 0.01702169 35 Rutgers 0.00838035

11 TCU 0.016769017 36 Wisconsin 0.008185458

12 UCLA 0.016612458 37 NC State 0.008008595

13 Oklahoma St 0.016508075 38 Miami (FL) 0.007853317

14 Washington 0.016303498 39 Michigan 0.00739177

15 Ohio St 0.015888455 40 N Illinois 0.007074138

16 LSU 0.015372414 41 Kent St 0.006913862

17 West Virginia 0.015188128 42 Arkansas St 0.006849479

18 Georgia 0.014347359 43 Georgia Tech 0.006840432

19 Arizona 0.014345501 44 Virginia 0.006647467

20 Nebraska 0.014087885 45 Cent Arkansas 0.006522666

21 Florida St 0.012985521 46 Sam Houston St 0.00612939

22 Texas Tech 0.012830906 47 California 0.005980702

23 Texas A&M 0.012796205 48 Mid Tennessee 0.005946293

24 Iowa St 0.012624956 49 Duke 0.005902977

25 South Carolina 0.012574369 50 Virginia Tech 0.005814873
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Appendix C.C Variables list

Xsmall- Points for, Points against, Points for squared, Points against squared, number of

away wins, number of away losses, number of home wins, number of home losses, number of

players drafted in the 2013 NFL draft, team average player’s weight and team average player’s

height, rushing yards, rushing TDs, passes completed, passing yards, passing TDs, passes

intercepted, fumbles, interception returns, forced fumbles, tackles solo, tackles assisted, sacks.

Other variables - rushing attempts, passing attempts, pass conversion, fumbles lost, fum-

ble return, fumble return yards, fumble return TDs, interception return yards, interception

return TDs, safeties, tackles for loss, tackles for loss yards, sacks yards, QB hurries, broken

passes, Kickoff returns, kickoff return TDs, kickoff return yards, punt return, punt return

yards, punt return TDs, field goal attempts, field goals made, offensive 2xp attempts, of-

fensive 2xp made, defensive 2xp attempts, defensive 2xp made, punts, punts yards, kickoff,

kickoff yards, kickoff touchbacks, kickoff out of bounds, 1st down rush, 1st down pass, penal-

ties, penalties yards, redzone attempts, redzone TDs and redzone fieldgoals.
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Appendix C.D Drafted Players Histogram

Each college football team has about a hundred players in it’s roster, which means that there

are more than ten thousand NCAA Division-I players, our of them less than 250 are selected

in the NFL’s draft every year, these players can be perceived as “stars”. Below is a histogram

of teams by the number of players from each team that were selected in the NFL draft in

the year following the year in the dataset (Division I-A teams). This means that there were

only 11 teams which had no players selected in the draft, and one team (Alabama) that had

11 “stars”.

Figure C.1: Distribution of number of drafted players by team
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